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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
Jurisdiction is now provided under Utah Code §78A-4-103(2)(j), from Utah 
Code §78A-3-102(3)(j). 
ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 
ISSUE I - BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTIES: Did the Re/Max Elite 
real estate agent Tim Shea, as well as the brokers, breach a fiduciary duty as a 
matter of law when the agent (1) failed to pass the easement information from the 
Seller to the Buyer causing the Buyer to believe there was no access when in fact 
there was, and (2) failed to disclose critical material information to the Seller while 
operating under the Seller's Confidentiality Agreement and while serving as the 
Seller's real estate agent? 
In the alternative, should the issue of breach of a fiduciary duty by the real 
estate agent and broker as well as the resulting damages have been submitted to a 
jury for a factual determination? 
In dismissing all of the Seller's claims, did the trial court err in concluding 
"Still Standing's claims fail because it cannot prove that Shea and Remax caused 
any damage to Still Standing?" 
6 
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Summary Judgment Standard of Review: Correctness. 
An appellate court reviews a [lower] court's legal conclusions and ultimate 
grant or denial of summary judgment for correctness and views the facts 
and all reasonable inferences drawn therefrom in the light most favorable to 
the nonmoving party. 
Jones & Trevor Mktg., Inc. v. Lowry, 2012 UT 39, iJ 9,284 P.3d 630,635 
( emphasis added). 
Confidentiality Agreement and Statutes Standard: Correctness. 
The interpretation of a contract is a question of law, which we review for 
correctness, giving no deference to the ruling of the district court. 
Interpretation of our case law is also reviewed for correctness, ... as is the 
interpretation of a statute . .. 
Salt Lake City Corp. v. Big Ditch Irr. Co., 2011 UT 33,258 P.3d 539, 544 
( emphasis added, internal citations and punctuation omitted). 
Preserved. Memo. Seller's Cross-Motion Summ. J. Issue of Breach of 
Fiduciary Duty, Mar. 11, 2011, R.3094-3193; Seller's Ex. A-O, R.3194-3350; R. 
3707-14, Exhibits P-W, R. 3715-58; Oral Trans., Mar. 22, 2012, R.8389, 16:7-
41 :22; 47:8-52:8; R.8389, 55:14. 
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ISSUE II- NEGLIGENCE AND MISREPRESENTATIONS: Did the 
Re/Max Elite real estate agent Tim Shea, as well as the brokers, including Skip 
Wing, operate in an "honest, ethical, and competent" manner or did their conduct 
related to the transaction at issue constitute negligence? 
In dismissing all of the Seller's claims, did the trial court err in concluding 
"Still Standing's claims fail because it cannot prove that Shea and Remax caused 
any damage to Still Standing?" 
Summary Judgment Standard of Review: Correctness. 
An appellate court reviews a [lower] court's legal conclusions and ultimate 
@ 
@ 
grant or denial of summary judgment for correctness and views the facts @ 
and all reasonable inferences drawn therefrom in the light most favorable to 
the nonmoving party. 
Jones & Trevor Mktg., Inc. v. Lowry, 2012 UT 39, 19,284 P.3d 630,635 
( emphasis added). 
Confidentiality Agreement and Statutes Standard: Correctness. 
The interpretation of a contract is a question of law, which we review for 
correctness, giving no deference to the ruling of the district court. 
Interpretation of our case law is also reviewed for correctness, . .. as is the 
interpretation of a statute ... 
Salt Lake City Corp. v. Big Ditch Irr. Co., 2011 UT 33,258 P.3d 539, 544 
( emphasis added, internal citations and punctuation omitted). 
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I 
Motion to Reconsider Standard of Review: Abuse of Discretion 
Conclusions of Law: Correctness 
We review the trial court's denial of a motion to reconsider summary 
judgment under rule 60(b) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure for abuse of 
discretion . ... In reviewing such a motion, we accord no deference to the 
trial court's conclusions of law but review them for correctness. 
Lund v. Hall, 93 8 P .2d 285, 287 (Utah 1997)( emphasis added, citations omitted). 
Preserved. Seller's Memo. Opp. Remax Summ. J., March 14, 2011, 
@ R.3130-89; Schvaneveldt Deel., March 10, 2011, R.3190-93; Exhibits R.3194-
3350; Oral Trans., R.8389; R.4285-87; 4290-99. Mot. Recon., R.4280-4299, 
R.4288-89. 
ISSUE III - JURISDICTION AND OWNERSHIP OF REMAX: 
Should Seller's fiduciary duty, negligence, and misrepresentation claims 
against the brokers and agent be remanded for further consideration based on the 
post-trial discoveries Seller made as to the actual ownership of Re/Max Elite, 
forged documents that were recorded, and the false discovery responses provided 
by the broker? 
Grounds for seeking issue not preserved: Seller's claims against the 
Remax side and all claims against SSS had been dismissed before the trial. None 
of the rulings had been certified as final. After the trial, Seller and others 
9 
discovered the true owner ofRemax was actually Dale Quinlan. This in turn led to 
the discovery that multiple discovery responses provided by Remax through Skip 
Wing were false. In addition, Seller discovered the existence of multiple forged 
Remax documents filed with the Division the month after the REPC in this case 
was signed. All of the admitted and alleged discoveries constitute a breach of the 
duties owed by the licensees to the public. 
DETERMINATIVE STATUTES AND REGULATIONS 
Additionally, although not occupying a fiduciary relationship with prospective 
purchasers, a real estate agent hired by the vendor is expected to be honest, 
ethical, and competent and is answerable at law for breaches of his or her 
statutory duty to the public. Moreover, real estate agents have a duty to deal 
fairly and honestly, despite the fact that the broker is acting primarily as the 
seller's agent. One of the purposes for imposing a duty to disclose accurate or 
complete information [is] to protect the buyer from the unethical broker and 
seller and to insure that the buyer is provided sufficient accurate information 
to make an informed decision whether to purchase. 
West v. Inter-Fin., Inc., 2006 UT App 222, 139 P.3d 1059, 1064 (emphasis added, 
citations and punctuation omitted). R.3184. 
[U]se an approved addendum form to make a counteroffer or any other 
modification to a contract; 
Rl62-2f-40la (17). Affirmative Duties Required of All Licensed Individuals 
( emphasis added)(see current number 18). 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE AND FACTS 
Entities & Abbreviations 
Allen, Jar) R. Contiguous land owner, sold land/easement to Seller after Stable v. Allen. 
Allen, Ross. Contiguous land owner, defendant in Stable v. Allen. 
Aspenwood Real Estate Corp. Defunct, non-party to FSBO, FSBO judgment creditor. 
Code, Cathy. Third-party commission defendant, dismissed during trial, directed verdict. 
Elite Legacy Corporation. Defunct, non-party to FSBO, FSBO judgment creditor. 
Quinlan, Dale. Prior sole owner of DBA "Re/Max Elite," sold all FSBO claims to SSS. 
Schvaneveldt, Chuck. Commission claim judgment debtor based on FSBO. 
Shea, Tim. Real estate agent who never sold SSS land at issue, FSBO claims dismissed. 
Still Standing Stable, L.C. Seller, purchased OBA "Re/Max Elite" and all FSBO claims. 
Wing, Hilary "Skip." Alleged broker, non-party to FSBO, FSBO judgment creditor. 
Division = Utah Dept. of Commerce, Division of Corporations and Comm. Code. 
FSBO = Re/Max Elite For Sale By Owner commission agreement, Jan. 20, 2006. 
@ R. = Reference to the case record. 
RE/MAX ELITE. Utah DBA name, Registration No. 5800619-0151, owned by SSS. 
REPC = Real Estate Purchase Agreement, Feb. 7, 2006. 
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Nature of the Case, Proceedings, Disposition 
This is a dispute between the Seller of land on one hand, and licensed real 
estate brokers along with an agent on the other. Still Standing Stable, L.C. 
("SSS"), through one of its members, Chuck Schvaneveldt ("Chuck"), was 
contacted by Tim Shea, a Re/Max Elite real estate agent. The agent initially 
viewed and "presented" a parcel of land owned by Chuck to potential buyers. 
Then, without ever visiting the two Ogden Valley land parcels at issue, Tim 
produced an impressive $6 million REPC dated January 20, 2006. It failed. A 
second REPC for $4.3 million signed in February, 2006, trigger about a decade of 
this current litigation. 
When the Buyer, who turned out to be an LLC used in this land "flip" 
scheme, failed to appear at the closing, a flurry of complaints and counterclaims 
followed. SSS and Chuck were sued by the Buyer for some $20 million. R.61. 
Buyer's complaint referred to "TBD" in "Section 2 of the REPC." R.54, ,I4. The 
REPC Chuck signed didn't have "TBD" in Section 2, it was blank. This is 
confirmed by the REPC copy Metro Title preserved (R.3230) and in the First 
American Title file. R.3245. Tim Shea eventually admitted he changed the REPC 
after it was signed by the Buyer and Seller. When compared to the title company 
12 
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copies, about 10 changes were made to the REPC without permission and after it 
was signed. SSS counterclaimed against Remax and Shea, then settled with the 
Buyer. The /is pendens was removed so SSS could sell the land to others. Land 
values by that time were deflating rapidly. 
Tim Shea and Remax later amended and sued SSS for a real estate 
commission related to the $4.3 million failed sale. All of SSS's counterclaims 
against the brokerage, brokers and agent were dismissed early in a summary 
judgment order at issue in this appeal. 
Broker Skip Wing joined as a commission claim plaintiff. Chuck and his 
@ 
then girlfriend, now wife, Cathy Code endured a jury trial. Cathy was dismissed 
via directed verdict. Cathy had signed the FSBO at issue, not Chuck. The "Seller" 
@ was defined as "Chuck and Cathy Code." R.P-3 (emphasis added). Chuck accepted 
a REPC referring to "Land LLC Still Standing Stables." R.3223. There is a blank 
@J area after his signature on the REPC followed by the LLC address. R.3227. The 
FSBO provision "[I]f the Seller [Chuck and Cathy] accepts an offer" was deemed 
satisfied by the court without Cathy ever accepting "an offer." After being 
instructed that "Plaintiffs ... have earned a commission" (R.5346), the jury 
awarded $30,000 against Chuck. R.5389. The trial court later changed the verdict 
13 
to more than $130,000. See Chuck's $362,485 supersedeas bond secured by cash. 
R.7041. 
Multiple appeals followed, including this appeal. Still Standing Stable, L.C. 
is now respectfully requesting that the summary judgment entered against it be 
reversed and its claims remanded for consideration by a jury. 
Statement of Facts and Timeline 
Seller's memorandum in response to the Remax summary judgment motion 
as well as Seller's summary judgment memorandum include these same numbered 
facts and reference to the same set of Exhibits A- 0. Factual points and attached 
exhibits are reduced to remove issues irrelevant to the appeal. The "R" citations 
related to each fact are from the Fiduciary Duty Memorandum, R.3096-3114. See 
R.3131-3149, same facts. 
1. Confidentiality Agreement. On April 13, 2006, the parties entered 
into the Confidential Disclosure Agreement. The Agreement is between "Tim 
Shea, employed with ReMax Elite" (Recipient) and "Stake Center Locating, Inc. 
and Still Standing Stables, LLC" (Discloser). Confidential Agreement, p. 1, April 
13, 2006; Exhibit A. The Agreement was ''for the purpose of providing Real 
Estate Services." Id. R.3096, Add.4. 
14 
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A. Tim claimed the Confidentiality Agreement that he signed "has 
nothing to do with the purchase of the property outside of the fact of not wanting 
@ to tell the Allens what the purchase price was." Shea Depo. I, 246:17-19. (There 
are two depositions of Tim, the first is noted as "Shea Depo. I.") R.3096. 
@ B. The name "Allens" does not appear in the Confidentiality Agreement. 
R.3096. 
C. The Agreement covered all of the real estate deals that Tim worked on 
for both of the specified disclosing parties: Stake Center and Still Standing. R. 
3097. 
2. Tim was retained as the "go-to man for real estate services" on behalf 
of the Seller. Schvaneveldt Deel., p.1. R.3097. 
3. Seller relied on Tim Shea's claims that the agent had all sorts of 
experience on complex land deals. Schvaneveldt Deel., p.1. R.3097; Declaration is 
at R.3126-29, Add.3. 
4. "It has been my experience that land deals are always tricky." Email 
Shea to Code, Feb. 1, 2006, Code Depo, Ex. 55; Exhibit B. R.3097. 
5. Tim Shea had only had his real estate license for about a year and a 
half, "approximately year and a half you'd been selling real estate before you 
15 
entered into this transaction? A (Shea): Approximately." Shea Depo. I, 82:24-83:3. 
R.3097. 
6. "I don't know that I've ever had anyone instruct me on how to fill that 
[FSBO] out." Shea Depo. I, 83:19-20. R.3098. 
7. "Did anybody at ReMax sit down with you and say, This is how we @ 
fill out real estate purchase contracts with this group? A (Shea): No." Shea Depo. 
I, 96: 18-21. R.3098. 
8. Tim Shea had actually never received a "six-figure commission." 
Answer: "True to say." Shea Depo. I, 206:6-8. R.3098. 
9. The agent's real estate knowledge was believed to be far superior to 
that of the Seller's members. Schvaneveldt Deel., p.1. R.3098. 
10. Tim was Chuck/Still Standing/Stake Center's real estate agent on 
multiple properties. R.3098. 
@ 
A. The First Property Presented by Tim - Chuck's 15 Acres. Tim @ 
served as Chuck's agent and presented the 15 acre parcel on Chuck's behalf. This 
was the first property that Tim ever visited when he met Chuck: "I actually 
presented both ... but Chuck kind of took the 15 acres off the table." Shea Depo. 
I, 42:23-43 ( emphasis added). R.3098. 
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B. Salt Lake Property. Tim was Chuck and Still Standing's agent on 
the Salt Lake property that Stake Center/Still Standing acquired (Salt Lake 
Property Contract, Exhibit C): 
Q (Fuller): You are Chuck's agent on the sale of the Salt Lake property, 
right? 
A(Shea): Yes. 
Q: - you had a fiduciary obligation to him on? 
A: On that specific transaction. 
*** 
A. On - my duty was to Chuck on that specific transaction. 
Q: Okay. Chuck an individual? 
A: On that transaction. 
Shea Depo. I, 297:15-298:4. R.3098-99. 
11. Tim considered Chuck and Still Standing, LC to be one and the same: 
"you see Chuck Schvaneveldt as one and the same with the LLC; is that right? 
A(Shea): I - I think so. . . Q: Do you see him as one and the same? A(Shea): 
Yeah." Shea Depo. I, 297:1-298:12. R.3099. 
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12. Tim filled out the Seller's Disclosures (Schvaneveldt Deel., p.3) and 
added the typing to the REPC that were presented to the Seller to sign. Shea Depo. 
I, 48: 13-14. ("I typed it up at my office.") R.3099. @ 
13. Second Property Presented by Tim - First Contract for $6 Million 
Failed. Tim originally prepared the first purchase contract with a sales price of @ 
$6,090,000 along with a FSBO. Original Contract, Jan. 20, 2006, Shea Depo. I, 
Ex. 27. The counteroffer was not accepted and the transaction failed. After the 
original $6 million-plus offer failed, Tim Shea expressed an interest in doing more 
business with Seller. Tim began working on the Salt Lake property (Fact l0(b)) 
acquisition the same month he brought a new offer (Fact 14) on the land at issue, 
February 2006. Schvaneveldt Deel., pp.3-4. R.3099. 
14. Second Real Estate Purchase Contract for $4.3 Million. On behalf ® 
of the Seller and after the earlier transaction terminated, Tim circulated a second 
real estate purchase contract (hereafter the "REPC"), the contract at issue for © 
$4,362,500, which was allegedly signed by Seller on February 7, 2006. Shea Depo 
I, Ex. 32; Wing Depo. Ex. 98; Exhibit D, Add.4. See also, Schvaneveldt Deel. 127, 
developed interest in having Tim represent Seller on multiple properties. R. 3099. 
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15. There was no agency disclosure circulated with the February 2006 
REPC. Schvaneveldt Deel., p. 1. R.3100. 
16. No Agency Disclosure Notation Completed m REPC that Seller 
Signed. 1 
A. Paragraph 5 (agency disclosure) of the REPC signed by the Buyer and 
Seller, as well as the brokerage disclosures, are blank. Shea Depo. I, Ex. 32; 
Exhibit D, Add.4. The REPC copy that Metro Title produced in response to the 
subpoenas have no Seller initials in paragraph 5 either. Wing Depo. Ex. 99; 
Exhibit E, Add.4, Metro National Title copy of REPC. R.3100. 
B. Tim Shea made a false statement in his deposition regarding the 
initials in the REPC paragraph 5: 
Q (Fuller): Mr. Shea, I'll ask you to look at Exhibit 28, which is a real estate 
purchase agreement. Shea Depo. I, 127 :2-4 
*** 
Q: [W]hen it came from seller, it had seller's initials by the confirmation of 
agency disclosed here and from the buyers when it came from back from 
them? 
A: Yes. 
1 Remax never produced any original REPC nor FSBO. 
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Shea Depo. I, 152:8-11; Remax Complaint REPC, Exhibit F, Add.4. (Compare to 
Exhibits D and E, which have no agency disclosures noted nor Seller's initials next 
to paragraph 5). R.3100. 
C. Seller's initials were forged in the Paragraph 5 box of the REPC. 
Initials were not added until after Tim Shea received the earnest money. See and 
compare Exhibit D (Shea Depo. Ex. 28), the REPC that Chuck signed; Exhibit E, 
the copy from Metro Title; and Exhibit G, the copy from First American Title in 
contrast to Exhibit F, the copy that was attached to the Remax complaint. R.3100. 
D. Tim Shea made another false statement in his deposition by claiming 
he added the notation "FSBO" to the REPC ( see the handwriting "FSBO 
Agreement" on Shea Depo. I, Ex. 28, page 2 ofREPC; Exhibit F) before he sent it 
to the Seller to sign: 
Q (Fuller): Was that [FSBO agreement] put on before or after it went over to 
this Chuck and Still Standing? 
A (Shea): Before. 
Q: That would have been before. Tell me what that - is that your writing? 
A: Yeah. 
Q: ... Was that on there when you went sent it to the buyers? 
A: Yeah. 
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Shea Depo, I, 154: 1-3 (bracket added). Notation is not on page 2 of Exhibit D, the 
REPC that Chuck signed. R.3101. 
E. The REPC copy supplied by Metro Title had been signed by the buyer 
and seller, but Tim's handwritten "FSBO" notation was not on Metro's copy. 
Exhibit E, Add.4. A similar false statement is included on page 154: 14-17 of 
Tim's first deposition. ("that was filled out before you sent it to the buyer ... 
Either the buyer or seller? A (Shea): Yeah.") Tim eventually admitted to filling in 
the blanks after the buyer and seller had signed the REPC: 
Q (Fuller): It was afterwards, after Chuck signed it, right? 
A (Shea): Right. 
Shea Depo, I, 315 :22-24. R.3101. 
F. Another false statement by Tim includes the following while referring 
to the initials on the bottom of the REPC page 5 (Shea Depo. I, Ex. 28; Exhibit F): 
"seller' s initials and the buyer's initials, that would have been sent back to you ... 
after they initialed those, it would have come back to you, right? ... A(Shea): 
Yes." Shea Depo. I, 160:20-161: 1. The Metro Title copy of the REPC (Exhibit E) 
did not have Chuck's initials on the bottom nor the date of "2-7-06." (Compare the 
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date next to Chuck's initials on page 4 of Exhibit F, Add.4, to the date on page 5.) 
R.3101. 
G. The REPC copy produced by First American Title in its subpoena 
responses, Exhibit G, Add.4, is also missing, inter alia, the paragraph 5 initials, 
multiple check marks, the "TBD" modification, page 5 initials and date. R.3102. 
17. The Buyer, Emmett Warren, LLC, through its member, attorney John 
Lish (Utah Bar since 1998, Lish Depo. 5:23), testified that he thought Tim Shea 
was working for Chuck (Seller's member): 
Q: Tell me, as of May 1, 2006, did you feel like you had a broker agreement 
and agency disclosure with Re/Max or Tim Shea at that point in time? ® 
A (Lish): No. I - I would assume this whole time that - you know, that - I 
believed that he was working for Chuck." 
Lish Depo. 51: 14-18 ( emphasis added). R.3102. 
18. Skip Wing, contrary to the Buyer, thought Tim was working for the 
Buyer: @ 
Q. Hypothetically, if he sat up there in the house of the Allens and there 
were discussions about right-off-way problems and the possibility of 
acquiring a right-of-way and talking about the land and talking about Chuck 
and talking about whatever people sit around and talk about when they're 
visiting, is that an important event that he should have gone to the sellers and 
said, I've just been at the Allen's house? 
MR. WALLACE: Objection, compound, vague. 
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Q. Is that an important element that he should have disclosed? 
A. And the buyers were with him? 
Q. With him, yes. 
MR. WALLACE: Same objection. 
THE WITNESS: I don't know. He represented the buyers. They were his 
first duty. 
Wing Depo. 209: 1-16 ( emphasis added). R.3102. 
19. Closing was scheduled for May 3, 2006, the day the Seller's side did 
close (pursuant to instructions from Seller's counsel Gretta C. Spendlove, retained 
to work with Seller's other attorney Nina Cleere on the large transaction). See 
Seller's Attorney Gretta C. Spendlove, Durham, Jones, Pinegar, Escrow and 
Closing Instructions to First Am. Title, May 3, 2006, Bates No. SSS 088; Signed 
Deeds, SSS 091-095; F ATCO Final Statement SSS 096-098. R.3102. 
20. On May 1, 2006, only days before the scheduled closing (Seller 
closed its side on May 3), Tim Shea faxed a Broker Agreement & Agency 
Disclosure to John Lish with a request for his signature, which was apparently 
® never signed by the Buyer. See Fax Cover Sheet with Unsigned Brokerage 
Agreement to Lish, May 1, 2006, Lish Depo. Ex. 1, Exhibit H. A notation (star) 
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was included requesting that the Buyer agree to a limited agency arrangement and 
to sign the back page. Buyer never signed the agreement. R.3103. 
21. Seller believed Tim Shea was working for Chuck/Still Standing 
(Schvaneveldt Deel., p. I), and the Buyer also "believed that he was working for 
Chuck." Lish Depo. 51: 14-18. R. 3103. 
22. Just days before the proposed closing, Tim Shea attended a meeting 
with the Buyer and Mr. Shea's attorney Miles LeBaron. Tim then drove with the 
Buyer to view the road. "Approximately 2 days before the proposed closing ... 
Tim Shea came upon a meeting among Miles LeBaron, John Lish, and Ryan Wilde 
in which they were discussing the road at issue ... Tim Shea heard part of the 
discussion for a few minutes and then left with Mr. Wilde to try to view the road." 
Shea Interrogatory No. 22, Oct. 24, 2008 ( emphasis added). Tim testified that "I 
got the impression that they [Buyer] had begun to think that Chuck was not telling 
us the truth." Shea Depo. I, 245:5-6 (bracket and emphasis added). R.3103. 
23. Tim Shea Never Told Chuck About "Not Telling Truth" Meeting. 
This is key testimony by Tim: 
Q (Fuller): Did you call - did you call Chuck and say, Chuck, listen, I'v 
been to this meeting, these buyers think you 're not telling the truth, they 
think there's a problem with the right-of-way, and I just drove up there with 
Wilde, let me tell you what's going on? Did you ever call and have that type 
of conversation? 
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A (Shea): Never needed to. 
Q: Why wouldn't you need to? 
A. Because I represented the buyer, not the sellers. 
Q: Strictly buyers and seller? Okay. 
A: Right. 
Q: So that's - would you agree that that would be a material term? If you 
did represent Chuck, that would be something you better be telling him; is 
that right? 
A: Yeah. If/ had some fiduciarv responsibility., which I didn't have with 
him. 
* * * 
Q (Fuller): Okay. Did you or didn't you have a confidential agreement 
with Chuck at the time this meeting took place with the parties we just 
talked about in interrogatory number 22? 
Mr. Wallace: Objection; it's asked and answered, and I object to the extent it 
calls for a legal conclusion there was an agreement. 
A(Shea): I - based on those dates that - that confidentiality agreement 
would have been in place. 
Q (Fuller): Would have been in place. Okay. To make it clear, you never 
called Chuck to tell him that you'd been up to that property with Mr. Wilde 
to look at that right-of-way and, by the way, the buyers are starting to 
wonder if you didn't tell them the truth or -
A(Shea): Well, no, as to whether-
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Mr. Wallace: Let me -objection; compound; asked and answered. Why are 
we keep going over the same thing? Time afer time he answered that. 
Q: You can answer. 
Mr. Wallace: Did you call Chuck and tell him that? 
A (Shea): No. 
Shea Depo. I, 245: 12-248:7; Exhibit J (emphasis added). R.3104-05. 
24. Tim could not remember when he talked to Chuck after getting the 
impression that the Buyer thought the Seller was not telling the truth: "And from 
the time you got the feeling that the buyers thought Chuck may not be telling the 
@ 
truth, when did you next talk to Chuck? A. (Shea) I don't remember." Shea Depo. ® 
I, 245:8-11. R.3105. 
25. Tim testified as follows: "But in terms of a fiduciary responsibility, it 
would be to the buyers, not to Chuck." Shea Depo. I, 234:6-8. R.3105. 
26. Meeting in Ross Allen's Home. Tim describes encountering David 
Allen while walking on the property right of way and a meeting in Ross Allen's 
home: "So we got in the truck with him, and he drove us to - to speak with the 
father, and I don't remember his name. It might have been Ross." Shea Depo. I, 
37:17-19. ''And did you go in their cabin? A: yes." Id., 37:23-24. "Did they say, 
There's no right- of- way to that land? 
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A(Shea): I believe they did say that. I believe they said that the land - or 
that that road passes over not just their land but several others, the 
monastery, and I believe there's two other landowners there, that it passes 
over, and that Chuck doesn't have a right over that land." 
Shea Depo. I, 39:11-16 (emphasis). Exhibit J. Tim remembers the meeting in the 
Ross Allen house with the Buyer in great detail, including the type of drink he was 
given from the Allens: 
A(Shea): It was a Sprite. 
Q(Fuller): Good. Okay. Was there -
Mr. Wallace: Quit volunteering information. 
The Witness (Shea): Sorry. 
Mr. Wallace: That's on the record. 
Q (Fuller): Was there - was there a discussion about the - about the right of 
way? 
A. You know I'm sure there was. I'm sure there was. There would be no 
way that Ross Allen was not going to bring up the fact that there was no 
right-of-way. 
Q: And do you remember the specifics of it? 
A: Outside of them saying that Chuck purchased a piece of land that he 
thinks he has access and he has no access. There's no access over this 
land. He has to - he doesn't have written consent from the monastery. 
Yeah, they said stuff like that. 
Shea Depo. I, 305 :6-22 ( emphasis added). Exhibit J. R.3105-06. 
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27. Tim did not know ifhe told Chuck or "anybody from the seller's side 
that you had been up there to look at that" land with Mr. Wilde: "A (Shea): I don't 
know, I don't remember, I don't know." Shea Depo. I, 238:17-23. R.3106. 
28. Tim had been given a copy of the earlier litigation between Still 
Standing and the Ross Allen family by Seller's in-house attorney, Ms. Cleere: "I 
gave Tim a copy of this - the appeal, .. " Cleere Depo. 37:25-38:1; "I believe I did 
because I gave that to him, by itself." Id., 97:7-8. Seller expected and relied on 
Tim to pass the document to the Buyer. Schvaneveldt Deel., p.1 . R.3106-07. 
29. Tim claims he was never given a copy of the Stables v. Allen case: 
Q: They [Seller] never gave you a copy of the case? 
A(Shea): Not to my knowledge. 
Q: Is it your testimony that Nina never gave you a copy of the Allen case? 
[Objection] 
A: I don't recall any - ever receiving the actual copy of the case. They 
[Chuck and Nina] both told me about the case. 
Shea Depo. I, 189:18-189:25. R. 3107. 
30. Tim, who testified he was not given a copy of the case (Fact 29), did 
not pass the copy of Stables v. Allen, 2005 UT 46, to the Buyer. Instead, the 
Buyer was made aware of the case by its attorney Miles LeBaron: "[T]he lawyer 
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found a Utah Supreme Court case ... dealing with the issue of the Seller's access." 
Buyer's Amd. Answer and Crossclaim, 121, April 20, 2007. "This law firm then 
discovered ... Supreme Court's Opinion on appeal details this battle ... "Miles 
LeBaron Letter to Skip Wing, Remax Elite, June 1, 2006; Exhibit K. R.3107. 
31. Buyer's attorney, now Tim Shea and Remax's attorney Miles LeBaron 
sent Skip Wing, Remax Principal Broker, a letter describing all sorts of serious 
allegations that "The Seller lied about the access," the Seller's actions constituted a 
"default" and "not to mention outright fraud perpetrated by the Seller." See Miles 
LeBaron, LeBaron & Jensen, P.C., letter to Skip Wing Remax Elite, June 1, 2006; 
Quinney Depo. Ex. 77; Exhibit K. Before commencing the litigation, Remax did 
not pass the LeBaron Letter to Chuck (Schvaneveldt Deel., p.1 ), and the broker 
testified as follows: 
Q (Fuller): Do you admit that letter you 're looking at, Exhibit 77, was never 
passed or transferred to Chuck Schvaneveldt or the sellers [ sic ]group? 
A (Wing): I don't know if it was or wasn't. 
Q: Was it ever given by you to him personally? 
A: Personally no. 
*** 
Q: The question is, do you feel like you had a duty to pass that on to Chuck 
or the sellers [ sic ]group? 
Mr. Wallace: The written words? 
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Q: The letters. 
A (Wing): I don't know. 
Skip Wing Depo. 238:20-239:12. R.3107-08. 
32. Tim did not tell Chuck or anyone on the Seller's side about the 
meeting in Ross Allen's home which Tim attended and heard Ross Allen tell the 
Buyer that "Chuck doesn't have a right over that land." Schvaneveldt Deel., p.1. 
R.3108. 
33. Buyer's member, attorney Ryan Wilde, was Tim's Neighbor. R. 
3108. 
34. Tim Had Represented the Buyer and its Members in the Past. R. 
3108. 
35. Tim never disclosed to the Seller that he had represented the Buyer 
members in the past. Schvaneveldt Deel., p.2. R.3108. 
36. Mr. Lish, Mr. Wilde, and Mr. Bosco (Arizona) are all attorneys. When 
asked if Tim sat down with the buyers to fill out the paperwork he testified: 
"They're real estate attorneys so they're pretty familiar with how it works." Shea 
Depo. I, 48: 12-13. R.3109. 
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37. Mr. Lish and Mr. Wilde operated Utah Commercial Title (UCT issued 
the Commitment for Title Insurance in the amount of $4,362,500 in the deal. See 
John Lish Depo., Nov. 24, 2008, Ex. 2, UCT Insurance Commitment.) R.3109. 
38. Tim never disclosed the fact that the Buyer members were real estate 
lawyers who operate a title company. Schvaneveldt Deel., p. 2. R.3109. 
39. Tim failed to specify the new loan dollar amount on the REPC when it 
was circulated for the Buyer and Seller to sign. REPC, Shea Depo. I, Ex. 32; 
Exhibit D. R.3109. 
40. After the REPC was signed by both parties, Tim later added the 
acronym "TBD" to the REPC in the new loan dollar amount blank: "[W]ho put 
the TBD there, is that - is that your handwriting? A (Shea): I believe it is my 
writing." Shea Depo. I, 309: 1-3; Exhibit F, Add.4, R.3109. 
41. "TBD" means "To be detennined." Shea Depo. I, 149:23. R.3109. 
42. After comparing the REPC (Exhibit D) to the copy of the REPC 
attached to the Remax complaint (Exhibit F), Tim eventually had to admit in his 
deposition that he added the "New Loan" term change and specification to the 
REPC after_Chuck signed the REPC: 
Q: So the TBD was added after Chuck signed that sheet with his initials on 
it? 
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A (Shea): Could be. 
Q (Fuller): Necessarily have to be wouldn't it? 
A: It looks that way. 
Shea Depo, I, 311 :20-24 ( emphasis added). R.3109. 2 
43. Tim's Principal Broker Skip Wing agreed with the following 
sentence: 
[A] real estate agent should never fill in the blanks on a REPC after the 
buyer and seller have signed the contract, except for noting the receipt of Ci 
earnest money. Is that true? 
A (Skip Wing): True. 
Skip Wing Depo., 233:3-7. R.3109-10. 
44. An addendum to the REPC needs to be used if the REPC is modified. 
"[U]se an approved addendum form to make a counteroffer or any other 
modification to a contract;" R162-2f-40la (I ?)(emphasis added). There is no 
addendum to the REPC. See Exhibit L, Administrative Rules (latest numbering). 
R.3110. 
45. Branch broker Scott Quinney described the two ways to make changes 
to the REPC: 
A (Quinney): Two ways. Redo the document completely or by addendum. 
2 Remax "RESPONSE: Admitted, ... " R.3436. 
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Q: Would that make -
A: Or initial the change the - depending on what the changes are you could 
initial the changes. 
Defendant Broker Scott Quinney Depo. 189:1-5. R.3110. 
46. There are no initialed changes on the REPC Seller signed (Exhibit D) 
nor the forged REPC that Remax attached to its complaint (Exhibit F), nor the 
copies provided by the title companies (Exhibits E, G). R.3110, Add.4. 
4 7. Seller should have been given but was never given a final copy of the 
REPC with Tim's signature noting the receipt of earnest money. Schvaneveldt 
Deel., p.2. See also, "An individual may not: (2) require parties to acknowledge 
receipt of a final copy of any document prepared by the licensee prior to all parties 
(@) signing a contract evidencing agreement to the terms thereof;" RI 62-2f-401 b, 
Exhibit L. R.3110. 
48. Tim claims he is permitted to shift gears from fiduciary to non-
fiduciary in mid-sentence: 
Q (Fuller): And were there times when you talked to Chuck about the 
Huntsville property and then in the same period of time you talked to him 
about the Stake Center Locating property? 
A (Shea): Yeah. 
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Q (Fuller): So when you talked to Chuck about the Salt Lake Stake Center 
Locating property -
A (Shea): Right. 
Q. - then you shifted gears from, I'm his agent, now we're going to talk 
about the other property, I'm not your agent? 
A. Right. 
* * * 
Q. And you just automatically shift gears and go from being the agent 
then you tum - no, you -
A. It's an amazing thing but I did it. 
Shea Depo. I, 181 :6-182:24 ( emphasis added); Exhibit J. R.3111. 
49. Remax Principal Broker Skip Wing testified as follows regarding 
fiduciary duties: 
Q. Let's go to the confidentiality agreement. Is this the first day you've ever ® 
looked over that confidentiality agreement? 
A. Yes. 
Wing Depo. 222:11-14. 
Q (Fuller): [C]ould Tim Shea [ ] meet with Chuck and discuss as Chuck's 
agent that Salt Lake property, and then switch in the middle of a sentence or 
a conversation and not disclose information about the Huntsville property? 
[Objection] 
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A (Wing): Yes. 
Wing Depo. 228: 10-16 ( emphasis added, typo and objection omitted); Exhibit M. 
Q (Fuller): We have a confidentiality agreement with Tim Shea. We have 
two purchase contracts that are in executory phase. And you're telling me 
that Tim Shea could go out and talk to Chuck about all sorts of confidential 
and private information about Chuck's personal and the company 
financial business, but when he switches to this land sale in the valley, in 
Ogden Valley, he doesn't have a duty, he can clam right up and not tell 
Chuck the details of what is going on up there? Is that your testimony? 
[Objection] 
THE WITNESS: In my opinion, yes. 
Wing Depo. 269:20-270:7 (emphasis added); Exhibit M. R.3111-12. 
50. Tim testified that he thought toward the very, very end that the 
transaction was still going to close. R.3112. 
51. The Buyer told Tim that the lenders would not loan money under 
certain circumstances: "Did any of the buyers state to you that any of the proposed 
lenders weren't going to loan money on the property because of the right-of-way 
issue? [Objection]" 
A (Shea): Yes ... they said at the end if there is no access, they're not going 
to lend to us on it." 
Shea Depo. I, 267:22-268:6. R.3113. 
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52. Tim never informed Chuck that there were lenders involved in the 
transaction. Schvaneveldt Deel., p. 2. Tim left the impression with Chuck that the 
Buyer had its own cash for the purchase price. Id. Similarly, the REPC has no 
dollar amount specified in the "new loan" blank. See Exhibit D. R.3113. 
53. Tim never passed on information to Chuck or alerted the Seller that 
the Buyer had notified Tim that lenders weren't going to loan money on the 
property under certain circumstances related to the right-of-way. Schvaneveldt 
Deel., p. 2. R.3113. 
54. Right after the due diligence period passed, Tim assured Chuck that if 
the buyer didn't close then Chuck would be able to keep the $25,000 of earnest 
money, and Tim told Chuck that the Buyer's money was "on the line" if the Buyer 
didn't close. Schvaneveldt Deel., p.2. R.3113. 
55. Tim admits there was a conversation about Chuck keeping the earnest 
I 
I 
©' 
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money: "And at that point I said, If they default, they would probably pay you their @ 
earnest money ... It would have been just after due diligence." Shea Depo. I, 
304: 14-20. "He asked me, Is there - so now their check's on the line." Id., 304:20-
21. R.3113. 
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56. On May 3, 2006, the Buyer did not close the Buyer's side of the 
transaction. This missed closing appointment was the first indication Seller had 
@ that the Buyer had reservations about the land deal and was not going to be 
appearing with the purchase price. Schvaneveldt Deel., p.2. R.3113-14. 
57. After the sale failed, Tim never met with Chuck to disclose and 
explain the details surrounding the "not telling the truth" meeting with the Buyer 
nor the "Ross Allen no right of way" meeting. There were no conversations 
between the two after May 3, 2006: "After - I don't think so." Shea Depo. I, 
302:8-11. "I never met with them in the month of May." Id, 302:20-21. R.3114. 
58. The property at issue depreciated from over $4 million to about $1 
million ( when the !is pendens was removed and the land was finally sold to 
@ Millennium) during the executory phase of the fraudulent REPC and subsequent 
litigation. Seller was harmed by Remax/Shea when it lost the opportunity to 
pursue a cash buyer after relying on Tim's representations and false statements. 
Seller relied on the real estate agent and entered into the REPC at issue believing 
the tenns were correct. R. 3114. 
The REPC terms were changed by Tim from no dollar amount in the "new 
loan" section to "TBD," with no notice to the Seller. A 1031 real estate exchange 
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opportunity was lost because of the agent's omissions and false statements that 
induced the Seller to enter into the contract. Litigation commenced that prevented 
the property from being sold and subjected the Seller to substantial legal fees. 
Schvaneveldt Deel., ,I22 at R. 3127-28; R.3114. 
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
Seller Still Standing Stable, L.C., alleges that the Re/Max Elite ( or "Remax") 
@ brokerage, brokers, and real estate agent Tim Shea are responsible and liable for 
Seller's financial damages. SSS's damages exceed $3 million related to the failed 
land transaction at issue. Licensed real estate professionals owe the public a duty, 
and are "expected to be honest, ethical, and competent and [are] answerable at law 
for his or her statutory duty to the public." There is a common factual bases to 
support both of SSS's primary liability theories as well as the resulting damages 
under either or both theories and related claims. Misrepresentations suggesting 
there was no access to the land when it was offered for sale misled the trial court. 
All of SSS's claims were disposed of at the summary judgment stage: 
[T]he Court finds that there is undisputed -- or that it is undisputed that that 
lack of a guaranteed access was the sole reason for the -- that the transaction 
failed. 
Oral Trans., R.8389, 53: 1-3. Seller disputed this argument and factual conclusion: 
Seller disputes the argument that the failure of the transaction was the 
inability to ensure access. 
R.3180 ( emphases added). SSS's equally valid alternate factual theory of why the 
sale failed should have been adopted: 
It is just as likely that the Buyer backed out because it decided it could not 
''flip" the land ... 
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R.3186 ( emphasis added). 
An appellate court reviews a [lower] court's legal conclusions and ultimate 
grant or denial of summary judgment for correctness and views the facts 
and all reasonable inferences drawn therefrom in the light most favorable to 
the nonmoving party. 
Jones & Trevor Mktg., Inc. v. Lowry, 2012 UT 39, ,r 9,284 P.3d 630, 635 
( emphasis added). SSS now appeals, claiming the trial court erred in reaching a 
disputed factual conclusion that destroyed all of SSS's claims. SSS's liability 
theories having nothing to do with access issues were also swept aside. The heart 
of SSS's claims are based on the acts and omissions of the agent who negligently or 
fraudulently induced SSS to enter into the REPC under false pretenses then failed 
to pass critical information between the Buyer and Seller. 
SSS was led to believe it had entered into a REPC with a "cash buyer" who 
owned the Arizona Diamondbacks ball team and had $4.3 million cash on hand. 
The "new loan" dollar amount on the REPC was blank when Chuck considered the 
terms and decided to sign on behalf of SSS. The Seller showed up for closing on 
the designated day having no reason to believe there were any problems brewing. 
A 1031 real estate exchange was in the works. The Buyer, who apparently had 
about $26 in its account, never appeared at the closing. 
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ARGUMENTS 
The licensed real estate brokers and agent owed the Seller a duty: 
Specific to the duties of a real estate agent to those persons to whom the 
agent owes no fiduciary duty, we stated in Dugan v. Jones that "[t]hough not 
occupying a fiduciary relationship with prospective purchasers, a real estate 
agent hired by the vendor is expected to be honest, ethical, and competent 
and is answerable at law for his or her statutory duty to the public." 
Hermansen v. Tasulis, 2002 UT 52, 48 P.3d 235, 24l(emphasis added). R.3713. 
Failure to include the true terms of the REPC presented to SSS for consideration 
constitutes a breach, as does changing the terms without notice thereafter. Remax 
was incompetent by failing to disclose material information to the Seller before 
and after the REPC signing, and failing to pass documents between the parties. 
The trial court erred in concluding as a matter of law that SSS "cannot 
prove that Shea and Remax caused any damages." Multiple factual disputes exist 
® on the issue of negligence as well as damage claims. In granting the Remax 
summary judgment motion and denying SSS's motion, all of the SSS's claims 
against the brokers and agent were incorrectly dismissed as follows: 
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Still Standing raises many other issues, including agency duties, disclosures 
and royalties in an attempt to prevent summary judgment. While there are 
undoubtedly factual issues that exist, none of these issues is relevant 
because Still Standing cannot show that they were damaged by anything 
other than the inability to guarantee an access. 
Even if Shea and Remax acted improperly in some way as Still Standing 
suggests, the simple truth is that the actions of Shea and Remax did not 
cause the transaction to fail; therefore, Still Standing cannot prove that 
they were damaged in any way by the actions of Shea or Remax. 
As a result, even if Shea did not fulfill some duty owed to Still Standing or 
even if Shea made some misrepresentation to Still Standing, all of Still 
Standing's claims fail because it cannot prove that Shea and Remax caused 
any damage to Still Standing. The transaction failed because Still Standing 
could not guarantee an access to the property. That's the bottom line. 
Accordingly, again, the Court grants the--Remax's motion for summary 
judgment, dismisses Still Standing's affirmative claims. 
Oral. Trans., R.8389, 53:18-54:13 (emphasis added), Add.2. As the trial court 
noted, "there are undoubtedly factual issues that exist." The agent and brokers' 
dishonest, unethical, and incompetent acts and omissions specified in detail by SSS 
directly caused severe economic damages. Many damage allegations are 
completely unrelated to any access issue. SSS's damages commenced the moment 
ink was applied on "2.7.06" to the REPC that had already expired on "January 23, 
2006." R.0072. The initial damages spnmg directly from Tim Shea's blatantly 
false misrepresentations regarding the buyer's cash position. 
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ISSUE I - BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTIES 
BECAUSE TIM SHEA WAS SERVING AS A REAL ESTATE AGENT 
FOR STILL STANDING, PRESENTING MULTIPLE PROPERTIES 
ON BEHALF OF THE SELLER, AND BECAUSE HE SIGNED A 
CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT "FOR THE PURPOSE OF 
PROVIDING REAL ESTATE SERVICES," HE OWED THE 
COMPANY A FIDUCIARY DUTY WHICH HE BREACHED AS A 
MATTER OF LAW. 
A. Fiduciary Duties and Breach Elements. 
The elements of breach of fiduciary duty based upon the failure to disclose 
material information, each of which must be proven by a preponderance of 
the evidence, are ( 1) a fiduciary duty to disclose material information, (2) 
knowledge of the information, and (3) failure to disclose the information. 
Gilbert Dev. Corp. v. Wardley Corp., 2010 UT App 361,246 P.3d 131,139. R. 
3115. 
1. A fiduciary duty to disclose material information. Tim Shea 
(licensee) assumed the role of a trusted real estate agent, a fiduciary, and advisor 
for Still Standing: 
An individual licensee shall: (1) uphold the followingfiduciary duties in the 
course of representing a principal: (a) loyalty, .. . (b) obedience ... (c)full 
disclosure, which obligates the agent to inform the principal of any 
material fact the agent learns 
RI 62-2f-401 a. ( emphasis added), Exhibit L. R.3115. 
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a. Agent for Still Standing U oder the Confidential Agreement for 
Real Estate Services. On April 13, 2006, the parties entered into the Confidential 
Disclosure Agreement ''for the purpose of providing Real Estate Services." Fact 
1. "Tim Shea, employed with ReMax Elite ... (hereinafter "Recipient") and Stake 
Center Locating, Inc. and Still Standing Stables, LLC ... (hereinafter 
"Discloser")." Confidentiality Agreement, Seller's Exhibit A ( emphasis added). R. 
3711. Seller was included as a Discloser. "[I]n Utah, a fiduciary relationship and 
a confidential relationship are considered one and the same . .. (using the terms 
interchangeably and citing cases for the proposition that fiduciary relationship and 
confidential relationship are ordinarily convertible terms)." d'Elia v. Rice Dev., 
Inc., 2006 UT App 416, 147 P.3d 515,527 (emphasis added, citations omitted). R. 
3712. Tim was retained as the "go-to man for real estate services" on behalf of the 
Seller. Facts 2, 9. 
b. Buyer and Seller Believed Shea was Agent for Still Standing. 
Chuck, on behalf of Seller, signed the REPC on February 7, 2006, and believed 
Tim was working for Chuck and Chuck's companies. Fact 21. The Buyer, Emmett 
Warren (actually an LLC) through its member who signed the REPC, attorney 
John Lish, testified that he also thought Tim Shea was working for Chuck. Fact 17: 
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"I believed that he was working/or Chuck." Unlike the prior contract (Fact 13), 
there was no agency disclosure circulated with the REPC at issue (Fact 15), which 
violated an administrative rule: "(8) when executing a binding agreement in a sales 
transaction, confirm the prior agency disclosure: ... " See RI 62-2f-40la 
(8)( emphases added), Exhibit L. Paragraph 5 ( agency disclosure) of the REPC 
signed by the Buyer and Seller, as well as the brokerage disclosures, are blank. 
Fact l 6(a). The REPC was unlawfully changed by Remax/Shea after the buyer 
and seller signed. Fact 16. Tim had no agency agreement with the Buyer. Fact 20. 
Tim Shea, an inexperienced incompetent with no broker supervision, did not think 
he needed to have a any brokerage disclosure: "Q: I'm back on Exhibit 1 ofLish's 
deposition. Tell me what that is that's being sent over to John Lish. A (Shea): The 
buyer/broker agreement." Shea Depo. I, 198:10-12. 
A. (Shea) The purpose is that if I'm representing somebody- to he candid 
with you, you don't have to have this -
Mr. Wallace: Just tell him the purpose. 
A. The purpose is - the purpose is simply to -
Mr. Fuller: Okay. No coaching-
Mr. Duncan: We're coaching him to answer your question. 
Mr. Fuller: No, you're coaching him - you 're just cutting him off on that 
question. 
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Shea Depo. I, 201: 11-202: 1 ( emphasis added). R. 3116-17. State regulations require 
the following: 
An individual licensee shall: (2) for the purpose of defining the scope of the 
individual's agency, execute a written agency agreement between the 
individual and the individual's principal, including: ... 
R162-2f-40la. (emphasis added). R.3117. 
c. Agent for Still Standing on Salt Lake Land Acquisition. On 
February 24, 2006, Tim Shea, acting as "Buyer's Agent," together with "Remax 
Elite Scott Quinney" as Buyer's Broker, presented an offer to purchase a parcel of 
land in Salt Lake City on behalf of Stake Center Locating. 3 Fact 1 0(B). See Salt 
Lake Purchase Contract, Feb. 24, 2006, Exhibit C, Add.4. Under Addendum 4, 
Still Standing Stables, LLC became the buyer and the closing was moved to May 
3, 2006. R.3117; Addendum No. 4 is at R.3213. Tim Shea did receive a sales 
commission. Shea Depo. I, 23:14. Tim admitted he was a Chuck's.fiduciary. 
Fact 10. Tim considered Chuck and Still Standing one and the same. Fact 11. The 
executory phase of the Still Standing Huntsville land REPC ( at issue) as well as the 
Still Standing Salt Lake Purchase Contract overlapped each month, both running 
from February 2006 with the same May 3, 2006, closing dates. R.3117. 
3 Stake Center Locating, Inc. was another company Chuck was managing. 
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d. Seller's Agent Presented the First Piece of Land. Chuck also had a 
15 acre parcel: "And so they took me, first, to ... 15 acres." Shea Depo. I, 16:22-
17:3. Fact 10. Agent Tim Shea "sat down" and presented the first parcel to a 
buyer: "A (Shea): Yes. Well, both. I actually presented both to them ... "Fact 
~ IO(A). Tim was the agent of Chuck because Chuck was the property owner: 
In Utah, as elsewhere, a real estate broker is held to be the agent of the 
property owner for whom he acts. As an agent, he owes a fiduciary duty to 
his principal. 
Hal Taylor Associates v. Unionamerica, Inc., 657 P.2d 743, 748 (Utah 1982). R. 
3117-18. 
2. Knowledge of the information. Seller had no idea of the problems 
brewing with the pending land sale, but Tim Shea was privy to the issues. R.3118. 
a. Meeting with Buyer and Attorney. From attending the meeting 
with the Buyer and an attorney, Tim testified that "I got the impression that they 
@ [Buyer] had begun to think that Chuck was not telling us the truth." Fact 22. This 
critical meeting and the agent's impression should have been disclosed to the 
Seller's side immediately. 
b. Meeting in Ross Allen's Home. Tim also describes encountering 
David Allen while walking on the property right-of-way and a meeting in Ross 
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Allen's home: "So we got in the truck with him, and he drove us to -to speak with 
the father, and I don't remember his name. It might have been Ross." Shea Depo. 
I, 37:17-19. "And did you go in their cabin? A: yes." Id., 37:23-24. "Did they say, ® 
There's no right-of-way to that land? 
A(Shea): I believe they did say that. I believe they said ... Chuck doesn't 
have a right over that land." 
Fact 26.4 Shea was also made aware of financing concerns. Fact 51. 
3. Failure to disclose the information. The following deposition 
testimony, including the "never needed to" comment, establishes as a matter of law 
that Tim Shea violated the fiduciary duties that he owed the Seller. This is the key i> 
testimony: 
Q (Fuller): Did you call - did you call Chuck and say, Chuck, listen, I'v 
been to this meeting, these buyers think you 're not telling the truth, they 
think there's a problem with the right-of-way, and I just drove up there with 
Wilde, let me tell you what's going on? Did you ever call and have that type 
of conversation? 
A (Shea): Never needed to. 
Q: Why wouldn't you need to? 
A. Because I represented the buyer, not the sellers. 
4 Ross Allen may not have known that Seller's attorney Gretta C. Spendlove, 
Durham, Jones, Pinegar, had facilitated the purchase of land and access from Jarl 
Allen in 2005 after the Stable v. Ross Allen, et al. litigation. 
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Q: Strictly buyers and seller? Okay. 
A: Right. 
Q: So that's -would you agree that that would be a material term? I/you 
did represent Chuck, that would be something you better be telling him; is 
that right? 
A: Yeah. If I had some fiduciary responsibility, which I didn't have with 
him. 
*** 
Q (Fuller): Okay. Did you or didn't you have a confidential agreement 
with Chuck at the time this meeting took place with the parties we just 
talked about in interrogatory number 22? 
*** 
A (Shea): I- based on those dates that - that confidentiality agreement 
would have been in place. 
Q (Fuller): Would have been in place. Okay. To make it clear,you never 
called Chuck to tell him that you'd been up to that property with Mr. Wilde 
to look at that right-of-way and, by the way, the buyers are starting to 
wonder if you didn't tell them the truth or -
*** 
Mr. Wallace: Did you call Chuck and tell him that? 
A (Shea): No. 
Fact 23. Multiple REPCs pending with Seller, the confidentiality agreement in 
place, first-hand knowledge that the Buyer is doubting the truthfulness of the 
Seller, knowledge of financial concerns, yet the agent does not inform his client. 
Facts 23, 24. The Confidential Disclosure Agreement (R. 3198-3200) between the 
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parties to the contract covered all of the real estate deals that Tim/Remax worked 
on for both Stake Center and Still Standing. Exhibit A. R.3120. 
The agent also failed to pass information between the buyer and seller. 
Seller gave Tim copies of the earlier Stables v. Allen case (Fact 28) with the 
expectation and reliance that the agent would pass the cases to the Buyer, which 
Tim did not do. Fact 29. Buyer was apparently made aware of the case by its 
attorney Miles LeBaron. Fact 30. R. 3121. 
The agent failed to specify the "new loan" dollar amount on the REPC. After 
the REPC was signed by the parties (buyer and seller), Tim later added the vague 
acronym "TBD" to the REPC in the new loan dollar amount blank. Facts 40-43. 
The breach was Tim's failure to inform his client that not only was there to be a 
new loan as opposed to cash, but when "TBD" was added to the contract the agent CiF> 
should have informed Seller regarding the critical term. An addendum should have 
been used. Fact 44. 
Similarly, the agent should have informed the Seller that Chuck's initials 
were forged in multiple places on the REPC, boxes were checked after the fact, 
dates were added, and agency disclosures were modified on the contract over a 
period of time. Facts 43-47. 
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The agent testified he could simply shift fiduciary gears in the same period 
of time: 
Q. - then you shifted gears from, I'm his agent, now we're going to talk 
about the other property, I'm not your agent? 
A (Shea). Right. 
*** 
Q. And you just automatically shift gears and go from being the agent 
then you turn - no, you -
A. It's an amazing thing but I did it. 
Fact 48. R.3122. In other words, full disclosure and loyalty punctuated by gaps of 
conflict and split duties - breach of fiduciary duties as a matter of law. Remax 
produced no limited agent agreements. The principal broker also thinks a fiduciary 
can "switch in the middle of a sentence or a conversation and not disclose 
@ information." Fact 49. "A fiduciary relationship imparts a position of peculiar 
confidence placed by one individual in another." First Sec. Bank of Utah NA. v. 
~ Banberry Dev. Corp., 786 P.2d 1326, 1333 (Utah 1990)(footnote omitted). 
R.3122. The Seller relied on Tim's representations. Facts 3-9. Tim knew there 
were lenders involved who may not loan money. Fact 51. Tim never told Chuck 
about the lenders or their concerns. Fact 52-53. Tim told Chuck this was a cash 
deal and the Buyer owned the Arizona Diamondbacks professional baseball team. 
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Schvaneveldt Deel., p. 3. R. 3122. These were absolute false statements and 
fraudulent misrepresentations designed to induce SSS to sign the REPC. Tim 
assured Chuck that the Seller was entitled to the earnest money. Fact 54-55. 
B. Implied fiduciary duties present a question of fact for the jury. In 
the alternative, there is at least an implied fiduciary duty and factual basis to 
constitute a breach for the jury to consider. "We therefore ... remand for a factual 
determination whether, under the totality of the circumstances, the Normans 
reasonably believed that Arnold represented their interests." Norman v. Arnold, 
2002 UT 81, 57 P.3d 997, 1002 (attorney-client case). R.3122-23. 
C. Trial court erred regarding damage claims and access. 
Still Standing's claims fail because it cannot prove that Shea and Remax 
caused any damage to Still Standing. The transaction failed because Still 
Standing could not guarantee an access to the property. 
Oral. Trans., R.8389,54:6-9 (emphasis added). Damages are related to the way the 
transaction started as well as the way it ended. Regardless of how or why the 
transaction failed, SSS was improperly induced into entering into the REPC in the 
first place under false pretenses: 
[W]e think the seller entered into under these false pretenses, thinking they 
had a cash buyer with all the cash when, in fact, they didn't. And whenever 
Tim Shea, who testified that's his writing, whenever it became apparent to 
Tim Shea there weren't cash buyers, he put to be determined, he should 
have--he had a duty to go to these sellers and say, by the way, these guys 
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aren't cash buyers, they have to borrow a lot of money from this group up 
there. That's a critical term. 
Oral Trans., R. 8389, 29: 11-19 ( emphasis added). Many of SSS's claims are based 
upon acts and omissions while entering into the REPC, prior to the transaction 
failure: 
Our claims, seller's claims against the agent is the misrepresentation and the 
misconduct and the facts and circumstances that were present when the 
seller entered into the real estate purchase contract in the first place. We 
believe there were misrepresentations and there were these--there were 
these--
THE COURT: How does that affect at all the--the inability to provide an 
access and have it insured? 
MR. FULLER: Because for one thing, the sellers shouldn't have--under the 
actual circumstances, the seller wouldn't have entered into the purchase 
agreement in the first place. And the second part of it, the real estate 
purchase contract--contract, doesn't guarantee access to the property. It 
guarantees--it guarantees the--the ownership of the land. What it--what it--
what the real estate purchase contract warrants is, good and marketable title. 
Says sellers represents, in the real estate purchase agreement, Seller 
represents that sellers will convey good and marketable title to buyer. Buyer 
agrees, however, to accept the title to the property subject to the following 
matters of record: easements, and then it goes on, and right-of-way and 
subject to the contents of the commitment for title insurance as agreed to by 
the buyer under Section 8. 
* * * 
I'll also note that when the lis pendens was lifted in this case, it was only 
about 90 days later that the same, exact property, with the same 
circumstances, was sold to the Millennium group, that's in--in my exhibits 
there, to the Snow, Christensen, Martineau group and they bought it just like 
it was with the same sellers' disclosures. The seller stated on there two days 
after they entered into this real estate purchase contract that there was no 
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access for a public road. Everybody knew that. Two days aft--the same day 
they got the earnest money, the sellers' disclosures were provided there. 
They knew there was no access to public road and it said, Chuck said to the 
best of his knowledge that he thought that there was an easement to it. 
Oral Trans., R. 8389, 16:21-18: 18 ( emphasis added). 
[Mr. Fuller, for SSS]: "Could he [ agent Shea] have made all kinds of -- of 
outrageous misrepresentations and fraud, but all that is -- he is forgiven, as 
long as the [buyer] never came to close because there was a right of way 
issue. Do all of these issue with that -- with that agent and the brokerage just 
drop off? And they -- and they shouldn't, because that's what bound the --
the property up." 
Oral Trans., R.8389, 51 :3-9 (brackets added), Add.2. 
1. Seller did have access to the land. SSS has always maintained there 
was access to the property. See Seller's Property Condition Disclosure, SSS 
identified as Seller, Feb. 9. 2006. R.3709; Exhibit P, Add.4, R. 3718, 16(G), 
private easement. ~ 
I remain of the opinion that since acquiring the additional property from the 
Allen family, after the Stables v. Allen litigation, Still Standing did have a 
right-of-way to the Allen parcel and the original parcel. @ 
Schvaneveldt Deel., 125. R.3128, Add.3. Still Standing acquired an easement along 
with the additional five acre parcel it purchased from Jarl Allen, et al., on October 
1, 2005. See Warranty Deed, Allen to Stable, Dec. 9, 2005 and Agreement, p. 2, ,I 
7, Exhibit T, Add.5, R.3711. The second parcel was acquired after a judicial 
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determination that the 170 acres did not have access across property owned by 
Ross Allen and others. See Exhibit U, Add.5, R.3711, chain of ownership of 
Q1\ ingress/egress easement. SSS disputed the Remax argument that "the reason for 
the failure of the transaction was the lack of access to the property." R.3 709. SSS 
@ replied "Disputed. One reason for the failure is the fact the Buyer never appeared 
at the closing to tender the purchase price." R.3709. 
2. Buyer land flip scheme failed and lender refused to lend money. 
The Buyer did not have "its own cash for the purchase price" as Tim Shea led 
Chuck to believe. Schvaneveldt Deel. ,r 16, R.3127. The Buyer, Emmett Warren, 
LLC, had only $26 on February 28, 2006. See Emmett Warren LC Business 
Checking, Feb. 28, 2006, Exhibit Q, Add.5. R.3722. Clark Real Estate "did not 
make the loan to WBL Development, L.L.C." Aff. Gary Clark, ,r 12, Dec. 14, 
2009 ( emphasis added). R. 3 709-10. Contrary to the trial court's factual opinion of 
~ why the "transaction failed," SSS maintains that "The sale failed in part because 
Emmett Warrens strategy to flip the land for $8.9 million melted down and its 
financing apparently failed." R.3710. 
Skip Wing's attorney Robert Wallace explained buyer's plan: "They -- they 
want the property, they're trying to tum around and make a huge profit, they call it 
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a/Up, where they sell it very quickly to someone else." Oral Trans., R.8389, 7:17-
19 ( emphasis added). 
3. The transaction never contemplated "guaranteed access." Seller 
did provide "good and marketable title:" 
Seller represents that Seller ... will convey good and marketable title to 
Buyer ... Buyer agrees, however, to accept title to the Property subject to 
the following matters of record: easements, ... and rights-of-way; and 
subject to the contents of the Commitment/or Title insurance as agreed to 
by Buyer under Section 8. 
REPC, Seller Warranties and Representations, Feb. 7, 2006, Plaintiff Exhibit D 
(emphasis added). R.3710. Good and marketable title does not include any 
absolute guarantees regarding access to the land: "Marketable title is title that may 
be freely made the subject of resale ... " Mostrong v. Jackson, 866 P.2d 573, 577 
(Utah Ct. App. 1993)(citations omitted). R.3710. Summary judgment should also © 
be reversed because the issue of "marketable title" is a question of fact, and the trial 
court also made a legal error in concluding: 
Still Standing could not guarantee access to the property, and thus provide 
marketable title. 
See Ruling and Order on Pending Motions, July 17, 2012, R. 5050, Add.6. "The 
ability to access a parcel of real estate ... is not technically a "defect" in the title to 
the property." 11 Couch on Ins. § 159: 59. Access to Parcel Insured, Updated Nov. 
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2011. R.3711. SSS's sale to Millennial Partners on July 16, 2008, proves it could 
provide insurable "marketable title," just like the standard REPC requires. See 
Ci Stewart Title Guarantee Co., Amount of Ins. $950,000, Ex. V, Add.5, R.3755. SSS 
pointed out to the trial court that "Still Standing, never made any guarantee to 
@ guarantee access to the property." R.8389, 23:5-6; 39:16-17. Any conclusion that 
SSS made or breached any access "guarantee" under the REPC is wrong and would 
have necessarily involved a question of fact. There is no evidence that Seller was 
ever asked to "guarantee" nor insure access, nor remedy any condition or concern. 
4. SSS bought and sold the property notwithstanding the access. 
Seller purchased the land from the State of Utah Trust Lands Administration. R. 
3711. In December 2005, before the February 2006 REPC, SSS acquired an 
(i additional parcel (5 acres) from the Allen family "together with an unrestricted 
easement for ingress and egress 66 ft. wide over existing roads ... " Warranty 
@ Deed, Ex. T, R.3736-39, Add. 4. Shortly after the lis pendens was removed in this 
case, Seller sold the same land at issue (without any involvement by Remax) to 
Millennial Partners North, LLC. on July 16, 2008. See Snow Christensen & 
@ 
Martineau Letter, June 20, 2008 (Ex. V, R. 3749), Special Warranty Deeds from 
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Still Standing to Millennial Partners, Hickman Title, Recorded July 8, 2008, and 
ALTA Owner's Policy. R.3711, Exhibit V. R.3749-57. 
5. Any and all of SSS alleged damages should be presented to a jury. 
SSS argued that the agent and broker caused a variety of damages, including 
among other things, at least part of the $3 million loss SSS claims it has 
experienced. The depreciated market loss occurred while the /is pendens applied. 
Fact 58; SSS Schvaneveldt Deel., 122, R. 3127-28. 
"[T]he courts ... may employ their equitable powers to enforce the contract 
via specific performance." Reedv. Alvey, 610 P.2d 1374, 1377 (Utah 1980). R. 
3123. Tim Shea's attitude that he "never needed to" keep his client informed 
deprived the Seller of the opportunity to remedy any and all of the Buyer's 
conceivable excuses for refusing to close on May 3, 2006 and possible specific 
performance remedies. R.3123. 
Had Tim informed the Seller that the REPC, while in the exclusive 
possession of Remax, had been forged, modified, augmented, and otherwise 
changed significantly, the Seller could have bypassed the entire Remax group and 
communicated directly with the Buyer. R.3124. Seller could have considered the 
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option of turning to a better qualified buyer. R. 3124. Seller lost its competitive 
advantage and 1031 exchange opportunities due to Remax/Shea's conduct. 
SSS could seek fees if there is a breach of the fiduciary duties. Kealamakia, 
Inc. v. Kealamakia, 2009 UT App 148,213 P.3d 13, 15. R. 3124. The agent 
continued to increase Still Standing's damages in bringing prohibited commission 
claims in his own name multiple times. See Utah Code § 61-2-18 (2006). R. 3124. 
A punitive damages claim may also exists. Norman v. Arnold, 2002 UT 81, 57 
P.3d 997, 1006 (internal citations omitted)("breach of fiduciary duty ... can serve 
as the basis for punitive damages.) R.3124. 
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ISSUE II- NEGLIGENCE AND MISREPRESENTATIONS 
BASED ON THE AGENT'S BREACHES AND 
MISREPRESENTATIONS, THE SELLER WAS LED TO BELIEVE 
IT WAS CONTRACTING WITH A CASH BUYER, WHICH WAS 
NOT TRUE, AND THE AGENT'S FAILURE TO COMMUNICATE 
MATERIAL INFORMATION MADE A BAD SITUATION WORSE, 
CAUSING DAMAGES TO THE SELLER. 
A. Duties and Breach of Duties. A variety of duties were owed by the 
brokerage, brokers, and agent to the Seller regardless of who Remax actually 
represented. 
Additionally, although not occupying a fiduciary relationship with prospective 
purchasers, a real estate agent hired by the vendor is expected to be honest, 
ethical, and competent and is answerable at law for breaches of his or her 
statutory duty to the public. Moreover, real estate agents have a duty to deal 
fairly and honestly, despite the fact that the broker is acting primarily as the 
seller's agent. One of the purposes for imposing a duty to disclose accurate or 
complete information [is] to protect the buyer from the unethical broker and 
seller and to insure that the buyer is provided sufficient accurate information 
to make an informed decision whether to purchase. 
West v. Inter-Fin., Inc., 2006 UT App 222, 139 P.3d 1059, 1064 (emphasis added, 
citations and punctuation omitted). R.3184. All of Chuck's Declaration facts (R. 
3190-93) should have been accepted as true for the purposes of summary judgment 
considerations. SSS also properly alleged claims for negligent misrepresentations 
and satisfied all of the elements. 
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Similarly, a claim for negligent misrepresentation requires a party to 
demonstrate that ( 1) a party carelessly or negligently makes a false 
representation "expecting the other party to rely and act thereon," (2) the 
plaintiff actually relies on the statement, and (3) suffers a loss as a result of that 
reliance. . . "[I]n addition to affirmative misstatements, an omission may be 
actionable as a negligent misrepresentation where the defendant has a duty to 
disclose." 
Moore v. Smith, 2007 UT App 101, 158 P.3d 562, n.12, 579 (emphasis added, 
citation omitted), R.3183. SSS specified in detail a variety of nondisclosure 
claims: 
To support a claim of fraudulent nondisclosure a plaintiff must prove the 
following three elements: (1) the nondisclosed information is material, (2) 
the nondisclosed information is known to the party failing to disclose, and 
(3) there is a legal duty to communicate. Mitchell v. Christensen, 2001 UT 
80, ,I 9, 31 P.3d 572. 
Hermansen v. Tasulis, 2002 UT 52, 48 P.3d 235, 241-42 (emphasis added). R. 
'1> 3186. All of the elements were pied. R.3186-88. "Tim told Chuck that the buyer 
was cash buyer, no "new loan" amount was specified in REPC (Fact 52), Tim said 
@ the buyer owned the Arizona Diamondbacks professional baseball team. 
Schvaneveldt Deel., p. 3. Tim later changed the "new loan" specification from no 
dollar amount to "TBD" (Fact 40, 42) without infonning Chuck. Schvaneveldt 
Deel. Para. 22 .... He omitted facts about meetings. Fact 26 (Allen's house); Facts 
22-23 (meeting with Buyer and attorney)." R. 3187. Shea never passed the 
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easement information nor the Stable v. Allen case (Facts 28-29) from the Seller to 
the Buyer, causing the buyer to doubt there was access when Buyer's lawyer 
"found" the case (Fact 30), and the Buyer's side began to "think that Chuck was 
not telling us the truth." Fact 22. These problems were all caused by Shea's 
omissions and failure to convey information. In the alternative, Remax committed 
a constructive fraud that a jury should consider: 
To demonstrate constructive fraud in Utah, a party need only demonstrate 
"two elements: (i) a confidential relationship between the parties; and (ii) a 
failure to disclose material facts." 
d'Elia v. Rice Dev., Inc., 2006 UT App 416, 147 P.3d 515, 526 (citations omitted). 
R. 3188. See Confidential Agreement, Fact I, and R.3188. 
Seller's complaint specifies in detail the facts that form the particulars of the 
© 
negligence and fraud claims, which far exceed the requirements ofU.R.Civ.P. 9(b). @ 
R.3188. See Complaint, included as Remax Exhibit Q: Paragraph 42 ( different 
REPC representation of new loan term changed from original), 45-48 (changes to 
REPC, forged initials), 49 (new loan changes, TBD added), 50-52, 55 (TBD term 
issue), 61, 64(relied), 62 (omission), 64 (damaged), 67 (conversations), 125 (a-f) 
(forgery, changes to REPC), 126 (very specific list of false representations and 
acts, knowledge of agent), 127 (more specifics, knowledge of agent, failure to pass, 
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fraudulent scheme to delay cancellation of REPC in order to claim entitlement to 
largest commission of his career). R.3188. 
All of SSS's breach of contract claims were also rejected. The 
Confidentiality Agreement was a contract. Fact 1. The Agreement was ''for the 
@ purpose of providing Real Estate Services." Id. R. 3178. Seller should be 
allowed to present its contact claims to a jury ... All of these implied claims are 
fact intensive and should be sorted-out by a jury. R.3180. 
SSS also claimed that the broker and agent were negligent after the sale 
failed and before Remax filed its complaint against SSS: 
The broker should have sat down with Chuck and said, listen, this is what 
really happened, there were all these omissions, here was a loan out there, 
they weren't cash buyers and look at this letter from Miles LeBaron, this is 
why they want their $25,000 back. And Chuck would have said, well, gosh, 
if that's the case, I'm going to give--he would have the option to say, well, 
let's give the $25,000 back to the buyers since they're an LLC with no 
money anyway, it's the agent who caused the problem here; instead, they 
went headlong into this big, protracted lawsuit, the lis pendens was filed and 
that land was tied up for years. 
Oral Trans., R. 8389, 51: 15-25; Fact 31. These alternate theories of liability have 
nothing to do with access and were ignored by the trial court. 
B. Causation and Damages. The trial court never even analyzed the 
negligence and fraud elements nor the factual bases. Instead, it just summarily 
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dismissed all of SSS's claims: "The transaction failed because Still Standing could 
not guarantee an access to the property. That's the bottom line." Oral. Trans., 
R.8389, 54:4-l0(emphasis added). SSS set this disputed factual position squarely @ 
in front of the trial court before the ruling: 
Seller disputes the argument that the failure of the transaction was the 
inability to ensure access. 
R. 3180 (emphases added). In response, "the Court finds that there is undisputed --
or that it is undisputed that that lack of a guaranteed access was the sole reason for © 
the -- that the transaction failed." Oral Trans., R.8389, 53: 1-3. At the summary 
judgment stage where all of SSS's claims were kicked out, SSS's alternate factual 
theory of why the sale failed should have been adopted: 
It is just as likely that the Buyer backed out because it decided it could not 
"flip" the land . . . 
R. 3186 ( emphasis added). There was nothing wrong with the land nor the right-
of-way. R.3180. SSS also pointed out that the access facts were a matter of record © 
during the due diligence phase of the contract. "Buyer agrees, however, to accept 
title to the Property subject to the following matters of record: easements ... and 
rights-of-way." REPC, Seller's Exhibit D, REPC ifl0.1. R. 3186. Under the 
REPC, because no notice was given to Seller, "Buyer's objections shall be deemed 
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waived by Buyer." iliJ8.2-8.4 at R. 3224. There is no evidence that any notice was 
given to Seller's side during the due diligence period demanding an "access 
guarantee" or "access insurance." A jury should decide the disputed facts: 
In Utah, a real estate agent hired by the vendor is expected to be honest, 
ethical, and competent and is answerable at law for breaches of his or her 
statutory duty to the public. . . Given the evidentiary record in this case, that 
is also a matter for the jury to determine. 
United States v. Bald Eagle Realty, 21 F. Supp. 2d 1332, 1334 (D. Utah 1998) 
@ (emphasis, punctuation omitted). R.3184. 
Damages include the same lost opportunities, depreciation, legal fees, and 
@ lost claim for specific performance detailed above. Fact 58. R.3184; R.3181. 
Consequential damages under the contract theories exist. The financial loss was 
caused by the Remax breaches. R.3182. Damage issues also need to be presented 
to the jury. R. 3182. 
C. Expert witness Thomas M. Morgan Report. The trial court invited 
a motion to reconsider: 
"[I]f issues arise of the finalization of the order the Court will entertain a 
motion to reconsider." 
Minute Entry, Case Docket, May 3, 2012. R. 4280. After receiving and 
reviewing the official Remax Transaction File, Seller requested that the trial court 
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consider SSS's expert witness report before certifying the summary judgment order 
and included the Thomas M. Morgan Expert Report. R. 4280; Morgan Expert 
Report at R. 4290-4307, Add.7. 
Trial courts have clear discretion to reconsider and change their position 
with respect to any orders or decisions as long as no final judgment has 
been rendered. 
Brookside Mobile Home Park, Ltd. v. Peebles, 2002 UT 48, 48 P.3d 968, 973 
( emphasis added). R.4285. Seller asked the court to allow an evidentiary hearing 
to question the expert regarding the Seller's claims. R.4288. The Rulings and 
Order on Pending Motions "denies the motion to reconsider." R.5050, Add.6. The 
wide gap in judgment between the trial court and Utah law illustrates why the 
expert's perspective would be helpful: 
The changes Tim Shea made to the REPC after the parties signed it are a 
red herring, in the Court's judgment and are irrelevant to the commission 
claim. 
Oral Trans. Comm. Claims, R.8382, 78:13-15 (emphasis added). The expert 
points out the following: 
A real estate agent could face the possibility of a suspension if the agent 
adds terms to an agreement (i.e. adding "TBD" to the New Loan dollar 
amount on the REPC) after it had been signed. If in fact Mr. Shea did add 
"TBD" to the New Loan dollar amount blank without permission after the 
Seller signed the REPC, the act would constitute incompetence in my 
op1mon. 
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© 
The record reveals substantial evidence to support the Commission's 
findings. The Commission determined that respondent was 
"incompetent" in the following instances: (3) He amended an offer 
without obtaining the buyer's consent. ... (7) He added terms, 
however innocuous, to an agreement after it had been signed. 
Matter of License o/Topik, 761 P.2d 32, 36 (Utah Ct. App. 1988)(emphasis 
added). 
We, therefore, reverse the district court's decision and reinstate the 
Commission's order to suspend respondent's real estate broker's 
license for one hundred fifty days to be followed by a three year 
probation. 
Matter of License ofTopik, 761 P.2d 32, 37 (Utah Ct. App. 1988)(emphasis 
added). 
~ Thomas M. Morgan Expert Report, May 30, 2013, p. 4, at R. 4293, Add.7. 
ISSUE III - JURISDICTION AND OWNERSHIP OF REMAX 
THE SUMMARY DISPOSITION OF ALL OF SELLER'S CLAIMS 
SHOULD BE REVERSED FOR FURTHER CONSIDERATION BY 
THE TRIAL COURT IN LIGHT OF THE MISREPRESENTATIONS 
SELLER DISCOVERED AFTER ITS CLAIMS WERE DISMISSED. 
After Skip Wing and others sued SSS and Chuck for the payment of a 
commission, and after the trial, Skip Wing suddenly announced that he was not 
even a party to the FSBO: 
"Mr. Wing was not a party to the For Sale By Owner Agreement ... " 
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R.6781. Skip Wing now uses the word "mistaken" as to his sworn testimony 
regarding the ownership of the DBA: 
Accordingly, while any testimony I gave about Aspenwood being the owner @ 
of the dba may have been mistaken, it was not deliberately false. 
Deel. of Skip Wing, 114, Sept. 16, 2013, R.8094 (emphases added). SSS 
discovered that the sole owner of the DBA when the contracts (FSBO and REPC) 
were signed was actually Dale Quinlan. Remax has now admitted this fact: 
Second, it appears that Dale Quinlan was the owner of the dba when the 
documents were signed. 
R.8087. They also admit that the DBA owner was the actual contracting party: 
ReMax Elite is undisputedly a dba, the applicant, or underlying owner of 
the dba, is the party to the contract, doing business as ReMax Elite. 
R.6902. None of the plaintiffs were parties to the FSBO and none of them had 
standing to sue SSS and others for a commission. See SSS's Motion for Summary 
Disposition of Commission Claims Based on Settlement and Standing, April 23, 
2015, incorporated by reference, including Fact 12, p. ix. It was "dishonest, 
unethical, and incompetent" for Skip Wing and others to sue for a commission 
when in fact it was Dale Quinlan who was the sole owner/applicant of the DBA 
Re/Max Elite, the "Company" defined in the FSBO. 
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The Remax group should have also disclosed to SSS and Chuck that after 
the REPC was signed on February 7, 2006, two forged documents with the exact 
@ same Dale Quinlan signature were recorded on March 9, 2006, with the Division. 
See Aff. Deel. of Dale Quinlan, July 5, 2013, attachments at R. 7330 and 7331. See 
@ also, G. Matthew Throckmorton Expert Forgery Report, Aug. 2, 2013, R. 7333-51 
(compare R. 7346 to R. 7347), Add.8. 
The dismissal of SSS's claims against the broker and agent should also be 
reversed based on the false Remax Elite interrogatory responses (R. 7304), 
including the following example: 
If Remax Elite has ever received a warning or been disciplined by any 
agency of the State of Utah, state the date and nature of every disciplinary 
action, formal or informal, within the last 5 years. 
~ R. 7360. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 14: Remax Elite objects ... 
Without waiving this objection the answer is, none. 
Id., R. 7360. After SSS discovered Dale Quinlan, it learned the following: 
QUINLAN, ORION DALE, Re/Max Elite, Layton. Agreed to surrender 
his current broker's license effective July 20, 2005 . . . for failing to 
exercise reasonable supervision and for breaching a fiduciary duty owed to 
a principal in a transaction. . . Various disputes developed among the 
licensees concerning whether the seller had valid contracts with both 
buyers ... #RE23230. 
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Utah Division of Real Estate News, Vol. 1, No. 1, January 2006, (emphasis added), 
R. 7373. Skip was working with Dale at Remax. The trial court's summary 
judgment ruling that dismissed all of SSS's claims should be reversed to address, 
among other things, all of the foregoing claims and issues in light of the 
misrepresentations during litigation. Dale Quinlan (now in his 80s) is an important 
witness, never disclosed in any Remax discovery response. All SSS claims should 
be reversed with express leave to depose Mr. Quinlan. 
An evidentiary hearing to explore the origin of alleged forged documents, 
including the "9 March 2006" and "7 March 2006" letters (R.7346, 7347, Add.8), 
and Aspenwood articles signature page with two exact same Quinlan signatures 
(R.7340, Add.8) would also serve a useful public policy. It would help maintain 
the sacrosanct nature of recorded documents. 
REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES & COSTS 
SSS respectfully requests an order from this Court specifying that in the 
event SSS prevails on remand and is awarded fees under the FSBO, the 
Confidentiality Agreement, or otherwise, that SSS may also submit a request for 
fees and costs related to this appeal. 
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CONCLUSION & RELIEF 
Based on the foregoing, appellee Still Standing Stable, L.C. respectfully 
requests that this Court reverse the trial court's summary judgment ruling that 
dismissed all of the Seller's claims against the brokerage, brokers, and agent and 
grant the relief requested in this brief. 
SSS is also requesting that the order reversing or remanding the claims 
includes permission for SSS to request fees and costs related to this appeal under 
appropriate circumstances. 
DATED this 11 th day of June, 2015. 
FULLER LAW OFFICE, LC 
~~FwiER 
Attorney for Still Standing Stable, L.C./Appellant 
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IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
FOR WEBER COUNTY STATE OF UTAH 
RE/MAX ELITE, ) 
) ORDER.ON _MOTIONS FOR 
Petitioner/Counterclaim Defendant, ) SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
V. ) 
) 
TIM SHEA, ) 
Third Party Defendant, ). 
V. ) 
. ., ) 
STILL STANDING STABLE, L.C., -.) 
) 
Respondent/Counterclaim PJaintiff/ ) 
Crossclaim Defendant, Third Party :Plaintiff .) Civil.No. 0609068Q2 ! . ) . .. i .. 
v. i ) Judge Mi~h_ael D:- Lyon 
I ) I 
I 
EMMETT WARREN, L.C./Assign ~BL ·) 
DEVELOPMENT LLC., TIM SHEA, ) 
Respondent/Crossclaim PIJ~tiff/ 
_) 
) 
Third-Party Pl~ntiff, ) 
I ) v. ) 
) 
CHUCK SCHVANELVELDT, ; ) 
Third-Party Defendant, Third-Party r lain tiff. ) 
) 
v. i ) I 
i ) 
TIM SHEA, ) 
Third Party Defe*dant. ) 
) 
4u09 
The Petitioner and Counterclaitji Defendants, Remax Realty; Hilary "Skip" 0. Wing; 
Shane Thorpe; Scott Quinney; Tim ShJa; Aspenwood Real Estate Corporation, DBA Remax 
I 
i 
Elite; Aspenwood Realty, LLC; Aspen~ood Elite Legacy Corporation; Elite Legacy 
Corporation, and Re/Max Realty (hereafter collectively "Remax"), through their attorney, Robert 
R. Wallace, filed with the Court, "Remax's Motion for Summary Judgment on All Claims of 
Still Standing Stables Against It" along with the supporting memorandum, on or about February 
1, 2011. Respondent and Counterclai~ Plaintiff, Still Standing Stable, LC., through their 
attorney, Robert J. Fuller, filed "Seller'ls Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment on the Issue of 
I 
I 
Breach of Fiduciary Duty" along with ~e supporting memorandum, on or about March 11, 2011. 
I 
I 
I 
On March 22, 2012 the court h~ld a hearing on the above-mentioned motions for 
Summary Judgment. Remax was represented by Robert R. Wallace. Still Standing Stable, LC., 
was represented by Robert J. Fuller. The Court had carefully reviewed all of the memoranda 
filed with the court concerning both motions for summary judgment. The Court heard extensive 
oral arguments from both counsel. Being fully advised in the premises, the Court enters the 
I 
following orders, based upon the suppqrting and opposing memoranda of the parties on file, the 
oral arguments, and the findings and c~nclusions stated by the Court at the close of the above-
mentioned oral arguments. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
2 
4010 
@ 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
i 
! 
The motion for summary judgrrient filed by Petitioner and Counterclaim Defendants 
(Remax) is hereby GRANTED; 
The motion for summary judgment filed by Respondent and Counterclaim Plaintiff is 
hereby DENIED. 
3 
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REMAX EL ITE , ) 
Plaintiff, 
vs . 
SELLER , STILL STANDING 
STABLES , LC , EMMETT WARREN, 
PURCHASER WBL DEVELOPMENT 
LLC, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No . 060906802 
ORAL ARGUMENTS 
r;3, 
c:.2i 
EMMETT WARREN LC and EMMETT ) l\ 
WARREN LC and 
vs . 
ASSIGNS , 
Third- Party 
Plainti ff , 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
,.--
\ _ _;- ) 
CHUCK SCHVANEVELDT , TIM ) 
SHEA a n d CATHY CODE, ) 
) 
Third- Party ) 
Defe ndants . ) 
-o0o-
BE IT REMEMBERED that on t he 22 nd d ay of March , 
2012 , commenc i ng at the hour of 10:30 a . m., the above -entit l ed 
matter came on for hearing before the HONORABLE MI CHAEL D. 
LYON , sitting as Judge in the above-named Court f or the 
p·urpose of this cause and that the following proceed~were 
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vs. ) 
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CHUCK SCHVANEVELDT, TIM ) 
SHEA and CATHY CODE, ) 
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BE IT REMEMBERED that on the 22nd day of March, 
2012, commencing at the hour of 10:30 a.m., the above-entitled 
matter came on for hearing before the HONORABLE MICHAEL D. 
LYON, sitting as Judge in the above-named Court for the 
purpose of this cause and that the following proceedings were 
had. 
For the Plaintiff: 
For the Defendant, 
Still Standing: 
For Third-Party 
Defendant Shea: 
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1 John Doxie and he wanted him to look at the property because 
2 he had faith in him. And that's Paragraph 23 of our 
3 memorandum, but he had faith in John Doxie, John Doxie 
4 concluded that there was no access and he looked at the strip, 
5 he looked at the property, he looked at the whole thing and 
6 
7 
said there was no access. 
No. 9, the buyers, Mr. Lish, began to worry. And 
8 why? Because Still Standing's policies and the title 
9 involved, so they began to worry about it. So the buyers 
10 went, this is Mr. Lish again, and had a third title company, 
11 Utah Commercial Title and that was their own title company, 
12 they were lawyers and owners of the title company. They had 
13 their own title company look at it, came to the same 
14 conclusion. That's No. 10. 
No. 11, Mr. Wilde, one of the other buyers, went to 
Miles LeBaron, a land lawyer, a property lawyer, and had him 
look at it. They--they want the property, they're trying to 
turn it around and make a huge profit, they call it a flip, 
where they sell it very quickly to someone else. They wanted 
to find access, they were excited to try and find access; so 
they went to their own lawyer, Miles LeBaron. He could not 
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find access. ~ These are all undisputed facts, nothing of these• l have eveF _been disputed. 
Then they went up to the property abo~t a week 
before the closing and they met a man by the name of Ross 
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THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Wallace. 
Mr. Fuller? 
MR. FULLER: Your Honor, do you mind if I stand 
4 right here? 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
THE COURT: Sure. 
MR. FULLER: Is that fine? 
Your Honor, good morning, if it please the Court. 
Maybe--let me try to cut through this just to--to lay a 
background and then I 1 ll go over some of the points I thought 
were important that Mr. Wallace raised; but let me point to 
four facts and two documents that I think are key to this 
whole--this whole summary judgment. 
Let me start with Fact 26 and I 1 ll read it from the 
14 response of Remax where it has the response of theirs. So 
15 here's--let's to go--excuse me, lOB is where I'll start. @ 
16 
17 
18 
10B. Tim was--Tim was Chuck's, Still Standing, 
Stake Center's real estate agent on multiple properties. 
so to lay a background here, we're saying that there's the 
And 
19 focus that the problem here is looking at the buyers, they're 
20 not closing and access to the land. 
21 Our claims, seller's claims against the agent is the 
22 misrepresentation and the misconduct and the facts and 
23 circumstances that were present when the seller entered into 
24 the real estate purchase contract in the first place. We 
25 believe there were misrepresentations and there were these--
DepomaxMerit Litigation 
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THE COURT: How does that affect at all the--the 
inability to provide an access and have it insured? 
MR. FULLER: Because for one thing, the sellers 
shouldn't have--under the actual circumstances, the seller 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
wouldn't have entered into the purchase agreement in the first~ 
~ 
place. 
And the second part of it, the real estate purchase 
contract--contract, doesn't guarantee access to the property. 
10 It guarantees--it guarantees the--the ownership of the land. 
11 What it--what it--what the real estate purchase contract 
12 warrants is, good and marketable title. 
13 Says sellers represents, in the real estate purchase 
14 agreement, Seller represents that sellers will convey good and 
15 marketable title to buyer. Buyer agrees, however, to accept 
16 the title to the property subject to the following matters of 
17 record: easements, and then it goes on, and right-of-way and 
18 subject to the contents of the commitment for title insurance 
19 as agreed to by the buyer under Section 8. 
20 As we go down to--remember, Still Standing bought--
21 
22 
·23 
24 
bought the property from the State of Utah Trust Lands there 
and the School Trust Land said we're not guaranteeing this 
property, ~hey warned them they said, .this may not be 
marketable. Well, that doesn't mean you can't buy it and it 
25 doesn't mean that Still Standing didn't have the right of 
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1 possession of that property. 
2 I cited the Monstrong vs. Jackson case, your Honor. 
3 It says the Monstrongs have cited no cases holding as a matter 
4 of law that the real property lacks marketable title for want 
5 
6 
of lawful access. 
I'll also note that when the lis pendens was lifted 
7 in this case, it was only about 90 days later that the same, 
8 exact property, with the same circumstances, was sold to the 
9 Millennium group, that's in--in my exhibits there, to the 
10 Snow, Christensen, Martineau group and they bought it just 
11 like it was with the same sellers• disclosures. The seller 
stated on there two days after they entered into this real 12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
estate purchase contract that there was no access for a public J 
road. Everybody knew that. Two days aft--the same day they 
got the earnest money, the sellers' disclosures were provided 
there. They knew there was no access to public road and it 
., 
~ 
·i 
17 said, Chuck said to the best of his knowledge that he thought 1 
18 that there was an easement to it. 
19 And this is a good time to talk about the map there. 
20 If you look on--under my Tab U there, the exhibit, what that 
21 is is the historical deeds. We have the Allen Ranch Company 
22 and it specifies Ross Allen conveying it to Scott D. Allen, 
23 who, I think might have been a lawyer, I can't remember, I 
24 think he may have been a lawyer. And then from Scott Allen, 
25 it goes to Garyl Allen and then back to T, that's where the 
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1 because it's a very unique--it•s a unique piece of property 
2 with all kinds of developments and income potential there. 
3 And if somebody wants to take the risk and buy that and 
4 guarantee the right-of-way, these sellers never--these 
5 sellers, Still Standing, never made any guarantee to guarantee 
the access to the property. 6 
7 
8 
9 
And I'm under the impression that going from a--even 
!~ 
if they had a general warranty deed as opposed to a special 
warranty deed, what those deeds are guaranteeing is how far 
10 back he was to that chain of title and right of possession. 
11 It doesn't necessarily mean that if you go from a general 
12 warranty deed, you have a guaranteed access, you go to a 
13 special, you have not a guaranteed access. 
14 I think that proposed switch to those deeds is 
15 
16 
irrelevant. And furthermore, the buyers never came to the 
sellers, via Remax or any other conduit and said, you either 
17 provide a general warranty deed or we're going to force you to 
18 or we're going to walk away. That never happened. 
19 We recall that sellers showed up on May 3rd of 2006, 
20 First American Title, they executed all the deeds, assuming 
21 that the buyers were going to show up later that afternoon, 
22 didn't have a clue, from the day they entered that purchase 
23 agreement on February 7th, 2006, to May 3rd, of 2006, that 
24 executory space, they didn't have one clue or one hint that 
25 there were these problems brewing there. They thought they 
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1 now it goes from blank to an even more obscure acronym, 
2 T.B.D., to be determined. 
3 And in--in the version they filed, it has Chuck's 
4 initials under the agency disc lo sure. As we go on, it has the ;1 
5 FSBO agreement filled in up there and the additional terms, 
6 there's boxes made here about the addendum and then on the 
·, 
·7 very last page, you can see there's dates filled in there with i 
8 
9 
Chuck's initials, when we compare that to the page behind 
there, you can see they•re not--it doesn't look at all like 
10 Chuck's numbers or initials there. That was the--the document~ 
11 that we think the seller entered into under these false 
12 pretenses, thinking they had a cash buyer with all the cash 
13 when, in fact, they didn 1 t. And whenever Tim Shea, who 
14 
15 
testified that 1 s his writing, whenever it became apparent to 
Tim Shea there weren't cash buyers, he put to be determined, 
16 he should have--he had a duty to go to these sellers and say, 
17 by the way, these guys aren't cash buyers, they have to borrow 
18 a lot of money from this group up there. That's a critical 
19 term. 
20 At that point, the seller could have considered the 
possibility of either cancelling this contract and maybe 21 
22 
2~ 
24 
looking for somebody like this Millennium group, or the group-. 
~ 
-there was either, at least one or two groups that were--that 
were interested in and making offers on that property to 
25 Emmett Warren before Emmett Warren even owned the property. 
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1 } what was sent over to the buyers on--on May 1st of 2006, two 1, 
2 days before the seller's close. There was an agency 
3 disclosure requesting that these buyers initial down there for 
4 the limited agency disclosure; in other words, it became 
S apparent, I think it was obvious that he was representing the 
two groups and that's when he contacted the buyers to have 6 
7 
8 
9 
them fill out this limited agency agreement and it was never-- l 
l 
. it's never been disclosed that that was ever filled out. i ~ 
10 
11 
12 
So in summary, your Honor, the buyers testified that l 
; 
; they thought--that they thought Tim Shea was working for J 
~ ; 
Chuck, that's Mr. Lish who testified to that. Mr. Lish is l 
I also the one who signed the real estate purchase agreement and I 
13 he was the recipient of a lot of these facts covers sheets 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
that are included. 
And--and so the last point, your Honor, as opposed 
to looking the right-of-way issue, that Still Standing never 
guaranteed--guaranteed the access to the property. What--I 
think the fiduciary duty ad the elements to prove either a 
19 breach of a fiduciary duty or a negligent misrepresentation, 
20 the step down, or just a general duty as a real estate agent 
21 to be honest, ethical and competent. And they sat down that 
22 they're cash buyers when they weren't, he changed the terms of 
23 the document on Chuck, he went to the meeting with attorneys 
24 without telling Chuck, they (inaudible) without telling Chuck, 
25 the competence is not adding the five-acre parcel on there. 
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have--necessarily couldn't have done anything wrong. Well, 
2 that means--that means, could the agent have done anything? 
3 Could he have made all kinds of--of outrageous 
4 misrepresentations and fraud, but all that is--he is forgiven, 
5 as long as the seller never came to close because there was a 
6 right-of-way issue. Do all of these issues with that--with 
7 that agent and the brokerage just drop off? And they--and 
8 they shouldn 1 t, because that's what bound the--the property 
9 up. 
10 And when they say they did nothing wrong after 
11 close, which I was getting at, after it closed, this letter 
12 comes from LeBaron & Jensen with this scathing--scathing 
13 letter and it was never passed on to Chuck, so Chuck's like, 
14 why didn 1 t these buyers show up to close? I want that $25,000 
15 earnest money. The broker should have sat down with Chuck and 
16 said, listen, this is what really happened, there were all 
17 these omissions, here was a loan out there, they weren't cash 
18 buyers and look at this letter from Miles LeBaron, this is why 
19 they want their $25,000 back. And Chuck would have said, 
20 well, gosh, if that's the case, I'm going to give--he would 
21 have the option to say, well, let•s give the $25,000 back to 
22 the buyers since they're an LLC with no money anyway, it•s the 
23 agent who caused the problem here; instead, they went headlong 
24 into this big, protract~d lawsuit, the lis pendens was filed 
25 and that land was tied up for years. And when it was finally 
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1 this fact and the Court finds that there is undisputed--or 
2 that it is undisputed that the lack of a guaranteed access was 
3 
4 
the sole reason for the--that the transaction failed. 
I mean, it strains credulity to think that somebody 
5 would fork over over four million without a general warranty 
6 deed or at least some kind of a guarantee under a special 
7 warranty deed that there would be an access. 
8 Still Standing argues that if Shea had made certain 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
disclosures to it, then it could have prevented the 
transaction's failure. It is my judgment, based on what I 
have read, that that is not accurate. Still Standing was 
aware of the access problems from the time it purchased the 
property and had tried many different avenues to guarantee an 
access to the property, all of which failed. 
Shea's failure to communicate or disclose 
16 information to Still Standing did not cause the transaction to 
17 fail. 
18 Still Standing raises many other issues, including 
19 agency duties, disclosures and royalties in an attempt to 
20 prevent summary judgment. While there are undoubtedly factual 
21 issues that exist, none of these issues is relevant because 
22 Still Standing cannot show that they were damaged by anything 
23 other than the inability to guarantee an access. 
24 Even if Shea and Rernax acted improperly in some way 
25 as Still Standing suggests, the simple truth is that the 
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1 actions of Shea and Remax did not cause the transaction to 
2 fail; therefore, Still Standing cannot prove that they were 
3 damaged in any way by the actions of Shea or Remax. 
4 As a result, even if Shea did not fulfill some duty 
5 owed to Still Standing or even if Shea made some 
6 misrepresentation to Still Standing, all of Still Standing's 
7 claims fail because it cannot prove that Shea and Remax caused 
., 
any damage to Still Standing. The transaction failed because 
Still Standing could not guarantee an access to the property. 
That's the bottom line. 
Accordingly, again, the Court grants the--Remax's 
motion for summary judgment, dismisses still Standing's 
.! 
., 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
affirmative claims. : 
Mr. Wallace, would you please prepare an appropriate 
order consistent with this ruling? 
MR. WALLACE: I will do so, your Honor. Thank you 
17 for your time. 
18 
19 
THE COURT: Thank you. 
MR. FULLER: Your Honor, could I--is there a way--
20 that chart I had there, can I fold that up and put it as part 
21 
22 
23 
of the record? Is there a way to accommodate the chart? 
THE COURT: Which one? Yours? 
MR. FULLER: .Yeah. My--it'll fold right up, your 
24 Honor, I--
25 THE COURT: Oh, sure. 
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DE.~LARATIQN OF CHARLES-("CHUC:J{~') SGHVANEYE.LDT 
RELATED TO THE FOLLOWING:: 
M.EMORANDUM]N SUPPORTOF SELLER'S CROSS~MOTlON F0R SU!YlMARY 
JUDGMENl'·.ON THE ISSUE OF BREACH OF· FID.UCJ)\RY .DUTY .. 
Rem.ax Elite, et al. v. Still Standing. Stable, · et al. 
Second'JudiciafDistrict, State of Otah Cas.e No. -06o~·oa.8:0.2 
I am a member of°'.Stilf Standing.Stable, L.C., a party to, the case listed above. 
'2. Ti~:never··dis:clos~(l .to tpe Seller that Mr. Wilde was. his nejghbor. 
:t ;Tim.was-,re.tained·.;as the ''g9..;to ma11 for real ,e.state ·serv.ices~,· :on.hehalf of the: Seller; 
'$eJlei;·.rel~ed-ont!Hm Shea, s: claims that· the agerit=:had ·all:sorts qfexp~rle1:1c·~ Qn c.~~plex 
Iancideals. 
5. The agent's· real estate kn,owledge was believed to be far superior ,to ·i}laq>f'$:e $:el}~~-~-s 
members. 
·6~ ·Thei:e:was n.o ~g~p,ey di~closm·e circu_lated.·with ~he-·Februazy'20.():o:.R'Bpc .. 
1: My appt:ov.ai anchoine•iriitials-were forged in:REPC, par.ticulal'Ly·the P.a::r~grap.h:·s-'b.ox. of 
_the-ru,3PC, 
i8.i -S.ell.et.bellev.ed.Tiin Shea was. working for" Chuck/Still. Standing. 
9. Seller expected and- reµed on Tim to pa~s--the Stil.l Stal!ding v, At?en~ ~ase ~d: docuJnen:ts 
to·:the· Buyer. 
-ro~ Before _cpmme.rrc~g-the.litigation.,,Remax. did·not-pass the Le'.8aron.L_etter::t9:::me.-
l.l. Tim-did nottell.me ·or-artyone.·on the Seller's side about the.meeting":in:Ross-Allerr;s, 
·home which Tim-.apparently·attended .and heard Ross Allen tell theJ3uy~r :that:~~Chu,.¢~ 
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~ ,doesn't.h~ve a .. right-ov~nhat fand:" 
ri~- Tim-never-disc.losed to the-Seller that he.had represented the.Buyer .. metnbers in the p~st. 
. l3. Tim never. disclosed the fact that the Buyer members. w.ere real estate-JaWyers·who- o.perate· 
-a· title comp·any. 
J.4. 'Seller·sho~lp,have b.e.en ·given but. was never givert a .finalcopy ·of the.REPC with Tim's. 
sjgnature notin8 the re.c·eipt of earnest.nioney. 
15.- Tim-:nev~rdn.fonned·.chuck that there were lenders .involved.in.:the .. transaction. 
1 {L TimJeft the impression.with Chuckthat:the Buyer had its own cash .for Jhe pu.rchas~: 
_price. 
rt. Tit:n never.passed on info1med to Chuckor alerted the Seller tb.:~t tl1.~·.F.Jµye.r.ha.d n.otifi.~d 
'TimAhal l~nq~~ \Veren)t· g9ing.to loa.n nion~y on the property unde».certain=-cireum~~ces: 
@ :relat¢.dJo,; thetight-o.f.:.way. 
JS. :Rightaft~th~::ou~:-dil,igenc~ period passed, Tim l\Ss:urea·chuck.thatif-:the buyer,didli'tt: 
clos~JheniChuck would be able 'to keep the $25,000 o.f earnes.t mon~y. 
;19. TimtoldChuckth~rt4e B,u;yer's money was "on the line"·iftlie.B.~y.erdidn1t'Close. 
20.. Ort May 3, 2006,-. the Buyer did not close the·Buy~r's side: oft~e. tf~psaption~ ThjsJnissed 
:clo~i'ihg:appoiri~eIJJ w.~ the first 'in di ca don :Seller had=that ·tb:e:-B.uyef:hail resetv.ationS: 
·.aboutth¢.lan&dealiand.was··not going-to be.,appearing:with·th~_.purchase-·pt:h;¢,· 
21. After the sale::_faileq-, Tim ·n.ever met with Chuck to. disclos·e and expla:fu· -the details. 
surrounding the '~not telling the truth,. meeting '?'iththe Buyer nor the,-:'tRoss Allen no 
right of Wijy" meeting. 
22. The_property .. a:t.:issue·.depreciated fronJ over $4million to-·ap.ou:i:$1 mjllj:on.wb:eitth~-.liS; 
3i·91 
_f 
pendens-was remov.ed-:and the land was finally-sold to.Millennium.during the·:execu.tory 
_phas.~ of'.the. fraµd~l.ent.RE·PC·,and sub·sequent litigation, S:eUer -wa.s-:.harmed.'·b.y 
RemaxL-Shea,-when:·-it lo$t th.e· oP.portunity-to--pur.sue :a cash.,buy.enrlter .rel.yfug;on •Tini!s 
r~pres.entatiQns and. false·-st~tements. S.e lier ;relied .on the• r~al estate age~t.artt;l.enter~d into 
t11e·REPC.afissue,:believing"the te1ms were correct. The.REPG. terms were.chartgeffQy 
Tim.from no dollar··amou·nt'in the '~new loan" s~ction to "TBD,n witll no notice to ihe 
,s·euer. A l.03:Lreal ·estate~exchange:opp011.unity.was lost because;;ofthe ag~ntrs 
Litigation .c.omm.enced .. that.prevented ·the_property from··be~g_:·sold and .subJected ·:the.; 
'S¢.He-r to substantial. legal fees. 
23-. Tim Shea told·me·.tbat-the Buyerwas a cash buyer and owned the.Arizona· Diamondback 
prof¢$.sionu1 ba,s¢b.ali:tea;qi. 
24; Tiin. She·a filled;.in· .. the·-Seller's Disclosur.e fomis:,·related:to.the~Satt-:Lake.~Cizy::prqperty.and 
cr~ated by: qie;:·they were,:produced. by Tim. 
25. lrenit;tlri ·of-the Q_pinion·thanince acquiring the additio.nalpJqperty from the Allen ~.ly, 
·after the Sta:bles·w Allen litigation,.Still Standing-.did .. hav.e.a right.-.of-:'way.-·to,the Allen 
pare.el and the original parcel. 
·26. Pdortoc"the:litig~tion commenced, Tim Shea·never told me about .. attoril.ey·M1les LeBaron 
¢oncluding.ther.e:-was1:aright-of~way·problem. 
27. Afterthe~-original$6.mi1lion.,plus.offer failed,·ThnShea:·expressed.an interest in doing 
more-business with me .and my com parties and having him :represent me and WY 
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companie$.. Tim:b:~g~.workihg·on·.the Salt Lakeproperty·acquisition:the:s·ame month he. 
·brought.a new o.ff-er.on.theJand.at issue, February 2006. 
28. Remax/Shea never passed letters from the Buyer on to me prior to this. litigation. 
I -dee1are:und·er= criminal penalty of the State of Utah. that l ha.ve·:read Memorandum:.facts 
-~ a witn~ss.-in··this--•ease~.-and:Jbelie:v.e.the materiaHn.the.p·aragr.a;phs to··b.¢ tnte.-and .eorre~Uo•the 
Ofresf o.f tny know lE:dg~. 
DAT.ED this /Jl~ay-ofMareh 2011; 
-~U.0 J;.:/ _ _ :.l_/J.--BY: U . . ., . &!i~t.· I 
CHARLES:sc:avANEVELDT 
Meniber,_·.s·tlll :Standing,·Stable,. L;.C . 
. DECl.ARAT!0N:C5F··CHA'.Rt:ES-{'~CHUCK'·~) SCHV ANEVELDT,. C"seNo; :O~O~Q6802~. Pag~·4, 
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REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT -- LAND . 
Thia is·a lsg:slly.blndirni contrac.L lfyau dost~ tognl or ta1t advico, consult your attomay ort.11' :sdvlsor, 
EARNEST MONEY RECEIPT 
Buyer Stake Center ~9ca:tjng offers 10 purchase the Propliirty described below and hereby deOverslo lhe·-8rokerage, 
·as Earnest Money, the amoun, oJ$jO;OOQ in the fonn of~ which, upon Ac:cepbmce.of this offer by all p~mes(as 
defined In Section 23), shallbe deposited In accordance with state law. 
aeceiv.ed by: ~------,.---,,-~-:-,---,-'.""!""':-~==-=--~~~- on __________ (Cate) 
IS!lll\Dlisl9 or ll!IOnl/llrakliracl!nOWIDdgas l'IHlllll)I ol £a111116t MOfloY} 
Brokerag·e'. Re/Max Elite l ·Layton eranch ) Phone Number: 801"-825-3700 
OFFER TO PURCHASE 
1, P.ROP.ERTY: 2895 W 900 s alsp described as: Rirt of parcel no 150()17700§ City of rutlt Lake City CoU.nly 
of.Salt Lake State ar Utqh, ZIP~ {the "Property;. . 
1.1 lm:tud.ed •tems, (specify) __________________________ _ 
1.2.Water Rlgtlts1Wote1: Shares. T.he following water tights and/or water shares,are included In the Purchase Price. [ J. ____ sb~res ~f Siocl( in the ______________ (Name or Watel.' Company) 
pg Other·(speclfYlA!I d~hts· pertatnjng to and attached to the prgpedy 
2, P~RC~ASE PRICE The purchase price forlhe ProP,erty is S2,75 pecsgyarefopt. 
Ttie purctiase price-wm ba:pald-as fcillows: . $10,000 (a) Earn,est. ~o.ney Pepo11U,. ~.nder certaln .cond~tlons described In this C.o.ntract r,-.1s 
DEPOSIT MAY BECOME TOTALLY:NoN~REFUI\IDABLE. .. $. _____ .Cb) New Loan, Buyer agrees to appty,forone or more of the·followlng loans: 
[ ] CONVl:NTIONAL [X]OTHER.(speclly) SeUer E!nance 
If the .loan ls. to Include any particular terms, then check ~low and gi'le de.tail$: 
[X] SPECIFIC LOAN TERMS ZQ% down, Z4 equal payments @ 6% interest 
$. _____ (c;}~eJleT f.lnanclng. (sae attached s·eiler Flnancing.Ad.dendum, tr:appllcable)· 
$, ____ _,... (d)Other (specify),~~"".'"-"~~-------------------
s. _____ .(e) Bal~nce of P.urcha.s~ Pr~.tn Pash al:Sett!ement • 
. $2;,75 .pat sgft P!JRt'.:HASE. P.RICE. T.otal-of line&. (a) thi;ough .{e) 
3. SETTLEMENT AND CLOSING. Setuemer\t&tiall lake.P,I~ on th!lJ ~~Hlement D~adline referenced in $e.~1~.n 24(c), or 
on a date upon wf.ilch Bu~r-and Seller Qgn;\e i'1:Wtltlpg. ~~ettJ~ment" !!hall occur·onty when all of the following bave·,bee.n 
completed: (a) aqye,r and :~ell~r: have .signed ani:i delivered '.io each other or to the escrow/c!osing office a1I·douu1Jients 
requ!i:ed;by-tliJs Contract, by the Lender, by written escrow·lnstructions .or by appnceble, law; (~) any mo11Tes requl~d lo ·be 
pald b.y ~uyer·underlhese.documen~ (except·for.t~a,prpceeds of any new l~a.n) hl\VB.be_Qn delivered by BUY.Sr to::Seller 
or ·to ,the escrow/closing office in the form of-cqllecled or cleared funds; and .(c)-any monies required to .be .paid .by S.elle.r 
under these documents have been delivered by Seller to Buyer or lo the escrow/closing offlca In the form or.0011.ecteo or 
cie·ared funds, Seller and ·Buyer shall each pay one-half(½) of the fee cnarged by tne escrow/closin9•9Tfice for its 
services In the settlemer:itlciosing process. Taxes ·and assessments 1or the current year, rents, and interest.on assumed 
obllgaUor.\s shall be.pr.or!ited at Settlementas.set forth in thlS Section. Proralfom;.sel-forth ln.th1s Section shall'be made as 
of the-1:i:ettlement !)eadljne date referenced in Section 24{c), unless otherwise agreed to in writing ~y the parties. S1,tch 
w.rltln9 could Include. the s~ttlement ~tatemi;,nL The t~nsaction WIii be considered cJ.0.sed wh~_n Settlement has been 
completed, ai:td -when all or the fol!Qw!ng tr,sve bee~ compl~t.ed: (i) the proceeds of any,new·loan-have been-delivered by 
the. _l,:end~ to .-Seller qr.to the escrow/f;:!oslng office; and {ii) the applicable Closing d0eumen1s have b~ail recordep In th~ 
9fflce of tt]$:county recorder. The actions describ~d In parts {I} and (ii) of the pr~~edlng serilen~e-~h~ll·be completed 
wlthin·four calendar days ofSettleme.nt. · · 
4. PO.SSE,5510"1!. Seller shall deliver physical possession to Buyer Within: [X] U_pQn erasing [ ] Other (spei:ify) 
5, CONFIRMATION OF A~, DISCLOSIJRE,At1he si9nlr\g of this contract: 
[ ]Seller's l~itials 1 uye(s Initials 
Llstin~).geni Mark .Smith, . presents [Xl 5eller [ )Buyer [ ]'both Buy1Ir and' s~ . 
P11ge 1 of-5 pa9es Seller's ln11iels. _____ Dale _____ Buyer's lnilials~ Dale ).-.JA·- 0 (p 
3 '.J(-5 ~ ~~ 
@ 
0 
,. 
J 
as a Limited Agent; 
Li!iting Broker for Commerce· CRG, represents IX] Seller [ J Buyer [ 1 both Buyer- and ·seller 
{-Company Name) as a Limited Agent; 
Buyer's A..9e:r,t Jim Shea, represents [ ) _seller [X] auyer [ ] boUq3µyer and Seller 
as ,a Limited.Agent; 
Buyers Bro!<erJor Remax Eljte Scalt Qyjnney, represents r l Seller [XJ .Buy.er r ] both Buyer and Sellor 
(Company Name) as a Llm!ted Agent; 
6, ·rtTLE 1N5URANCE,.At Settlement, Seller agrees lo pay for a standard-coverage owner's policy of-title Insurance 
in!!urin_g Buyi:!r in-the amo.unl or-the Purchase Price. Any addilional Utle lnsurclnce coverage shall-be at Buyer's expense. 
7. ~l:Ll,.ER DISCLOSURES. No later than the S.eller Dlsclosure Deadline.referenced In Section 24{a), Seller' shall provii;le 
tp B_uyer thefollowlng_ doc.uments .Wblch _are collectively referred to as the "Seller Disclosures": 
(a)-a:Seller'prqp.e'rlY condillo.11 dlsolo~ure for Iha Property, signed and.dated by Saller; 
(b) a.:.commllrr)E!nl tor the pciUcy of tllle Insurance; 
(~J,a .cqpy qt an~•leases affecling lhe Property not'e)(piring prior lo--Closin,g; , 
(d) written notrce-of -any.<;Jfillms arid/orcondllions known lo Seller relating to environmental problems: 
(eJ}i\tldenc!;l of any water.rj_gt,lts and/or waler shares -referenc13d in.Secilpn 1,2 c)bove; Br)P 
. (f) .. 01_!,er (~pecify} -
.B, B.U•YE~'.s· RiGHT TO .CANCEL BASED ON BUYER'S DUE DILIGENCE. Buyer's obllgalion lo purchase under this 
-c·ontrad:{checl(appllcable bc'.!(es): 
(a) [X] ·1s I ] IS NOT conditioned upon Buyl';!r's approval or 1h13 content or all the Seller Dlsclosures referenced In 
Section 7; 
(t!) [X] I~ [ ) fS NOT conditioned upon Buyer's approva,I or a.physical condlllon fn~pectlon of the Property; 
(c) {X) 1s { ] 15 NOT .conditioned. up_on Bcye~s approval.of a survey of the Property by a licensed s1,1rveyor; 
·(~l :[)(].IS I j'IS NOT conditioned upc;m Bµyer's approval of applicable ft,?deral, -slate ·~d lo~! goYemmental laws, 
orditjaoces and regufalionsafrecPns ~htl Property; al]d MY applicable deed reshiclions.and/or CC&R's (i:ovenanls, 
ccndlllQns. and ·restr.ictfons) affecting 1he Property; 
Je} pc'j,1s [ :J IS.NOT conditioned !,.!pon ll'le PIQPE!rtY ElPP~f~ing·for not less !han the Purchase Price; 
.{f) W:J~ l] 1S)-IQT condi'~oned upon Buyer's approval of the terms ant1-condltions of any mo.tlgage financing 
refefenc·ed in Secuon2 above:. 
· ·(g) :00 l:S.· [ J IS NOT condlUo.ned upon Buyer's·approval of the·following tests and evaluations of .the Prqper.ty:: 
(!iP,):ltifyj . 
. :eavitonmental son Test 
If aiiY of. lil:(rnitB'(aJ throci_gp 'El(g) are. checl<ed·ln !he affirmative, then Sections 8·, 1. 8.2, 8.3 and_ 8A ~pply; o.t.h·erwls_ei they 
do·nol :apply. The 'ltems chackecnn the-affirmative ab.ova are collectively·referred ·to ·as Buyets "DuerDlli_g_ence." Unless 
ott:ier.wlse provided in this Oon\ract, Buyer's Due Dilig!!hCe -shall be paid for by Buyer and shaH be .conducted -by 
lndlvfduals or enliUes of Bu~et's choice. Seifer agrees to cooperate wilh Buyer's Due DjlJgence and with a nnal pre-closing 
lnsp.ecllon ·.unqer Section ·1·1. 
8;.-1 oue Diilgence 0Dadllne. No laterthan the Due DIIJg~nce. Deadline referenced in -Seclian-24(b} .Buyer.shall: Ja) 
complete all ofBuyl;!r-s D.ue. Piligence; and (b).determlne if the results of Buyer's-. Due-Dlllgence-are acceplable'to Buyar. 
B.Z.Rlght to C;an~el ~r O~j~ct •. If Buyer. detennlnes lhqt lhe res tilts or Buyer's Due.Diligence are unacceptable, Buyer 
may, n_o.l~ter than th.a ''O~!l O.lllge11ce peadline,. eflll!;lr:: .(a) cancel this:C.onttact .by providing wJltlen ·no~.<;~-tb S~ller;, 
wtiefr~!JRPl1.lhe Eames! 'Money Deposlt shall tie rele11sed tcfBuye·r;; or (b) provide. $e]ler with .writlen noti~e of objection~ .. 
8~3:F.-flure to .Respopd. ·Jf byt~e explrat,lon of the Due Olllgence Deadline, Buyer doe.s,not (a) cancel lhls.Contraci 
as provlded·ln SecH:!:in .a.2; or (b):dell:var a written objeclfqn to Seller r~garding the· Buyer's· Due DIiigence, The Buye(S, 
Due Dil/~ence shall _ b~-deeme.d:approved ~Y. Buyer; and the conUngencles referenced In .Sections B(a) .through-~_(g). 
includJng but not limited to, any financing contingency, shall.tie deemed wa.lved by Buyer. 
a .. 4'.f~e~ponse by Seller:. If Bu_yer provides written :objections to Seller, Buyer and Seller shall have seven calendar 
days aft~r ·sa1I.er"!r.rtfc_ejpt of ~uyer'~ objectioi:is (the "Response Period") in which to agree in·wrliing upon the manner of 
resqlvirm:B1,19-er's objections. EJicept as provided in Section 10.2; Seller may, but sh;;iU not~-required to,. 're)iblye Buyer's 
objectjon~. If Buyer and Seller h~ve not ~eed in writing_ upon the manner of resolving Buye(s obje.ctlons, Buyer may 
cancerthis .Contract P..Y P!'9'Vi!iln9 written noti~ lo Saller no lat.er than three ca.!tmdar days after ~xpiralion .of the.Respon.se 
Period: YJO!l'~µpoa .lhe Earnest Money Deposit shaJI be released to Buyer. tf this Contract is not.canceled byBuyer-ui1d~r 
!hfs Se~tioo:!3.4. B. . ,,,,et.~ .. C!.l?~9_ns stl~U_b~ ~~med wai_ve<f by Surer. Th~ waiv· er shalo· . . ct·tl'lose ltBmswilffi3nt~ 
in Section 10. . · .. . '""···- · ·-·· .. ---- ·· · ·· 
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ADDENDUM NO. ~ 
TO 
REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT 
Pagel of 1 
~ 
--
O•H'lll.,..,r. 
THIS IS AN [X] ADDENDUM ( ) COUNTEROFFER to that REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT (thlS "REPC~) With 
an Offer Refe~nce oa,e of February 23, 2006 induding all prior addenda and counteroff81$, between Stake (&nler 
:q51;~ as~er, and 1l!:JhM~b as S.tller, regarding the Pro~erty located al 
_ _;;__'!!t_. ~S· SCilJf ---~- $410::t . The following terms are hereby 
Incorporated as part of the REPC; 
1) Refering to the raad mentioned abov,, buyers neme is being changed fmm S!ake ~gntec Locettog 
tQ..Stm Standjng Stables LLC, 
2) semeroeot Deadline to be extended from April 29,zqos to the tonowiag Wednesday, May a,2006. 
BUYER AND SELLER AGREE THAT THE CONTRACT DEADLINES REFERENCED IN SECTION 24 OF THE REPC 
(CHECK APPLICABLE BOX): ( l REMAIN UNCHANGED (X] ARE CHANGED AS FOLLOWS: AS NOTED 
ABOVE, 
To the exten1 the terms of this ADDENDUM modify or conflict with any provisions of the REPC. lneludfng all prior addenda 
and counteroffers, these terms shall control. All other term$ of the REPC, including all prior addenda and counteroffers. 
not modified by this ADDENDUM shall remain the same. [X) Seller ( J Buyer shall have until §.:02 I J AM [X) PM 
Mountain Time on __________ (Date), to accept lhe terms of this ADDENDUM in accordance with 
the proVisions of Section 23 of the REPC. Unless so accepted, the offer as set forth In this ADDENOUM shall lepee . 
.,)( J.f-11 
CHECK ONE: 
(Date) (lime) I J Buyer ( J Seller Signature 
ACCEPTANCE/COUNTEROFFER/REJECTION 
[ ) ACCEPTANCE: [ J Seller [ ] Buyer hereby accepts the tenns of this ADDENDUM. 
(Dale) (Time) 
I J COUNTEROFFER: [ J Seller [ J Buyer presents as a counteroffer lhe terms of attached ADDENDUM NO. __ 
(Signature) (Date) (Time) (Signature) (Date) mme) 
[ ] REJECTION: [ ] Seller [ ) Buyer rejects the foregoing ADDENDUM. 
(Signature) (Date) (Time) (Signature) (Date) (Time) 
THIS FORr.t APPROVED BY THE UTAH REAL ESTATE COMMISSION AND l'HE OfRC& OP THE UTAH AlTORNEY GENERAL, 
EFFECTIVE AUGUSTS, 2003. IT REPLACES AND SUPERSEPES ALL PREVIOIJSL.Y APPROVED YERSJO~ Of 110S FORM. 
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SELLER'S EXHIBIT 
SELLER'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO REMAX'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON 
ALL CLAIMS OF STILL STANDING STABLES AGAINST IT 
- and-
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF SELLER'S CROSS-MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON THE 
ISSUE OF BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY 
Civil No. 060906802 
Judge Michael D. Lyon 
Real Estate Purchase Contract ("REPC") at issue, Feb. 7, 2006 
-4- ')-) f)1 v (;., t;., 
,t . 
~-
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FEB-06-2006 MON 02:46 PM FAX NO. P. 02 
r'\ ua· -. 
. \ . REAL:,ESTATE PURCHASE C.ONJ.RACT -- LAND Thlr. 18 a lefliR1.lllndl11V CDnh"- If i,ou dnlr9 rapl 11r tail: •~Iii!• conriit your ~ttDmey or ta advi.vr, 
EARNEST MONEY RECEIPT 
·.. . 
Buyer Emm,Qtt Warren and QC Assigns offers lo purchase the Property described below and hereby deUvers to the 
--Brokerago, aa·Earnesl Money, the amount of $25JlQQ in lhQ form of CHECK 11/hich, upon Acceptance oflllls offer by all 
. partlqs (as ileflntd In Section 23), ehall be deposited In accordance with stale-law. 
·Recelvad by: ---=----,..-..--..-....... -~":":""~~-- on __________ (Pate) 
(SfpNUM or..,.~ iKIIIIIIWIOdgN ntCGIPI Ill Ew11tsl Monllf) 
-Brok~ge: Rel~ EJlte ( laytgp ~ranch ) Phone Number. 8Q1-825-37QQ 
OFFER TO PVRCHASE 
. '1, PROPERTY! Land LLQ, Still ·stan9ing Stables also described as: earce1 t 23;()06-00~ City of ttunt~II@.•:: · . 
.. County of- State of Uteh, ZIP .a!a:t.11 (tha •Property·). 
1,11ncludedlbUIUf..-(spoclf'y) ____________________ --:-___ _ 
1.2 Water Rights/Water Sham. The followtruJ water rtghts and/or water share• are Included In ttte Purchese .Prlee. 
·1 _J ____ shares of Stock lri the ______________ (Name of Water Company) 
:pc] Oth•r (specify) AJI rlgbJa attached to the property and or pertaJnjng Jo the Pl'9Pert)!. 
.2,,PURCHASE PRIC~ The purchase prfce for tht Property Is ~3625Q.Q 
: The purdu115e price will ·be paid as fellows: $25.00.Q (a) Earneat Money Deposit. Under ~trtaln conditlona described in this Contract THIS 
. DEPOSIT MAY BECOMETOTAUYNON•Rl!FUN0ABLE. · 
$, _____ (b) New ~taan, Buyer agrees to 11pply for. one or more of the following loans: 
r"°'"\ [X) CONVENTIONAL C J OTIIER (specify) _____________ _ 
If the loan ls·to Include any particular terms, then check below and give details: [ J SPECIFI.C LOAN 'rERMS _________________ _ 
$. _____ (c) SelJer Ffnaneing, (aee attached Sellar Flnanc;ln9 Adden11um, If applicable) 
$ (d) Other (specify). · 
$ (o) Bal11nco of Purchase Prfca In Cash 11t Settlement. 
S436250Q PURCHASE PRICE. Total of linea (a) through (e) 
3. SETTLEME!NT AND CLOSING. Settlement st1an take place on the Settlement Deadline referenced in Section 24(c), or 
on a date upon which Buyer and Seller agree Tn writing. •settlement" shall cccur only when all of the following have been 
completed: (a) Buyer and Seller have slgned and dePvered to each olhar or to the oscrow/closlng offic& all documents 
required by this Contract, by the Lender, by written escrow Instructions er by appllcable law; (b) any monies required to be 
puld by Buyer under these documents {except for lhe proceeds of any new loan) have beun delivered by Buyer to Seller 
or ta the escrow/closlng offlca In the form of eollected or cleared funda; ancs (c) any monies required to be paid by Seller 
under these documents have been delivered by Seller lo Buyer or to the escrow/oloslng office In the form of collected or 
cleared funda, Saller and Buyer shall each pay one-half (Y•) of the fee charged by the escrow/closing office ror Its 
services In t1'11 settlement/clollng process. Taxes and assesuments ror the QJJTent year, rents, end Interest on assumed 
obllgatlons shall be prorated at Setll•ment as set forth In this Section. Proratlons set forth ln this Section shall be made as 
of the SeWement Deadllne date referenced in Section 24(c), unless otherwlr,e a9reed ta In writing by the parties. Such 
wrlllng could Include the &ettlemen1 statement, The transaction will be considered c:1osed when s~ttlement ha& been 
completed., and when ell of the foDowlng have been completed: (ij the proceeds of any new loan have been delivered by 
the Lender to Seller or to the escrow/closing office; and (ii) the applicable Closing documents have l>een·rvcorded In the 
office of the county recorder. The actions described in parts (I) and (II) of the preceding sentence shall ba completed 
within four calendar days of s.memenl 
4. POSSESSION, Seller shall dellver physlcal possession to Buyer within: [X] Upon Closing t J Other (specify} 
Ii, CONFIRMATION OF A~!)JSCLOSURE. At the signing of this contrac;l: 
l J Seller's lnitials~yer'• JnJtla_ls . 
Page1of5page1 SeUi,r"alnllials C.> Date Z- 7.1 o( Suyet'slnitlals ~ 
::_::; Datu 
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.. Listing Agent ___________ _. r~presents [ ] Seller ( J Buyer I ) both Buyer and ~ell,r 
· . . ·. as.a-Umlted ~01.nt; 
. Listing Broker for • represents I J Seller [ ] B1:1yer [ .J .both Buyer:an:~•:~iller . 
(Company Name) ai .a Llmltecl-AiJ!.nt; 
Buyer's Agent Tim- Shea, rapre5ents ( J Seller ·c J Buyer ( J both Buyer and Seller 
· as a Limited Agent; 
· Buyer's Broker fer ·Romax Elite ( Scgtt Qµipne~l• represents t J Sener (XJ"Buyer l ]_both-Buyer a~d··~elf~r· .. : : 
. (°Company "Nil'tlle) · II a -L1mlttd ~gent: 
·&. TITLE INSURANCE. At Sfttlement. Seller agrees to pay for a standard-coverage ownets pollcy of ~~le:tn~u~nce 
Insuring Buy~t·ln th• amount of the Pun.hase Price. AhY addrtlonal tilfe Insurance eov~rage shall be et Buyef,~:.exp'n~ • 
. . 1. SELLER DISCt..OS.U~6, No later ~n the ~eller DlscloS\lre.Deadllne referenced In Stctlon 24(a), SE:_Uer sh.a!~ provide· 
· to Buyer the fo11oWlng dbeuments·.whlch. are coUec:tlVely referred .to~$ the •seuer Disclosures": · 
.. · · (a) a Seller property ·condltlcn disclosure for the-Property, $igned and dated by Seirer: / 
..... (b) ·a commiunent"for the policy of .title Insurancei 
. :.(c} a oopy of a~y Jeases ~(e~~g It.lo. PtoP.erty not expJrfng pri(jr to Cl~sin~; • 
· · ... (d) wntton notice of any clalins and/or conditions known tQ S~lfer relatii:sg to env1rorvnontal pmbrems; 
·· (e) evidence·~, any water rights .and/or weter shares referenced in Section 1,2 above: and 
·:(f) other (specify) · · • · 
B, BU'YER1S RIGHT TO CANCEL BASED ON BUYER"S DUE DILIGENCE. Buyer'& oblfgatJon to purchase u~der this 
Contract (check appllcqbf• boxes); 
(a) [)(J rs [ ·1 IS NOT conditioned upon BUyer's epprovaJ of th~ content of all the seller Disclosures referenced In 
Section 7: 
(b) [X] IS I ] fS NOT co~ditioned upon Buyets approval or a physical condition Inspection of the Property. 
(~) [] IS [X) as NOT conditioned upon Buyer's approval afe survey of the Property by a Dcensed surveyc:m 
· (d) [X) 18 [ J IS NOT condltJon~d upon Buyer's approval of appllcable federal. state and laeal gqvemmental lawa, 
ordlnences and regutetfons affecting the Property: and any appUcable deed restrictions and/or CC&R's (covenants, 
r-'\ conditions and restrfctJons} atfec;tfng tho Property; • 
(o) IX] JS [ ) IS NOT conditioned upon the Proparty appralsJng for not foas than the Purchase_ Pricu; . 
(f) (X] IS [ J I8 NOT conditioned upon Buyer's approval of the terms and conditions cf any mortgage financing 
referenced In Section 2 above: 
(g) . [X] IS [ J IS NOT conditioned upon Buyer's approval of the folloWlnQ tests and evaluaUon, of the ·Property: 
(speoJfy) 
sanrest 
If any of Items 8(a) through 8(9) are checked rn the afflr(flatlve. then Sections 8.1 1 8.2. 8.3 and 8.4 apply; otherwise, they 
do not apply. The Items checked In the affirmative above aro collectlvuly referred to as Buyet1s "Due DillgencEt." Unless 
othorwfse provided In thla Contract. Buyer's Due Dlllgence shall bo paid for by Buyer and shall be conducted by 
lndlvlduals or entitles of Buyer's cnolce. Setter agrees to a)operate with Buyer's Due Diligence and with a ftnal pre-ctosfng 
Inspection under Section 11. 
B.1. Due DIHgunc:t Daadllne .. No later than the Due Dlllgence Deadline referonced In Suction 24(b) Buyer shall:(~) 
complete all of Buyer's Due Dlfigonce; and (b) detonnlne if the results of Buyata Due Omgonca aro a=eptablu to Buyer, 
8.2 Right to Can~•• or ObJeGt. ff Buyer detennlnes that tho results of Buyer's Due OOfgence ere unacceptable. Buyer 
may. no later than the Due DJllgence Deadllne, either. (a) cancel this Contr1c.t by providing written notice to Seller, 
whereupon lh1 Earnest Money Depoelt shan bt released to Buyer. or (b) proVlde Sellerwtth written notice of objeQtions. 
8,3 Failure to Respond. If by the eScplratfon of tho Due Dillgonce Deadllno. Buyer does not: {a) cancel _this Contract 
as provided in Section 8.2; or (b) deliver a written obJection to Seller regarding tha Buyen Due Dfllgence, The B.uyer'a 
Due D111gence ahall be deemed approved by Buyer: and the cohtlngencies referenced In Sections B{a) through B(g), 
Including bl.At not tlmlted to, eny financing contf ngency. shall be deemed waJved by Buyur. · 
8,4 Responae by Saller, If Buyer provides written objections lo Saller, Buyer and Seller shall have seven calendar 
dayi after Seller's receipt of Buyer'e objection, (the ·Response Period·) in which to agree In writ1ng upon the rnanner of 
re$olvlng Suya,..s objectfons. Except as provided In Section 10.2, S@llermay, but shall not be required to. resolve Buyer's 
obJoctlon,. If Buyer and seller have not agreed In wrJtfng upon the manner of resoMng Buyer's objections, Buyer may 
eancef this Contract by providing written notfc;u to Seller no later than threo calendar days after expiration of the Response 
Period: whereupon the Earnest Money Deposit shall be released to Buyer. If this Contract~ not canceled by Buyer under 
\his Section 8.4, Buyer's objection, shall be deemed waived by Buyer. This waiver shall not affect those Items wsrran1ed 
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in Seetlan 10. 
9. AD0mONAL TERMS, There [ ] ARE ( J ARE NOT addenda to this Contract containing addHlonal terms. If .there are, 
.. ·. ,thtJ terms of N following .addenda are lncorp~ted into this Contract by thb ref«ence: ( J Addenda No.-"a ___ ._. __ _ 
-[ J Seller Flnani:lng A~dendum [ J Othar.(spec:lfy) ___________________ _ 
10. SELLER WARRANTIES AND REPRESl:!NTATIONS. 
10.1 Condition of Tltla. Seller represent, that Seller haa fee title to the Property and will convey good and marketable 
title IO Buyer at Closing by general warranty deed. Buyer agrees, however, to accept 1ltle to lhe Prope~ 1ubJeot to the 
foltowlno mauers of record: easements, deed restrictions, CC&R'a (meaning covenants. conditions and reatrtcrtlons), and 
rfghts-o~y; and sUbJecl 10 the contenia of the Commitment for Tille lnaurance as agreed to by Buyer under Section 8. 
Buyer elso agrees to take the Property subject to existing- leases affecting the Property and not e,cpirtng prior to Closing. 
Buyer agrees to be responsible for taxes, assessment&, homeowners association dues. utilltles, and otner services 
provided to the Proper1y after Closing. Seller will cause to be-paid off by Closing all mortgages, trust deedS, Judgment$, 
mecharilds riens, taX llens end warrants. Seller will cause to be paid current by Closln9 all &Messments and homeowners 
association dues. 
IF ANY PORTION OF THE PROPERTY IS PRESE:NTL. V ASSESSED AS "GREENBELT" (CHECK APPLICABLE 
BOX}: 
[X) Sl!LLEij .t J BUYER SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT OF ANY ROLL--SACK TAXES ASS.ESSEI) 
AGAINST THE PROPERTY. 
10.:il Condition of Ptapar,y, Setler warrants that the Property wlll be In the following condition ON THE DATE 
8ELL!R DELIVERS PHYSICAL POSSESSION TO BUYER: 
(a) the Property shall ba free of debris and personal property: 
(b) the Property will be In the same general condition as It was on the date or Acceptance. 
11. FINAL PRE-CLOSING INSPECTION. Before Settlement, Buyer may, upon reasonable notlae and at u reasonable 
time, ~di.Id a flnal pre•cJGsfng inspection of the Property to determine only that the Property Is "as represented: 
meaning that Vie Property has been repaired/corrected as agraud to ln Section 8.4, and Is ln the condition warranted i~ 
SCK:tlon 10.2. If Ille Property Is n01 as represented, Seller wnl, prior to Selllement, repair/correct the Prope11y, and place 
the Property In the warranted condition or with the consent of Buyer (and Lender If appUcable), .escrow an amount at 
Settlement $Uffl~ent to provide for the same. The failure to conduct a ffnal pre-closing Inspection or to claim that the 
Property la not as ropresented. ahaD not constitute a waiver by Buyer of the right to recalve, on the date of possession, the 
Praperty a, represented. 
12. CHANGES DURING TRANSACTION, Seller agrees 1hat from Iha dato of Acceptance until the date of Closlng, none 
of the following shall OCC\lr wlthol.lt the prior written m,m,nt of Buyer: (a) no changes In any exfatlng loaaes shall be made; 
(I>) no new 1easea shall t,a entered Into; (c) no substantial alterations or lmprovamenta to the Property sf!all be made-or 
undertakwl; and (d) no further rinanaaf enoumbrances affecting the Prop~rty shan be made. 
13. AUTHORITY OF SIGNERS. lf Buyer or Seller Is a corponttlon, partnership, trust, estate, Umlted Uabiffty company er 
other entity, tne person exacudng this Contract on lt.s behalf warrants his or her authority to do so and to bind Buyer and 
Seller. 
14, COMPLETE CONTRACT. This Contract together with Its addenda, any attached exhibits, and Seller Disclo$ures, 
conatrlute, the entire Contract between tho parties and super$edes and replaces any and all prior negotiations, 
representatlont, warranties, undurstandlngs or contracts between the parties. Thi$ Contract cannot be changed e><~pt by 
written agreement ot the partlta, · 
1&. DISPUTE RESOLUTION, The parties agree that any dispute, arising prior to or after Closrng, rvlated to this Contract 
(c.heck aippflcabla box) 
IJSftAl.L · 
[)(] MAYATlHE! OPTION OF ntE PARTIES 
first be submitted to mediation. If the parties agree to mediation, Iha disputv shaQ be submmed to mediation through e 
medfatlon provider mutually ~nisd upon by the partlea. Each party agrees to bear Its own c:osts of mediation. If mediation 
falls, the other procedures and remedies available under thi• Contrac;t sh11Q apply. Nothing In this Section 15 shall prohibit 
any p11rty from aeeldng emergency e({Ultable reUef pending mediation. 
1 &, DEFAULT. If Buyer defaults, Saller may elect either to retain the Eemest Money Deposit a, Jlqulclated damages, or to 
return It and ~ Buyer to ,peclfi~lly enforce this Contract or pursue other remadles avaRable at law. If Seller defaults. In 
addition to return of the Ea~ Money Deposit, Buyer may olect elthur to accept from Seller a sum 11qu ar to the Eamest 
Money Deposit as llquldated damages, or may sue Beller to specifically enforw this Contract or pursue other remedies 
avail.able at law, If Buyer ele_<;ta to accept Hquidated damages, Seller aereea to pay the liquidated damaget to Buyer upon 
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dem11nd. 
· · 11.-ATTORNEY .F.EES AND CQSTS. In tne event of lltlgatlon or binding arbitration to enforce this Contraet. .. the preva!Hng · · 
· ... •partyahaD been11tlod tb.coatiarid reasonable attorney-fees. However, aitomeyfees shan not.be awardedlorparticlpa110n · 
· . .. In mediation under Section· 16. . . 
· . .:18. NOTICES. Ex~pt as provided In Sedlon 23. an notices required 1md_erthls Contract must,be: (a) In wr1Ung;_(tite!9nitfl 
-byihe party giving notica: and .(c) rectlved by the other partY or the other party's agent no later tharr.th'e ipplkiabfQj:IJate 
. ·referenced In this COptract. · · 
11 •. ABROGA TION~.£xcept for the provisions of Sections 10.1, 10.2 ,· 15 and 17 and exp!'eis .warranties--m'atriJ Jn·thi• 
. ·Contract; tl\a provisions of this contract shall not apply after C1081n9: · 
· . -.·· )lt ... Ri.SK OF LOSSiAII risk of loss to the Property, Including phyilcal damage or destruction.to the:Prop•·rtror.ita 
... 1111pnwemen1& duo to any cauaa-exe:ept ordinary wear and tear and lose caused by a taking tn emlnent.ddmaln,-shall be 
. _: : borne by Seller untU the tran~tl~n Is closed. 
·· ... i1. TIME IS t)f THE ESSENCE. Time IJJ of tl\a essence regarding the dates set forth in this Contract. ectenslons must ba 
· · :a;rted-to fnw,iting by ?P pa~es. _Unlusa•O~rwlse expl~staled in this Contrac:t: (a) performance under..each.~~ctlon 
of thi.-Contracl wt,fch-refetenoes a dato shall ab110lutely be.requlr~d by'5:.00 PM Mountain Time on tha-sta~ .. dlite;~and 
... , ·· .' (b)·U,s-term 'dayi•_ ~hill.mt~n c,lill'_ldar days and shah be counl~Cl.begJ'!l'.\lng on tile day folkmlng th$1Mtnt.whlcti~'1gers 
tt,e liming nsqulremenl (l,a, 1 A~tance, eta.). Performance lfiitesiand llmes rsferenoet:i·.hereln.-shall-nat be blndfnD:11po,n · 
. lltle corripanres:lenderi, appraisers-and alhers not parties to this Contract, except as otharwlse•.agrj!ed,.fo.tn,wilting.by 
. svch non-party. · . . · · 
. . . · .. :22.·FAX TRANSMISSION .AND CO~NTERPARTS, F.acslmlle (fqx) trarmnl&Jlon of a si9ned copy of 1h18 .~nnc;t, ~ny 
. · ·· ····' addenda and countcroff~re,-and' the .retranemlnlon of any ,;Jgned.fax ehaJI bathe isame as dellvery:of an;emgbial.:Thl• . 
· :· . ..ccntr_act al"ld iany addehda end .counteroffer& may be execureel in counterparts. ' . . 
· . .23.i-ACCEPTANCE, •Aaceptar,co• occurs when Seller or Buyer, responding to an offar or counteroffer ~.P,e other; (a) 
· : .-.-_slg;il !he offer or counteroffer. wtK?rtt ~~ to tndlcaie acceptani:ei ,~nd-(b) communicates to the other l)\lrfy- ar-to·tl'AI ,other 
·,-.j,any's agintthat the Offer ar counteroffer flss been signed es requirea. · 
,'\ -2~ .. CONTRACT Dl:ADUNJ:S. Buyer and Seller agree that tho following deadllnes shaft app!y to.thbl Contra.Gt. 
. · . . . . .. Ja) $e1Jer Dllclos~ Deadline If' fJ ~. _\114.cTnW '1«11 f'!""'1e 15. · (Da~) : ·-
:· . . . . ·(b) Dut-Dlll;e,ice Deadline . r,,I) 'p~ ~ ~ .W4,-r:rl¥1 Aer.,t7~ (Data) 
. ... Ji:) Setllemtnl 1>.eadllne ,o Z:M•,d HlfM We;, tto,r Aa:;m&«J(Dato) 
. < : : · i ..~1 •. ~FFl!R.At:ii!D~TIME "fOR ACCEPT A~CE. Buyer offars to ,pu~~se the Property ~n the above terme a~d co11d'itiarii.-:tf · 
. ·.: .. :_Siitrerd~M_not accept this qffer by: fl-:Jl:11 [ ) AM .. (XJ-PM Mountain iune on Janua,:y 23,.2.0Pa.(Da1';,.thls olfer)hall , 
.... ,lapse: d Iha B.~k,ra9·• shall rewrn_ the Eam11:st Money Deposit to Buyer. 
,.06 
-411JU!i14~Sl!gn&turv) (Offer Data) (Buyer'u Signature) {Offer Date) 
Tha later of the abow Offer Datee shall be reftrrad to a& the "Offer Rareren~e Date• 
Emmett warren end or 
Assigns 
(Buyers' Names) (PLEASE PmNT} (Notice Address) (Zip Code) (Phone) 
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:CHECK ONE: 
. : ~ ~CCEPTANCE OF OFFER TO PURCHASE: Seller Acc_epts the _for~olng offer on the terms and conditions spedlied 
·.-al)oVe, · · · 
ACCEPTANCEICOUNTEROFFERIREJ~TION 
. . . 
t J COUNTEROFFER: .Seller presQnts for Buyer's Acceptance- the terms.of BuYer's offer subject ro th& exceptions or 
·· · • rn~· atlons as specifled'ln th·e.aitachedAD.DENOUM NO, ____ · · 
. : . . 
.r\ 
(Date) (Tlmo) {Sellers Signature) (Date) (Time) 
--------------- Z.:_;;l;..;.,:z._o __ M.......:;/J.._'lt~e.--da='6..__..1,,,/li=w;;ii:;..-.::'S_lJ ___ <. fr/l>f' je>J, -J,1/, l/Z'L S 
(Sellers' Names) (PLEASE PRINT) (Not!Ge Address) (Zip Code) (Phone) 
[ ] Rl!JECTION: SeJJer rejects the foregoing offer. 
(SeUer'.:rSlgnature) (Date) (Time) (Seller's Signature) 
CICopyll;ht Ut~ AHOt~Uvn of REM.TORM 7.8,04 All Rights RHtNDII 
Page & cf S pa9ae Sellets lnitiala. _____ Dc!te. _____ Buyer'1i I~~ 
(Date) (Time) 
UARFORM11 
'=> 2· ✓-} 7 
v. ~ 
E. 
SELLER'S EXHIBIT 
SELLER1S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO REMAX'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON 
ALL CLAIMS OF STILL STANDING STABLES AGAINST IT 
- and-
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF SELLER'S CROSS-MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON THE 
ISSUE OF BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY 
Civil No. 060906802 
Judge Michael D. Lyon 
Metro Title Real Estate Purchase Contract Copy 
-5- 3!,)!)8 t ... ,. 
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METRO NATIONAL TITLE 
January 20, 2009 
Robert R. Wallace 
. Michael D. Johnston 
Kirton & McConkie 
60 East-South Temple, #1800 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145 
Pear Gentlemen, 
Robert J. Fuller 
Fuller Law Offic~, LC 
1090 North 5900 East 
Post Box 835 
Eden, Utah 84310-
Delivered herewith are complete copies· of Metro National Title fjle number's 06054074 and 
·05053779, which· are provided as full and complete compliance with your subpeona's and.personal 
· appearance is not required. . 
· · Please call me if you need more information. Our invoice is also enclosed. 
v_ery Truly Yours, 
Metro National Title 
~y:0~ 
~~resident ----
{i) 
'li;z.t'n. 
~--'•.;:i; 
345 East Broadway • Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 • (801} 363-6633 • Fax (801) 363-6651 
,,, 
·, 
. ~ 
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[B REAL.ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT- LAND Thta·•• leplt, Wndl119-eo..-iot.ff~dlHltftlll artaX ldvlK NMUl&rc,vr....,wlumlaer, 
MRNDT MONEY RECEIPT 
Buyor E=mmi;tt Wa1reo OQd gr Assigns~ 10 pu1uhll$0 th• Prop(nlJ d88Gribed llCJlaw tlnd haniby dlllVllffll to lhB 
·BIOk&rage, ts eamoet MonoY, Iha ,mcum or s25,0QQ In .lht Corm or QliECK which. upon Aceeptanea Of this offer b)' au 
partl4is (as deitn~d in Seclion 23 ),.shall be dapa&~ in.lllCCadat\ct wilh ~ ~- · 
RecelVed bY:. ---:=-=-==~~=~~=~~------- on ___ ,...... ______ (Dale) 
lflaiiil.._.,~.._.IG"5ftlalllltlillMII~) 
Bro~s: J1o1Max. Errte ( laW J3rmch ) Phono N11mber. 801-gzs-3zQD 
.Off'l:RtOPURCHASE 
1. PRo,ERTYt L,and•IJ.C; Still,§tandjQg ·~·., d~ as: einm!# D-OQ6;90Qi ~lly Df Huoimuo 
Cawuy of-State of I.heh, %IP. 8Q1ll «ho1PIOl)trty"~ 
1.1 lnciundn.m-. (8PKlr,) ___________ .....,.. ___ __,.. ______ _ 
1,2 water RJshalWaterSnca ..... Tha fOIIDWlng water '18h18 andll>r wat.et _,.. 1118 in;IUded m lflt Purm,uo Pnct, IJ ____ SttareaofSloGk In thO __ ,.._ _________ (Name of Water Company) 
IXJ otner (specify) AH rights attacbad ta tbe·pmpertv-eQd or QMtafQlng to She property · 
2. PURCHA8E PRICE The purctiaSe'PlfCI ft>11ht ~ Is $43§2500 
Tti1t.ptitchas1t prlci wlU be.pald as follaws: . . 
· •2~1000 (a) J£aFq1at Monty Deposit. Undar ctrtillrt Hndltlons d11vrlbed in this Connet THlS 
DEPOltT MAY BECOME·TOTALLY NON--REFUNDABL&. · 
s. ____ (I>) Ntw a.a.11. D\fyer aa,ees ~ applyfQrone or rTIIXQ of ttia F;M;wlng loans: 
IX] CONVENTIONAL I lOTHERJspeolfy)·---------------1f tho loan If t.o Include my partle\hrterms, then MICk below and give an.iii: I J'SPECIPlC LOAN'l'ERMB __________________ _ 
$, _____ (c:) Sliller Flnancln&- (sGU attached SeHtr Flnandng Addendum, If applicable) 
S .(dJ oinar.(specifr)._. _. -:--~~:------,-.--~------------
s_, , · _ (It) Balaitee qJ'PurehlH Pl1Ge In Clth at e~nt. 
Sd,362500 PURCHASE PRICE. Total of""" <•> ttlrvwsh (8) 
. , .. SETTLEMENT AND Cl.OSIN8. s~ shall ta;ico piece on tt.e Setttoment Deadline referenced In Section 24[c). o, 
oo a date u~ whleh BMYW and $eller agree In writing. 'Setiemerit• e.hall OCG\lr on'IY when an of dle fOl(~·hav1rbeon 
campleled: (1) Buyer end· Seller have 11Qn1d and deltverect .e; oach other ar co 118 etorOWJo?oe1na office afl'documenll 
1'84U!htd by this ~ntraot, by 'lho Lenditr,·.by wfllten esarow lnatlua110na or·tsf applfCIIDlo law; (b) any monies reqillred to be 
palU ~Y !lwer under these ·documents (-Qepl for the J)T'OQIBCli or any new loan) hava been dlllvered l)y Buyer 10 Seller 
or ·to the '8!SCmW/Claslnd office. In the fo~ of ~l&cfltd or cleared funds: ~na Cc) asr/ monies taQulred to be paid by Saller' 
under thast doaun~tnts have been defiv&rad ~y Sellar lo Buy,, or ID lmi esaow/doslng offi01 In t,ho form-of collected or 
Cleartd funds, Seller pnd Buyer anall each pay one-half (¼) of th• fee chamed by lha e11crowJcloslng office ror lta 
5etll~ In the :iiefflemlolnt/ct081ng ·pror.ess.. TSlCeS eftd 89S6a&menta f.ar the a..irrent year, rents • .end Interest nn ~,ned 
cmligiili011$ ahai ~ pmraled at Seulemem: H set fotth'ln thia Sectlcn. Prorallons aot forth In lhls·SEtGUOn ~ill De ltli!da as 
~, the Se\1lement ~eadllne date referenced In sei:tlon·24(c), unless ·otherwise agreed to In writing l>Y" the parUes. Stich 
writing 0011ld l~h.rdit th• HttlOl'tlliml itat.meflt. The transa~on wlll be eon•ide,ad clo$&d whon S•l11emenl haa.b"i, 
~mplctsd, and when all of the folJpwing have tieen !Xlfflplulod: (I) the pl"QCC9da of any new loan have ~ dallvered by 
· the Lender to Seller o; co the •~row/i;loslng of&e;"ond 01) ttut appQcablo Closln9 dccuments t,aw been roeorYSe4 In tt,e 
offH.O of tho oo~nt)'· roi;oreler. Toa ar.tlone d•1cribtd in parto (I) 41TIIS (ll)vr tho prooodinu oontenou ~h.U bo complotect 
within four.citlc;ndar d1ys of ~ltlement. 
©. 
@ 
@ 
,. POSSESSION. Seller shall deliver phyafcal PO&ncnlcn lo Buyer within: fXl Upon 'Closing [ , othar (spai::ify) © 
· · .s,,c<iNFIRIIM'nOH!DF' A~_•!CLOSURE •. Attt\~ lli'.ining of lhia contrKt. 
l . . J St_ller's Initials-!_) ~or'a lnfflala . 
. . 
Pasoiot~s'~ge, seu1rGtr,1t1a11 C.,$ OIICS·Z-7,,o,_·eu~r'.,,rv~>::::= Dlll'CI ;Z- ,.oG:, 
3l30 G 
I 
f -~ 
, .. 
. , 
. ' 
--------·--- =---------To: Q\lftV Pas,• .. af 1 · 2008-02-o716:40ii2 (GMT) 18018811818 F,orn: cethyeod~ 
P.· 03 FEB..06·2008 MOH 02147 PH. FAX NO. 
Ullin; ~l--· -· ________ ___, represenis [ J §GUUI' 11 DUyer I J bOln Burtl'-tnd saner 
. . as a Limited Aamt: 
.Liltir,gProkerfcir ·replff8llts l JSltllllr•' Jf:Juyw [ JltQltl'Bu,erundStller (company Name) as a LlfflRN AganTJ 
Duve,'a•AQent Iim Shea, repreeen11 f J ... .., [ J Bu)'or ( l both 1111or 111M1 Seu.r 
· . ai • LhiWAQontr 
Buye(I Btolcotfor Berna¥ Ei!Jta ( Sr,o,tt, Quin~ •. ftP'"8fflJ [ I Salor IXJ • ..,., I J both 8qytr and &tiler 
.: . (Company Name) ... IJmftadAlem: 
· •· TITIJt INSUMANCE. At 8e1ttern&nt. Saller agrees-to pay tor-a atandard-ooverage GWnol's polloy of tine fnaurance 
lnaurfng Buyer 1n tho amount of the PvtcNm Ptk:e. Any additlonal t~ IMutal'ICb C1:Mtta9& flhall ~ et BU>""~ 
T, SELLER DISCI.O&UIQ:S, Na ~rlhan 1h, "81Jer DI~ l)~lin11 mfarenced'ln $ec:11gn ~4(a), Sellct 1hiH pl'CIVldt 
to Buyer the folfowlng dccumants Whfd1 me collectlvely ,el'errect"ta aa U'l9 "Selret Dl&dascnJ1~: · 
(11) a Sehet property condition dlaclosurt forthe Property, eigned and dated by Seifer; ~ 
(b) a commitment for the policy of title lnsura~: 
(o) a .aovt or ~ny Joaues aft'eotlng tho P~ note,cplrfn9 i,riortu ctoslnv. , . 
(d) wmten notice of any cfalm1 and/orcondltlona llnOwn to Ballar relaCinn to onwanrnenta~prablema; (e) tnidenca of any walsr rl9hta ,nd/arwur Bhata raf'en:incud In~ 1,2 ubl::No: and 
·(f)Othtl(sp~)----__ "'""!'""'" _________________ _ 
a. BIJYeR'' RIGHT TO OANCBL DASBD OH 8U'IBR'G DUl'DJUGENO&. ·s~ obll~dlon lo Pl'rctt.e• undat """' 
consraec (4JIIHM 1ppllolbte .,.._,i . • · 
(a) ()Cf ts I· I IS NOT condllfoned upcn &,yeta aJ)JJiaVil Of the content ot all lhe seuar.Dlsctooures refcranced In 
secaon7; · 
(b} (XJ IS (· J ts.NOT condilioned upon B11yera apphmllof a phplcal m1ditlon inspodan a( tho Pri:tpenyi 
. (c) l ).&S.' (XJ 18 NOT mnditianad LIJml'I suyei'aaPJ!lraV81 af.a auNDy oltha Proparty by• Ucensed su~ • 
(d) pg:IG [ J 18 NOT conditlanld upon BuyeJ't eppnwd of epplleabl• federal. a• IIJ1d 10• gav.nll\tlntlfl t,.ws, 
onslnanc:ei and ~Uladqna afr~ng tho ,,apeny; and 1n1 applloabl1 deed ~ i111dlorCC6R'a {covenams. 
OOftdiliunt end l'Nfr1otiom.) offoGlin, Jho Propeltr, • · · 
(1) · [XJ 18 ( J IS NOT c:ondHlcned u»on ht Pro~ opprallJ,,g ror not toos than tho Plltcha8e Ptlce; 
CD 00 Ii [ J ·18 N()T conditioned 11pon euy.,-1 apJRWSI or tha tonne and oondhlans of any mortgage ftnaricing 
refel'Ol'IGed In Section 2 above: ' . 
(g) [X] IS [ .J ts NOT condltionsd upon·Bu)'el"$ app~f.of tha fol!owlng·tests ,nd evalu.atlan$ of1he Pl'cp811y: 
(sp~f . 
. §oUiess- · . · · · · · . 
tr any ontema 8{a) through 8(9) are ehGGked In the effinnullye. Shan s~ 8.1, a..2, e.s and e,4· ~ oihwwtff. thct 
do "°' 11pply, The itema cncck•d In·~ Dlflrmativ= move ore coHectlvaly rDforrod to .. Buyt.f'& "Dwi 0Jlft,1mvo." Unt#ff 
· otherwJ§e provJded·ln ~• Con1ract. Buyer's Dut.01Ugonoe sh-.iJI be paid for by Duyer and shaft be c;onduated 1:1)' 
lndMdu11, or enllliiJ of Bwor's chQk:e, Soller BSl'HI to couperate Wi1tt BuyeA Duo Oiliuanc& and Wl1b a final pra•clolilns 
ln11pectlon undc.-C3aGllon 11, · 
8_, 1.Que DNlg111c:e Dtl111Dnt; No liitot ct11.111 lh~ Duo Olllgllr,ce Dealfllne ,:aferencacl rn ·hctJon 34(1>) euj.,r anall: (a). 
complete ao·or Buyu~s Due Diligence; and (b) delennlnt If the muJts of Buyen 0ue·o111Ganat: are aa:apt8tJla 1D BuyM. 
1.2 Right~ Canoel or Object. tr BUyor deto~·Utal uie n,aun, of Buyer"• Due Dil'19~ arw unaccaptablo, Buyer 
may. no !ator than 1M O~e Pillg(tl'fco Dtta4Hrao, oltM,:: (a) Ancel this Col\trac:t by provldlng-wrllten notice. to Seller, 
wnereupon·ina earnest Money ggposlt enan oe nd8IMd 10 Buyer. or_(D) PfOVIOO 8ellet'With wntten I\ObCe of objections •. 
1.3 Failure to Respond. tr by the eipfratlOn of 11\e Dua Dillgcma Deadline. Buyer doss not:' (a) cane.I thia Ccntrat1 
= provfdc:d in $mtion' a.2, ot (b) dcllvor a wrin•n obJogtion to $01lc:r regardl(ls thu 8uyttr's Dl,IO 011190~ Tl\O .ll")'M'I 
Du, Dlllgeno, &hall bo deemed apDroved DY Buyer. and thO oontlngoncJes referenced In sedlam; B(a) throuah 8(9), . 
including 1M not rll'Rhd ta; tnyfinancing oonti~ency, Bhdl be deemed wawed tiy Eklyor • . 
L4. R•spon•a.·1>y.a·111,.r. lfBuy~pruvldca ~tten uDJacdans to sa11er. DuyarJnd SelrorlhaJII hive IJBV8R Gllllflelar 
dBYi ,1tar seflaf.a naotlpt-or l"YSr't-olt.lectlont (tn• "ftGSPOnllG,PeJtod") In which IO •er•• In Wf1Clnl upori tno manntt of 
ruolvinO-ltlbDnJ ol:lj11Gltcine~ Except a_provkled rn·~ 10.2. SeHot may. but ahalJ not be raqulrtd to, ra1:1lv• ~i's 
·Dbjei;tJon,. ·1t Buyor ~1:1 Si:ller ~v• "ot 1g111ed-"1 writing upan th• JnQnrttr of ruaotvlng Buyer'IJ obJtcCiont, Buyer may . 
cancel,ltllr-.Cor$11et byittOYldlng-wrltten notk;e to Stller no later then threo·CBJendar days attermcprratlon.~-lhe:~81 
. · Pa:riacf;-~•ra.~_otl'th~ Earnest-M~ D~t shall~ reJ.asad tu' 8~; tf lhls Contract is.{'Ol· ~-b~'BW'9J.~el'· 
thlt SecDori8,4~' Bc,ye(s:ob,19c:tJon1 1haU b1·deern«d·waTvtd··t,y· lklyar. Thia walvorahalJ not ilffeCI ctiose tiome.worr.nted 
f"ageZot:lpugn ~l11r'uinllku'S, c'!£ -~ Z.-7~/J& ~1111tr'O-I~~ :\::>-:--.e:;.DalD. ?- ,~.- o.6 · · · 
· -L.-:·~ -'" 3 ,, 31 
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9, Ai>DmoNAL TERMS~ There ( J ~ 11 AR& NOT addenda to .this COnlnsct conta1ftil'9 adcfiional te~. Jj 1hore arc:, · 
the terms of tho t:cftowl119 atf~ ara 1ncorporeted Into this.Contract by thlt l'llftlerlc« E J Addeftlla No.'e ___ _ [ JMerFlnanalng Addendum [ ·JotlllH'($J)Hlfy) _______________ _ 
ta. SBL.L&R wAIUWffies AND .• RESl!NTA'l10N8; · . . . . 
10.1 Condkio11 of "r:atJo· Setter re~• that seller-hal faa ttt1' to the Propllriy and~ convey gaod and m~re 
we iu 8~)'0r at Claltn9 by 9~nu~·wama11ty•llnd, uu,~ agrees, hunvor, IO~\ ffllp •·lhu Pivperty .ubJuct 18-lhtp 
foJlowlnfm11!9rs-Df raoonr: easemo_nts, doocl rest,~. OCl~'e {msanlna~~ .condJllon, end reeltiallons). and 
. rlghb~r, and aUDjcct ft) tno ~ents rA Die ,Cbmmllmunt for'Tlllo ll"IOlll&MOlll OB,.,:11) by Buyer Ul\dtr S9cdon a; 
Duyer elso •wen t11 take~~ aubJec;t 10 ltX15tlna 1-.ff uffec.11n9 lhe ~J and na\ l>iph1itg·PJIPF·ID CilOIIPD-. 
Buyw aaree, to be rsspons1111e tor taQs, aa.eumenw. hOmeown,ra·assoot,tion dues.· utiJJUaa. and·ather aervfceo 
pro\'lded lo 1ho P,apon, after Cloatng, ·eeuer. wlll cauao to be' paid off by Cloaing all mo~ ~ cloeds.'1'rdamems, 
~o'6 ll«sai tM "tmS Ind wmrentas. S.U.,,will QIU5B·to b9 paid Qlff.lri by Closlng aJl lOIVSSmeffll Ind l'lomeowners 
aQOclatlon dues. . . . . . . . . 
IP AN:'f l'ORTION OF THE PROPERTY1S PRESENTLY AlSIES8!D.AS itGRl:~N8&L'r (Cffl!CK APPLICABLE 
~~. . 
. [X]'~JL-.e,( t .. J BUYIRSHALL Bl! .. ESPONSIIILI FOR·PAYMENTOFANY.ROLL•BACKTAX&I AeBE881!0 
. · AGAINI-T THE PROPER'N. . . . · 
to.z:.Qol,ldlU~n .or ~.topertY; ,$ell~r warrinta thlt lhe P.rOpe,ty wlU be In lhe fDUowlng condhlan ON THI PATE 
SJiLLER DELWERS PHY$.l~L POSSE:SSION TC> BUYEII: · 
(I) tht ~i'oJ:18111 $hall I$ he' of debrt, and J)fflOJlal pr~ · 
(1:1) thfl propetty. 'NiU be 1ft the aarne. general condlllon ~ It was on lhe dat.af Ai:ceptonca. · 
11.-PINAtPR&-CL0Blt4G.INSPECTIOM. Before Setl!emant. Buyerniay, upon:raasonablenotlce and ata re$10nallle· · 
ttmq. · cand\lot a fil,al pt9-Glwln9 1,-pc,«Jon ar U\• Prv.,.ny ~ ~aturmtne anly &ntR Iha PrOpany 11·"111 ropreaentria: 
moaning Ihm U\e P111peny h11·Dtan ,.palntdlcorrected•d aoreea ~ In Sedlon 8.4. and rs tn the condltivtl wamsnt;d In 
Stollon 10.Z. If Iha Prop~-ls n~t •~ repnsontod.·SelarwW, F,for io Satllornunt. repalrJcofflld thf PropoJtti and place · 
tho Propany ln·atJ• warrarilcd c:unclltlon or .rlh lhll CIAUWfl1 vt Bu~r.(n undvr tr apiauoatile>, "arnw an amount 11 · 
Stlflemtnt tlifflqlant co provl~ for lfttl amt. Tha falllll't 10 canduct a final pr.-doslno ln9P.6Cllon ~ 10· ctatm 1hat the 
•Proporty!1·no1 es repmented_ thal notcanllituf8 awaivet by BUyerDf U. right to rec:ahtD. on th• d.118 orpo~ lho P.rarmt7• t11prenntect. . . . . . 
• • • • • • f • • 
1~ CHANGES DURINO 'fRAtfSACTICN. ,. agrees that tom trie·datt of Acceptance unfit"'' dq Of Closlrig. none 
. of tho following shafl oceur without~ Prlo!'wdtten-'1:11111Hntaf 8u,ar. <•) no dlan(Ja In all'/ acl-1n1,11ta11au lllholl be tnUOi 
: (~) no new lilll• alutU tie ~.blto;.(c::) no 1Ubetas,tlal altlmdlona or-1msinwumonts to Ole Prapeny shall ba mtd.a1r 
"ndsrtoanJ and (a.) no Jurtnerfinanciel encdmbranDM affecting _Ula Property lheU t11· rllBGe. · . · 
11. AUTHORITY o,-SIGNERS; lf'BLIY8r.O~ StRar 18 a ~rpOrotkin, pOnnet'lhlp, tn.111. cstate. llmltecl llabillty ~~~y or 
other enltlyi "e ·ponson eXIQl&ln; ttu• Conttkt on itJ bahalf warronw fll• or her ~lhorlW w do $0.and to bind. euivr and 
saner. 
14.· COMPLET! CONTRA.CT. Thia Con\l'atl together wltb its addenda. any attad'led vihltlibs, and ·se11er DlaclosunJ•• 
~nst1Mt:1i.'tha ,ntire CoP~trt botwocm tho partlH and supersedes and rep~oas·any ·and ·alt. ptlor negcmadons, 
n,prese~n,, w.rramkis, undanminding& or COfflflCUS .DtMen ma pantta. Tnll ~ncs Ga11n1X H c:nan;ea •~pt-Dy 
wr1UOn.a9J'Stfflant or the parties. . . · · 
15. DISPUTI! Rl;SPLUTIDN. Thtt ·partrea 110,aa 1hilt any c08pute. anali1g i,nc,rto or after Cloalng; n.laf.ed ID 8114 ¢clntni9' (~pptt;abla·~ . , · . . 
I JlfW.~ . . .. (XJ MAYAT'l'.He OPTION OF1l1E PAltl'IEI . 
nnst btJ .eubmi~ to me4iat10n. If lh& parties agn,e Ht ,mecflitian. thD dispute shd be submi,ed to mecr.itian·.1ttmtl9h , ·-
mediation ~tir. mutua11y. agr:eea upori ~ythe pait!N,·Each pafty agAJN ID tietrlls awn q)StG of madlaGon.. lf-.mudla!lon 
f111D111 tmiolh• r.prugDlilUntli 111W JIIITIOUIVII a .... lt.ble "'1detr "" CvnlnlGt&hllll •PPY• Nvtlq ·In tlll;J S8GIIDJ1 15 snail pn>nlblt' 
&nY pa~ from.a.eking amergetioy equitable rolef pending mtdlatlon. 
115, DEFAUl:.1'~ if Buyer dohlull:s; Sal!Mmai,t elect ellhar ta retain thca l:amas:t M!Wt}f DepDSlt ai .llqu~  or~ 
retum It 1Nd' sue 81f1er:io.,ptclffoall)' enforoG this Contn.01 or pursue oillar remldlN awilablt al laW. If SIiier derauns.· 1n 
adalllon'to retum·of the ·eamest·Maney Oopoelt, ~ may o~etU\or to accepttrom SeUtr a sum equal 11111\tfEamest. 
Ma~i-Qep,gall-.as-~•~telf ·d•~•;es.. or m91. sue.We, tD.• pecifically·entbn:e ttU& Contract°' pµrcd -~, -~"'•dies. 
avalla.bla at•law; If Buyer-elects to'accept llqUloated 41fflavil, Salltr-agrewto pay thD HqUIUaled o,maget-lD··BllYet upon 
P~fhf'f~ See.,'t I~ t!_ ·,$ ~ -Z"'? ~0 6-.~ fnlllu;r~ .o., . 2,;..: ,..: ~'- _ 
· · · ~ 3i32 
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. · 17. ATTORNEY J:EES ANO C0$TS~, In .the everst Of l/tlgation at binding a,bihtion .tg enfarce·ttais Oo~ 1116 prevailing 
party,&haU·be entitled fo coa1a· mid fflB!IGNlbte attorney-re.._ ~~)' feea B111U not.b9 IWClrd~ fvrpmt1G1pa1iof'I 
II\ mecd1don·un~r ~n 1&. · 
· tL N011Ci!i;-E.xc:a~-n provtd~ In Sectfan"23, al notJces ro<t~ll'fld llndertis 'Conttact muatbe: (aHn vtdtina; (b)'llgn1~ 
by:U11 pa,ty ;Mns noUce; 111d (o)·rece1v11efb;·the othw J)tlty·or Cho olher. p811y.S 11;,n& ·no later then .1ho a...Jfc:abf& dale· 
taientnc:ed In this ConftBct. . ...... . 
'19. ABRDGATIQN. Except far "10 provlaiOJ~ vf 6i=ctlon_D ~o. 1, .10.Z. 15 and 17 and wcpren-wamndes mad~ .In Chio 
. · Comra~ tho ~slims of 1h11 contraat shall nat appl)' after aoarnu. . · . · : 
2i. RJSK OF L~ All fl8k o; loss to the Propel1y. Including physlcal dQlqe or doatnlotiliin to 1tt• ~rvpe,tJ-ar a. 
lfflQIVV&rriontis due ta any ~ exc:ept ortlinarywe,r and mar end IOae oaund by a taking In eminent dCffiafn, shalJ bl> • 
. ~me.by Sl-llar until Oto:t<ansa~n Is Cloled. · _ 
21,'"l'lrd ta'Of"~ OISl:N~-Tlme la ofth• esset'lce seganflng 1ha dillol 1et tonh fq fN8 CGntr'acf. E>ctenslons mw\ be 
• aaraod to ln.\ltrillng br 111-patties. UnlN• othetwln o,cplldtly •lated In tN• Can~Gt Cal performance undereac;h SecGon · · 
cf thla Ccmtrac:twhfch ret.renoas I dli10 Miil DIG!utelt be requnct t,y 5:CD PM MoUntaln Tfme on th• _... date: •net 
(b)-Chii Ullffl:~ shall fflPft calendar dll,s ancl· lhafl be~_ 1xtgirin(n9 °" 1h• claY followl,w ti. event whlch'ltipns• 
· tho tlmlr.il reQU!remant (I,•·• Acceptance. ete.). PwfcrrnlJllC(t datn a tb'nal reflnnlll4 t,ereln sh~ nat .,_ blndflt~ upon· 
r111e· companlOI. rtndeis, -appra1Hl'8 and others not partleS IO 1h11 Cvnlraet, except as Dll\mwiee agretcl IOJn wdiJnsi by 
o!d,n~. 
-. U. PAX lRANIM18810N AHO COUNlERPARTS. FacslMila (frtxJ trwml"IDn of.• signed C!>PY of 1hls ·con1ract,.ai,y. · . 
. addenda at1il caun~roffvi'o, end Cho ivtnUllmlsarori at eny ,,anoo faa shall De tno aemo as deli'fflJ of .,i original. 1b1B 
Connet Md any llfdsndQ·ilnd 001mte!1)1fers may:be ex~ In count6rparts: · 
ii. ACCEP-TANC:E: ·'AcoeDl&IJIW ccwns lVhen Sllllar or Bi~. ,a.s:.,-o,id'lllg to an Oft'.r oroounterofl'arvfthD o~ (II) · 
01 ine offer or-coui'tie~~~hare notod ta mclGafa ~anoe: and (b)·c:ommunJcates to tt. olher ~rtyortD ht Oll>er 
party'119nttnll dla Offer or oountarolfer h!W been lle,-iOO at RKf\llrod, 
_ zi~l'fr~W DEAPUNl!L B~r tnCI se11er 1gt0t·that 1h• fi;il~wlng '1eadln• lhali appJyto 1ftll·Cal\tlaet: 
(ajsi11trDJ1l:los11r,Pe«dlino lftiNs ~ '-1,!cTnW· A«.,,.,, (DatoJ · 
c•Ji,~~~IJl~~:i»itUl,:,a .. .,.,, l>"""' ~ w~ITTNJ ~D'Jl"...ot6(~'9) 
(c) 8ftilemilltDi111C1Rne le b;<1.~s H%M~Oll-&=E«e(Date)'· 
ZS. oFl'a· AN.b T1III! FOR AO«;EP.TANC&. Bu~ro.ffara la purdlqsa lhe P~pmty on U1e -.boYe tenn.._Md ~ 1i' 
Seller does not accepf ihft ~ byi §;D.Q · 1 JAM lXJ .PM M~ Time 911 J,ouary,,.23; 200§ (Date), .this olfer shall 
·IGie: d=IM ~• 111'18II ritlunJ the Eamast Money D&paBlt ID Buyer. · · 
--~- -.. t16 . 
·· . ~hn) {Offar~> (Buyon,Sitp'Mlture}" .· · · totr,rDetel 
... ' 
. .· -. : -Th~ latar.ortha cove Offtr Duteo •~I .. ...,,.d fo - - "()ffor Rarertnce Data" 
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SELLER ,g EXHIBIT 
SELLER'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO REMAX'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON 
ALL CLAIMS OF STILL STANDING STABLES AGAINST IT 
- and -
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF SELLER'S CROSS-MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON THE 
ISSUE OF BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY 
Civil No. 060906802 
Judge Michael D. Lyon 
Remax Real Estate Purchase Contract Copy from Remax Complaint 
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·Ii. . Rt!,AL ESTA't~ ~UltGHASc CONTRACT---: l..AND 1JdG ll.-.tJ,9t1ltf b(rull1'g ~nlnlct. l(:,vl,I J!lqql~ !tout !ll'UIC tlft'lot. !'01\lltllt ~~Ort\llY ~~ adVIA<n" •. . . . \Si. 
EAR.Nm M~ffe-( JtECElPT 
-Phone N\lfflbO~i.5at.~~=~---
OFFER TO 'fURCHASE 
1. P~OP2H.TYI !J3pd i,~o. S:t!R etaraurnsa $.ta-ats~d~crlbed as: Parcel# ;;!3:::;008::QOIJ.f! Gl1yo( Hu$dna 
Cou~of-B~~ o! Utah, 21P.M3:1n (!It "Pl'Oper\>'7}. · • . 
-1.1 lncJU<fr>dHitma. (s~JM · . · · 
1.z,,;~r ~h~,iei~~---'iiiei f<1JfQWtng ~let ll17hts andlo'rwaier shani&4fe rn~~d-ln lh~ ~~ Prli:e.. [ J . • . .S~at'(luf moo~ r11 tl"le. • • · . (Name O(W8ter Company) 
DQ t;lthrir (i;peetty) 8U clgbtj{attemo<J; to ;!tis property ami.gr pertaining to "th& ~13u1eY1Y,, 
;a. PIJR.O~ABE P.IUC51'hs pUrci;~ prlco fattl\8 ~rty IS ~~sill@ 
Tha pr.ireha:iB" priiia-Wllf· bi, p111tf OlJ roll~s: · . : . ('I\L E!;,r,Jp;itf1'h>il~tb,pq1J~ Updarcsrtalfl imndlffol"IIII ifNcribltd in thls,Cont.l'att THI$ 
DltflQ$ff MA¥ l!EDONE TOTAU:.V NON-~l!FUNJ:tABUi, 
~ (P) l'fpw ,._.tt, U111~ iateois ~ BPJIIYW cina or maie df lhe fo)l,;iwfng .loans: 
00 CPNV~NAl- t l OTI!~ Capo~---....... · ......,,.._...,_ _______ ---=---
rl 1h11 roan fi to fnch,1i:Jit ilDY 1>af1111111ar~mis. 'lhen choiQk below~ eMil detai11: 
. t l $Pl!OIFIC l.OAN nm.Ma • . . . . 
I • • • • • 
a , (e}_ 8_1tllar l"Lisi\l\Cl,-U- fsaa 11.ltilcl\ad ScllerFii1ancln8 Addendum, If appricabtaJ 
. $~-------.--- Ci:I) OtJuir{mpa~).. · · . 
$. · (o) a11lanea of'P11,r:ttasa flt1e11 in ~•hat Slttll11omoni. 
· s-4362@!2 PLIRCHlilH! PRl(;'e:. Totilfofffni,v (il}tnro\lifh (tt) 
:!1 8&TTL~tdENT ANP Ot0mr4G. SetU~sntshall bl~ place llO dte ~ttlemenl Deactlftt1;1 m1'rencat1 in SeicUDfl 24(c}, or 
on q data 1Jpo1J wiitc:11, B~()rtlnnij Seller agrea lit wrtdrig. •sstueniol'lf shall •r only Whan all of ihe fallo'Mf!!;I nave been 
carnpletlct: (a) 8~ ~r,d Salltr hiMs $ign·~ and dJIJV11re9 td vaim oitior ono th& ~/cf~slng ol1iCB ·a11 ao'cumenlS 
rpqtlftsd ly Dya Ocn!Jact, by,hQ l;endor, t,y w~tt11n ~ TI\Slnl*nil or t,.yllpplfcal;,I~ law; (b) soy n\Df!fas; required ra ba 
. p,td by BU)'ar. urtdlft the$t. d1>011rnants {~pt for th• pra~edll of i\llf r,eW roan} hav• l)~en <leU~ f>Y SW~ IQ Sellet . 
or. to 1'1Hti~tdUrl~fa:alng tiffiat n, lha fQrm ,;1f c;Dllet4elf or c;fairred tutid~ •nd (~) any monies ~q~red 1q be pa!d bt ~11111fr 
un~e:t 1hen-d9C!lmont0- hCVll De4ri dallv'ered by ~tmr ta BuYQr Qr to1ha e&cf0.W/Cl<isk1g 11fffm fn th• ftJrm or wQ~~i:d or 
• 0(~11,011 fUncfs, $ellt:r 11n\1 DUYitr a.hall aach PIS)' aiie-half Q'&') ~; \ll11 fc-e, charui:d by tne-,p(lf':4W/QtO~"ng i:iffioa For Its 
~91• ll1 11-i-1 ae!Uernenllall:Milnri j)rdi:iasa. Taxu ~ asaesiimunts ltil' IM ~nl y~. f&RU: snd rnterest on •,ried 
. obll'Qalfon~ •ha'll l:l1' pronrtild at Sl'J(tl~m~ntas :se\ forill nt lhls S~lon, Pf'Qratlornt fl¢t 'fm\ti tn ttil:s 8!-tc;!f!ll'I ~hall 1::1e F(lade ~s 
c1 tl\G s11\t1e1()IK'IC t>\1=c111no d!fle mpran'Ced ~ ~&ellJln .24(Q), 1Jnle£Ss oth~rwl'!8 agteq,d 1::1 _In wrltlng blr' ~he P!'rtlea. such 
Writing could inoll;icra tM s~1tlern11rii rn1:1t'1ll'\erit. The lM!~c.tlon WIii b& con111fclerm:l l;!Q:a:AtJ wtien S"~ttl~mc;nt has Ileen 
. c:ompl-et&d; and when all t1f th~ fullowlnG ti.11vo IJei::11 compleh:d: (I} t~e proceeds ot anyne"'I }ci:,n trave bJ:en dr:11-Jertd t>y 
th$ l..o-nder ~ 6iille.r or to the escrowfc10sin9 ofllao~ Md ([I) th" e))pllcable Gh:i:ntis dc,ourifeni! hf.Vfl.• ~~en N®rd"'~ In fhc 
.. offia~ 9fthi:i f:Ourrty f<f.J~0rClt:r. 'rn~·actlonScdqsorlbad l!1 p~rts (I) and (ii) of '!he preoedll'IQ snntenoa llh._tJI l:!Et compli,red 
wltnln f0ur.calc11t1atdal(1r,pf Satueme.nt;. .. - , . , · , -. . . . 
t ,J 1• : ."1 o • : '•• 0 ,,;• I I • •I: • ,• ' •• •• 0 • • •~ • • : .: •• : • • •• •• •• • 
4.·POSS~SS(ON\ Be(l&r :ih1:1U de.llvar phy:ilaal rios~~sslon lo 13uy~t wilhin: ptj Vf1~1l cloatn$ [· 'f.Ot!'i~,: (~p•i;lfy)· 
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. 
r. oa-
u~ttM /l.nvnl ·~~~.::;....~~:;..:.;;...:.~--1-- liar c 1 auyvr [ l botte Buycraru:l Stdl&t 
''=' ~ • • ~-. Lfmttud Aa11tnt; 
Iler ( ] ~uy~r [ l b<'Jt(\ Quyct~~ St!Uttr 
~mazm~[l:.1R'IIDJ • as 'A Umt~ Agard; 
81.fY.'f~~l'll lfro Shea, ~19.!icnta t l a&llar ~ Stlyttr l l batfl ll"V'ar llM e~n,r •' · . . . · 
• • • • • • • • • • , 1115 • .Mtr1ltct(1 ~SB.Etti · . ' 
8uym1a Broker ftwt' Rems Slit& ( $QQft QuJqnaY)t re(itas~~ ( 1 S1dtor 'lXJ .P.'UYlr t 1 ~ft. lluyt1t and S~Uer . 
. · . • . (Comp~ N31Jt!S) ._ · • . u a Umttsd Agent:· 
6 .. TITLS INtUl'tAfl~. N. s~tU~en~· ~Jler agrees.t9 ~fbt a il:lnd~rd..,COV&raga CIWflB~ i,aUcy ~flfUe tm;upinca 
[l')SwinlJ Buyer In ffle- ati\OUnt qf tt,e P,1.frd1a:sp P~ M'i addltlOl)al mre ln$Uran~ covera9~ &~U ~~t Buy~l's ~)(Ren~, . 
Y, aaLER D-OSUttES, No Inter than 1110 eoUer. ~tpsqrs p~dllna i:eraren~@ tn $~o~an 24(ai. ~enar ~hat( provide 
t<, 'Sllyer'Ute fatrowtng csacum\lnts wh?t:h a!lte c:)!ladiVcl)'iefem;d 10 as the "S~fl&r D(sol0$<Jras": · 
(11) •~property e4nf:(ltJan.~i:,Qlowti:, fat Ui& Property, $1-gned 43:04 d~fbcf by $ert~r, . 
· · n>J a oommltmeot for tha !JOliay of~ lr\Sut.llllCdii 
{t.l i1 copy bl any ti,aco~ ,.dfisr;tfnq tttc frcperjy not expJrtnQ·pliOt ~ pl~in.sn. 
(d) wrftt~o nattca of•~ clDtms 11nd/or .oondltlona; known to ~pttar reJot~;, to envlraprn,rttsJ P1'~r~ 
(a) (sl/lU8flaa _or any wuter ,rf9ttts 1™1"'1'~r ~hardli raferen,;a_d fn ~Qi;sUQn 1.2 above: aro.t • , 
(f) Oln&I' ('P~) . . . . . . . . . . . . 
,c. BlJYeR'S RtGffT1'~ QA,NCEt. s~Set;:t o~ airtai~ QtJl{musa.r:I!. euyc;r's obJFQath1n JD puT1Jha1tct under\flf$ 
Contruoi (cheo1C 11wHcnabrif•~J: . • . · · • . • • . • 
(a) pc.] IS t J rt1 NOT cond"ldoned upon SlP.,9r's DPPinVJd ~ the c.:mlentof all th-a ScU11r O,S¢J.Q'QW0$1'91entflOf!d ht · 
Sec.Uan v: . · , . . · · ·. . . . 
(bl TY1. IS t J ts Noi' .ccndittonaa, upon Buye'ra apo_ tdycd of r; phystr;al ex>ncflff~n tnspection at !hO PJOpftriy; 
c.· ·_J. ' (CJ rll.$ [X) J~ NOT mntfruonett ~n ~ii'$ 8P.Pl'bVal·tl ia .aurmy Of lhet ~roplH'IY by• ttmnsed wlVeygf, 
. ·(dl~ txl 18 t JI& NOT eondltlcnecl won S.\ll'Qr'19 appioyat of ap~tl~~fe (i!daraf.·s'tatQ and rood gd\l~me.rrtal raw,, 
gn.ftnii\ala •~ mgllladqrm affdna fl\l Pro~ ;tnCI ~111y appfic:s)lfe-ti* rastri~cms M(f/Ot COAA~ (ctNenants, 
c:hdltlami 1.nd ms~ons) 21ffcctlng thl1J f-'ropeifr. . . · 
(") (X1 ti [ J 18 HOT c:ottdJQQmad 1Jl,6n lhe-Pn:,_parly &ppal~ogfo1 rJQt fua #ltsri tho Purcfia~ P1km: . 
(f) fX118 I ] ti·NOT t:onds'llCtl\sd t.1p00 B~r'u app~ of~e tettna'and c:ohdhlQnS of t!1'Y rJ10r'4ii1Q8 flnanclnQ 
raC.,APndtsd fn &1GU0n 2 abnv~ "-' • • 
'(sJ· IXl 1$ t J lS liOT, cor,6(,011~ 'Jl'~I'\ S½'ot'ra approval rdttl& {allo.Wln\i tests: ;i&\'ld eval~l:lcn'i aflhtil ~-roperty: 
(~,PSClly) 
SPU.C- . · · ·. 
rr ::ahl! onterns; 8{a) 1hra\1Qh e(g) •re dlc:,c;kmf tn:tflo rtfflrrna1tve1 ,tien 81S01ions e. 1, B.2, &.3 and 8,4 .appfyi cth-erwiE1,. they 
chi ~ot apply, Tl\e: ltem~ c:l't~ed ln th, ~ffirmatt~ above aro. i;.oltec\lvaly rafl.\f~d to as ~ "OYia pilfgar,ca," Untes1 
att,'drwfaa ~rovlded 11'1 this Contl'$¢t. 81W~r's Q'!'e Dld9c::n~~•tt be ~aid. far bl' Buyer ,,-d sh,n bv <;o~dt.tft'2d by 
indtvittua\JI Dr 1:111t11ies at P\IY.eni choice. ~euer ag~ ta OQCpera~ WlVl -Buy~r'$ Due Dlli911nce ac1d With a rrr\1U p~--d0$JOg 
lne~ectlon undcrSadfQlt 11.. • . -· .. 
B, 1 D\le DltlqanPO Oaa.ct'1na-: No ·-.at&t Utan th9 O"t Dilf;epc~ Pta"-dlll\" refaroni;ed tn sa~lan. Z4(b) Buyer sl\all;' Ca) 
com1U~- eU of auyets Dae DmQ<m~ '1nl% (b) ~,amine if~ ~UltG Q'f Buye(s Puit 0ms,i:ic.o '1f'C ~"1bl~ ta auyer. 
a.2 ~9ht ~ ~n~e, \1r g~,b~ ~·~er det~Joes that •n~ ossul1$ otau~er"$1)UG omgenco trnr ,jn~~table, 'Rgyer 
may .. no lator.than (he o,ua 0 tfgpnov D~adtt,n,, f!llthtm (a) t:ancet ttil:r Cnnt~C\ t.tY provlctlng wr\tta11 notla~ co.seucr, 
wtu~nupcn th11 EamMt Money Oepa$Jt aha(I pa N?leaS•IJ tc, BWQ'i or (b)·pravfde St.:Der ~ wrUten l)C\lC:U or obf~C1.l0n11, 
. ll,S ·i:t~q'!"• t~ Ra•p0~d. If br th~ dcpi~t~ qf.the [)~a Dlff~encc Dcadjlm1. ~U)'~r aa\\s ';\l'J~ <a}.eBJlQal th(ta Co11tr-sct 
a" PfQVMed iA sacuon f..Z: t,r (b dell~er • Wl'l\\9'1 11bJ~an tQ, S&Ut:t't8.Qardlnq the Buy~ 01.1e- Dmsenc;o, Tht, 8uyor•~ 
0~& OlUg-e"CG shaU ba ti•ernad ii-ppto.ved b'y $uyQr; and tho ~ntingencl"u rrrl'c~ncnd Jn :s o<JtlQn:. BfxJ thrw,gh 8(0), 
lno1udht; b« riot lltniti:tct to, any ii11ancfog' ccnli~ncy. shall ba di!:ell1~ waive~ ilv ll3'UYest. : 
~.rf, ~k.wlJqyjH by S•ltor. )( !luyer pt'OVlde'S- Wl1tteo Qbjec:trons lo $v,J{or, (!uyer .-pd Sallet ,futT? ~VQ Sl'NISO ca1endaf' 
• da)'$ ajtsr-S-eHat's ~cab:it of 81..tytH"~ ab~ctlana (the "Respon;se Pel'IOd"} tn whfah ~ti a9me irrwritfng, up,on U14-m1111ner.<1f . 
rwsoMrttr8\Jysr's:obiuw1fQ!\ti ~a.Pt w-r~vlde~ ll1·686Uor1: ~~ setrermaw b~· shtU:heit:-bi:n~q1.1tred' 1':1; ti::solvo-~uyof.s 
o~JecUan,. lt aw,r ~nd semtr hat11 n~ 11:191'1ed Tn Wtltlng-upcn tho manner of rusoMh~ Buyer·~ obj11ofiot\e, Suyo/ may 
~lt'rf thl3,Qo11trai.t by pravldlns. written notlc:e ta i9UitrtiQ1later \hitn 1hrao.colentfar <1a}r.t after e)(piratlon aJ tha Rl!-1pdOSEf 
Pacfag:.w~~rtiQPOrJ tiJe.e;~m~tl M~e~ f:>ll~~l ~~Jr ba .r~~a!iatl w B9Yar. I{ \hl~.-C'~ntrnQt b; nol.~r,C!ied?~~ .. auy~t ~nd.~t'; : . 
'") . \\lilt,r~~~n: &~f~~t'-'S?bJe~cin. uH~~~&d~~~~~-~·-~Y. auyQr~~fp,~iv~~ tat~c;1t a~cttl1~,,t~mrrwa~ni~ . ,--
.,~•f. i~il&~. ~~,;1nlll~is .(!;!{-- /l.ut;: ~• ?-:. .,. 6 :~,... 1t3-S--:-~oa_~"7:... 4 . .:.;, 8. ·: :-
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FAX NI. 
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P, 041/08:·=:i:~·- .· .. 
P. B4 
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c(c;:mlllld, 
17. ATJ'DRN6Y rires f\NP cos:r.,, rri ~ evanl at .&rlQIUl~ti al' Mniilng artlilr.3flon w l!rlfarcu th!S co~ct. the pn,.yslllng 
Pf111Y shall &. •tnfrsd fD COlflll aticl reasonal11e attcmsy foua. l-ffitevar, at10mey {"5 .ahalt riot,'bo hl~l'di,cl ~ p&i:tlo/~lon ·· 
In mert,t11n,1.J11der8~an f&: ·. · · :•. ·· · · . . · • , . ·· · 
. . . . .. . . . . . 
11..,N6Ticas. J:;Jtc:apt at ~ldaif rn $~ as, an noll•teqaltitd Uhder tilt, ~act m~be: (a) tn;wrlllnqi (b)' sl11118Q 
by,ll'la ~ ~~-rioiL=ir, aitd (c} •flmd ~ the inher Pl~ ot Iha adterpai-ty'l; ag•ntno ~ttlrtboi1 tt\t ~pucabt~ da~ . 
rel'er.ens=t IR tbfa 'Colljr'elrf# · ·· • • : • · . . · • . 
~ 'lll. /\BROM~, ~far \flO ~ai~f.~UOrta f0.1, 10,2, JIU~d 17 and &ltprGS~ 'WllrntnllP rnllde ll'\.tllfi, 
· eon,tr.111\ Otis ~ 01' iWs Pt,nlraot • .out appl)'\itliar.~ng. · · · · · · • •. • ~ 
;zo~ •·01 i,.o,5$; Ati"rt&ir:' of IO!ta "to tri11 Pnip4~ '.rtu:4udln9 ptlys\cal d,W::iJAB or dtnrttqa~n 10 _the Proearty ~r Its' . 
lniproveraenllt ~$10 11ti1 i;aifslt.dr;ep, on,lnary~tand 1C:armtq~ CSllstd by. a tikrn5\ 1n Gf111~ dl,"ll'l'latn, Sf\dll M 
ttome ti:Y Sallel' bAUI th!!: ttit~Q.ri lit Clllled, , ' · • ' ' • . 
11~ 11MS JS ,.,,TKE! t:SBENCfi..-nnt It of Um .e~ naii11tt111'19 thfr ctate&~etfcxth In 1his CantiacH. ect6nslorui.musl be· 
~dnled .. Ji, wdtirra bJ'., pMfai, IJa,lua 01!\IIIWl"s&: .plldr/y S'(qtad fn'lhra Coi\tnicCf (J).pet'iomn1nao1dldet0Ach -llan 
• Of this Con'!fflaL Which Al~ 21 ... "'"' abGDIUfilr'be iaqr.ili'ftll Df s:nr:r flM MovnCQln 1111111 vn die stllled' .• el1(1 
. ti)} \Ila UlJffl Pdgy:a-~ tphl\ oira1tiiar d~ a,,d 11h\1ll lli,count4fd birglrinlMQ Oh 1he: ~ (olfOW!n; the -~wflfGb:\ti~ 
. ll'IO 1fP1J0,1J r.qufro'mimt ((.a .. ~co. Qlo.], Parl'a~iiC41 da1!fs 41nd tfniea rfrt'~ced ~In Mtll riqt be ~ls\l:tln1:r*11 
· Utle COfflp&lll=. liltl481'\!, ·appn;uJdr.S uncs ti~·not parties to tfllll Cofttmci. e1=:pt as atharwlse sc,-eed 1;q In ~une ~Y 
~ I\Qri:,mrt.y. . • . 
·. ~ FM:TIWiSMtlBµ)·~ ANV CCIUNT'ERrt.ARts. Fuesimikt ((~) tniriJmr,s1an of,. signed copy- of 1h16' Ctthttact, ari•i 
• acfd8Ma a1XI ciQ~tal'P:ffers, atJD1 !ho o,1raflw~o11 (!f,eny 11~ert 1'X ei\a11 be u,a sarim 11:!l <S~li\rery "9f tn Qrl{lt('ia~ 1'1\ft 
Ool'lfl'llthnd m\y ilddiirahl'•nd d;l\lt\lt;ln:itrDPJ may lie 11Xfttllteid ln courit6rpat1s. · . . • • • . 
23..~ANCS. •Aa~ll!tafldir. ~ wheri' .S.lier oi Buyar, fa~por:tdlhg t6 -art cffar ct i:cun~er ot1~a 0th.er~ (a) 
alsmittha.otca!r or ~~tJlftlra ~to l1tdi.~mnw; 111\d M communJc:etes-to Iha acne, ptrty orlQ the other ~ 1188ttht dill dflr'atllDCll'\10-r has. t)D6fl .Bd lCreq!,lfred; . . 
~.cbN1RAc:r~Nias. ~r i'!nd $*r asre11 tha.t m~ .tollow!rlt dcaliRnftll sJ1a1 ipp1y tQ.lhb- CCh\tal:1; 
f~) Sett«PTBR"~ ~~dJln111 1 : 'f ~$ -~ \>S!?,fl'W ~rnff~ 6, .# (Oai.i 
. fflJ 0:111 '0fltqen~ cea~HAA · ~f.> l;,a-q~ ~ WJ.1-tr~ lk.t:.9"t~ m~) 
.(c)6'ellferl1eritoaalllln11 . . · '9~-.Z,A:tiJ -~(A[$tc,;a hm~(tJqta) . 
:ta. OFPffltANa llMli FCR.JU:CSfl"ANCS. PU)'8t' offlll'?' la p~ase- Iha P,api!rty oi, ttie·abo~e \Q~ end r::ondltkm$,.lf· 
S~\lcr ~a.as:11ot ~~la~~ _&)-1~ l lANI lXJ'PM.' Mi,unta1rt11ntc on Janu@0£ 2a. 20Dfl tt>,t,), tltlS ,Sffer shall 
lapse: Sid 11'18...,...---.9~ llhlP iGtun'I 'tha Earn6~ McneyOtiposttto biwer, · 
. . . . -. &rtib·. . · 
111almv),' • :· · .. : • • . (Oft'et_Oiio)' . , tQuyet~ &lqrl11ttn} • , (0~ tn,18) 
Tn11 laior-~ 11t~.11be.vo 0ffal' p~ ~If~ ~ms" to a11 int .. ~·r Rut'en!\i,r, D~"' 
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• .a.i;GEPTI\NCS'CQU~OFFSR/fll=JJ;(rrlefl · . • . • 
--~~ju,,ics ~F OFFtm W ~URcttAAa $~liar ~.l>ts llla·~~O 011$1' ~ thetrerma ana_ccndiU0na ~olf!e<f . 
·~· . . . . . 
. r l ~NtEROJ:~ sen~ J,R1$4lnts:fot QtJV~A~noe ~lit tl:/ma·of l:luyer'!I oirar s~ti.}e(: id.me 11,caepti~ or · 
. . . ant ~ :i;pe,flffu4 Id tnutfached ·ADD~CUM NO; · · · · ' . . . • . · ··. 
,l)(. . 
. s11~tc1ts . . ·. . · co~) cririeJ .<~oJJ~~:i st11nallll'ei · . .~\ii} . _(Thrl,i,) . • 
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SELLER'S EXHIBIT 
SELLER'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO REMAX'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON 
ALL CLAIMS OF STILL STANDING STABLES AGAINST IT 
-and-
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF SELLER'S CROSS-MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON THE 
ISSUE OF BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY 
Civil No. 060906802 
Judge Michael D. Lyon 
First American Title Real Estate Purchase Contract Copy 
-7-
@ 
@ 
® 
© 
• 1 ... ,., 
~-_' ~ .... FirstA.merican 
~ Title Insurance Company 
BLAKE T. HEINER 
VICE rRESIDllNT 
U'GIOHAL COUN.SeL 
. VIA OVERNIGHT DELIVERY 
February 10, 2009 
Robert J. Fuller 
Fuller Law Office, LC 
1090 North 5900 East 
Eden, Utah 84310 
RE: Remax Elite, et al v. Still Standing Stable, L.C .• et al 
Case No.: 060906802 
Dear Mr. Fuller: 
f ,, 
·:: 
Pursuant to the Subpoena recently served upon First American Title Insurance Company in 
conection with the above referenced lawsuit, please find enclosed a copy of First American file 
no. 4638803. · 
We assume that the delivery of these documents fully sat.isfies the obligation of First American 
Title under the aforementioned ~bpoena. If this is not the case, please advise immediately. 
Thank you. 
Sincerely, , 
~~
Blake T. Heiner 
BlH/tiz 
Enclosures 
06Q906802.subpoena.2 
560 South 300 Ei!st, Salt Lake, UT 84111 
TEL 801.5.78.8897-, FAX 801.363.3413 
b/akeh elneraflrsta m. com -, www. firs tam. com 
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BRIEF OF APPELLANT STILL STANDING STABLE, L.C. 
Appellate Case No. 20130768-CA 
ADDENDUM 
5. Seller's Reply Exhibits from P-W, March 20, 2012, R. 3715-3758. 
(Exhibits P, Q, T, U, V) 
@, 
@ 
® 
I 
I 
Addendum 5 
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·R61Mll(EUTE 
579 W. Heritage Park Blvd. #201 
Layton, UT 84041 
(801) 82~3700 
.-:: ' 
FAX NO. 
Tim Shea 
_ FAX: (801) 825-3777 
~\\)\~: Jahn ~ic;h 
FROM:' TJM SHEA (801) 244-8732 
. FAX: < ) 6 t 4 -c;os; I 
PHONE: ( ) 
PAGES:0 -
~ATE: ~\2-\ D(p 
RE: 
• Urgent 0For Review • Please Comment • ~lease Reply 
COMMENTS! 
8i15 00170 
P. 01/06 
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cs SELLER'S PROPERTY CONDITION DISCLOSURE - LAND TI,lt la a leQllly DlnOll'IIJ cuinct ff not linclanlODll ODll&Uft an IRGFl'l9Y, 
U&TING AGeNT • COMP&.ETE THl8 8EC'l10N ONl-Yl 
Sf:LLER NAME 4f1\..L 'AMJ21t;!4 ~iafS, 1.-l,C . 
PROPEfITT ADDRESS . fta.V!'.:fi bla ?-o -~-ptqe . 
LISTING 8ROKl:fWiE BIIMiiiX Elitt ' Ll)1ml RfflnCIJ l f'Gompany") 
· NOTICE FROM COMPANY 
P. 02/06 
r- r:-' Ul 
rserrer") 
(11',ope,ty') 
suyer and Seller ore advlnd tf'iat the Company and Ila ugt~ are tram•d ln lhe marketing or real estate. Neither lhe 
Company nor tts agenia are tn&ined ar IIG81\M4 to pnwida Buytr or serw wHh prcafepfcmaa eOlrioe regarding rho physJciat 
conctition of any property or regarding tt,Jal or talC metters. The cornp11ny and Ill agents &tror,gly recomrnenG ihet In 
aonnootion wHt'I any offer to acquirv ,he rapruty. Buyer recaln tht prafesslonal services of legal and/or tax adVlsors, 
property Jn,pectors_ surveyors, and olber professlanala to eatl!Jfi Buyer as to any and ab aspects of uie pt,yslcal and legat 
condition of 1he Proparty. BUYER IS ADVISED NOT TO RELY ON THE COMPANY, OR ON ANY AGENT$ OF THE 
COMPANY, FOR A DETERMINATION REGARDING THE PHYSICAL OR LEGAL CONDITION Of THE PROPERTY, 
Including, but not Umlted to: tha eotl, loGatlan, avafbtbl~ and qualfty of water amd wator Hrvice; the CCISt. IOcatlon Pnd 
avallabiJity of Ullllty services: Ches cast of au Ullllty aervioe connaellan taes: any envt,onme11tal ltlSUts assadated with the 
Propert)I; the bour.id11rfas of the Property; arYi planning, zoning and builclfnc, restrtc11on1; any prtvate deed restrtcllona cir 
Qther 11?sttlmive covenants; or tho- $IQ gr aoruge Qf Vie PropertY. 
lNSTRUGllDNS TO SB.1.ER 
~eLLSR IS OBI-IGAT!D UNPER.lAW TO DISOLOS! TO suvel\s 0EFECT8 IN THE PROPl:RTY l<NOWN TQ 
.SELLER THATMATe.RIAl.1-Y AND ADVERB&LY AFFl!CT THE VALUE OF THE PROPERTY TMAT CANNOT BE 
·orscoveRl!D 8V A REASONABLE INSPECTION BY AN ORPJNARY PRUDENT 8\JVER. This diaclOV\lf8 farm Is 
~eslgned to.aaaJat Seller In GOl"llplylng with 1hCH dlscloaura req"JraMent1, Pte1'9 thoroughly ditdoMt your acwat 
liinowledte regarding me i:ondhJon of tha Prope11y. The Company, ether real estate agents, and buyers wlfl rtly on this 
cllSClosure form. · 
, Compl,re the remainder of Chis form. . 
• Please ba speclfii: Whan desotlbing any pa;t or p~nt l&suet or defecta (loedan, nature of problem, etc.). Use 
addlUGnal addendum rt necnury. 
• It a <1U8£tlan "'""""" nftt !lnl\tutoyow Property, WRrTE 'N/A• NEXT TO THE QUESTION, 
1. NATURAi.. GAS, EI.ECl'RfCITY, 1'ELE:PHONS. CABLE TV 
Pltase d.e1cnbo, to your knowledge, ttlu approxtrnate loeallon of tr. nearoist fOllowlng utility •orvl'8 lines; 
A. Natural Gaa; ( I L.ocatacs In · (NlmltOf SWeel/AoB<i) [ l Slubbl,d to 1-01 Une 
C Other (specify) 
_\.13. Eledrldty; { J Loca1ed in·-:::-:;:::::::::::::::::::_:-Narne--of-stree--t/Roa--d-)l_]_S_tubbtt--d-10_1-o_t _Une 
~~ C J other(speolfy) · 
~~o C. T.tephone: [ J Loeated In (Name of StreeclRoac:t) t 1 SlubtJed to Loe Line \)r Othtr(epecdr) ___________________ _ 
P. Cable TV: [ I L.ccatad ~ ~ (Name Of Street/Road) ( J stubl1Gd so Lot Une ( l Other (spuclTYJ 
2. SEWERr.3~PllCTANK 
A, ro YoLlr knowledg.. oewor service for the PropPftY will be provided by (cheek applicable bDx):. 
,~~O\url I J Piibtre &awe, 
r.:. • t J Septfe Tanlc . 
9. If Publio Sewer, who Is 11\e PUbllc SaWer provldctr. 
e. If aawer $8Mee ig -Septie Tanlc. to vour knowtedge-:--h.1$-•-pe,-l'COJ--:-~~cn-tes_l.,.bo_c_l'l_ao_no_u_ct_ed_on_t_ne-
P,opony? 
,...--.._,, O. If a peroolatlon test was conoucted, to your knowl&dgu, did vie Property poao 1hei test? t ]Ye, { JNc, [ )Ye:s t JNo 
Page 1 of 5 0ate_l. w f • P6 Buyer's 1n1t1ai.c _____ oatB ____ _ 
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3 CUUNARYWATefl ·· · • 
• A. To your knOwledge, culinary water service for the Prgpe,ty wlll be provided W (lllhactc -,,pltcral>h> box). { ] Public wa11r(Name ofwaterscrvfC. provkier);: _____________ _ 
( J Prwate W,ater ca~ny (Narna of water service pRNidor · 
~PrlwteWtll U-)~,..., L1.~ #eQ 
NOTE: IFWATlBf Sl:RVICJ WIU. BSMOVIDED aYPUBUC WATERa $KIP TO secnoN ,f 
8. Prlvatct Wottar Company . (1) To your knoWledgt, What Is th• approximate lcar:ation of the nearest pr,vato water GQl1\0any \I/Ster 
eeNiee 11na, · C, rJ ~o \I.- ;.J . [ ] Locatact in _________ tNam• af St.:rnt/ROl4) [ I stubbed to Lot Uno 
l JOthvr (epadfY)-....--•-----~~---!-~~--.!---'.:~~~~~ (J) Are the watet share certificates In Yotr ponet11lon? If ya. p!8aSI auac,, a copy. 
(3) To ygur knaW!edge, ate water shin as1e:Ssmer,ts paid In full? • tJei ~ -,.,~ 
c.Pt1v,wwe11 
(1)·1e a WOii presently~ on 1he Property? , (2) To your knowledge, Is you, water right for the wall n1preaented t,y a c:tJnttaot wlOI a speotal 
Improvement or water conservancy dlsirlct? If "Yes', whal ts ,he number of the district 
contract? :JOJ.::¥1\ !!A$ ~•"" '-";ilfflf«.. a,~....,..,.,_.._.o-t "DI~ 
(3) tf your water right for the well I• s,ot bHed on a con1rae1 With a speclat Improvement or water 
oonseJYaney dtottlct. to your 1'nowtedsa. wnat IS tha Staie ~ "Index Nutnbel" tor )IOUt waaer tight?; _______ _ 
P. 03/06 ,. .. 
r. vi: 
4. IRRIGATION WATl!R 
A. Am thlfN 8t1Y Jrnuatian waler rloht& wllh the Propeny? l lYet~No 
B. it irrigation water IJ detlvered loD you by an lmgatJon water company, What JI the name of the cornpapy? 
C, t>o ygu have In your po!paesslon water $hara oertlffcata, ,eptesenung your right t.Q R1COiv• and 11:se pQYo:1 [ JNt1 
lmgatlon \ll&tGr'? Jf "'V8#'. Please attach•~ of any 5Uc:h are o,~. . 
p, ,r Ille infgatton water right$ ~ other Ulan sharso fn 11n lrri911lon waler compan1. tv V°"' lcnoWladge, 
-Nhat la th• 8t11te l!ngineer •t'ndeK N"mbor" or numbcaro for vour lrrl9atfon w,ner dgtu? _______ _ 
e.. Ja there an ltrigatlon waler source and df5trfbutlon faelllly in piece for tha Propetty such as oanals. [ JY• DqNo 
dftc;h1111 crpresautizvd splinkler system? If.,.,,,.,, what Is tht;t name of Iha water souraa: 
5. SOILS 
A, Ate you aware qf any setiJoment or he1vlna of aoU an the Prop.tty {callapgtbla ar •xpanswa soils, t JV•& 'b(INo 
poorly oompae1ed fill)? tf "Y9$9, pfeasa d8'Cfft,e, to your knowledge, the nature and locatiGn of any 
sememenl 01 t1eavln9 0f aoll: 
e. Ta fo11r knowtad9e. ls there any nu located on the Propeny? tf •y,,_•, please describe, to your ( JYes b{jNo 
knowledge. the nature end apprcuCimata foQtlon Df an, flll: 
C.Ate you aware Of any tlldlng ar eanh movement on Cha Propony er on any adJolnlng property r lY•• MNo 
(landst!des, falling rock&, dc::l>,la or mud fknW)? If 'Y01i", plea;a deiJcribo UlO natuJ'Q and locaUon Qr the 'r< 
olldlng or 4:aM movvment 
o. To your 1m0wfed9e, does any portion af the Prope,ty contain any aubaurtace, man-rnude debrts that l JYn f"iN 
ha& been bUrled, covered or abandoried, fncfudll\a Without IJmitaUan, any di$canted or abandoned· 11"°0 
con;tru~ materials, ~ncrew footlngsorfoundationa, trash, eto? rt "Y.a•, ~ deacrfbe the netttnt 
and looat10n of tuch sUbsurface debris: 
E. Pleas•. detsertbe, to your ki'.towledM, any adlon taken to repair or mitigate any of Ute Issue• dac.tlbod 
6A, 58. $C or SD: 
Solfor1111'\llial!;,,__;;@-;.;..;;... ___ Date 2.., f • G'£ Bu:ter'>J ltliiia.1$._ ____ Dato _____ _ 
r- •·1 ~ 7 
.j .1. < 00172 
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F. Are you aware of any·geotoglC. aofls. englneet1119, or env1ronmemal ,.ports th111 have tiean preparsd [ JY•s ()\No 
for ths Propertyl If "Yet\ please attach a copy of err, such reDOJ1S In "®f PoS80SSlon. · 
a. 80UMOARIE$. ACCESS m 
A. To your 1eno~.1a u,ara anwihlns on ~r Propi,,ty (avch • a ft$0 or any other ltnprovernent) that £ ]Yes y,No 
encroaches (ext.ends) amo any a4,lolnfna proporty? Jf~es•. please doscrlbe. to yaur kt\owleage, th• 
net\lre a,td al)PRIXlmaw 5ocatlon of any auch ~
a. To yo11t knowled9G. l1 thete oyltllng on any aajofning property (l~ch • ':' feneo. deck. or 14'Y other t JYae JNNo 
frl'iprovements) !hat encroaches Ca•ndt) ot'lto ,our Property? If "Yes , plea.e describe, to your 
~noW1ed9e, 1he nature and appro1Clmate locaUon Of any sucn encroaenment: 
1 F L -
c. Ate you aware af any bnunda,y dflputes or c:onfllctt bWDIVing YoUr Property arus any ad!Olnlng property ( ]Yes (:/JNo 
or pro~,? ff "f eaU. please de1cr1De. to yourknowlsdgo, th• nature of any aueh boundary disputes 
or canfficta: · 
D. Ne )'QU awate of eny aurve}'(1) that have blJlrtl p~d for the PRIPOfty i,rany adjoining _propart)' or °b6r!]S ( )No 
p,oportles? If "'Yeo", p!Ba• provld~ a copy ar any euch .su~s) In YD'B' ~r011. p.-,..,,o.rs\~ yro.J ,c.,,~ 
e. AID ycu aware af fltr/ imrecorded ..wements, or olalma ftrre8Sem8nts, affoQng the Property? tr -v.-, "MY• ( 1Ho r::• d•tcribe, 10 your knowtadga, tha nature and apptO.ldrMID focerJon of any s1.1c::h easemene(t): 
F. To ~~dra~~'1,!~~\~~~i:ru::=7i,~i,f:\c~rl f\llM .. ~;:~~!n,~id~ 
G. If direct ~G• to 1he Property la Mt from a pubUo atroel/,oad, ta ~ur tcnowlodae. ,i: there dfre<:t pqvas r JNo 
soc:e.a to 1he Property thl'Qugh (GhoGfC appH~able bo•h ~ Print• EH•mant [ J Prfvat• 
StntotlRoa\t 
\J 7, FI.OOOINGIDRAJNAGI . 
A. Nt you awaro of any f!COdln; or lot drainage Issues on Ille Property? If-Yes•. please a:t,acrit>e, to your [ JYn 1NNo 
knowledge, 1he nalul9 and app~ineto locatlcn or any floodfns or lot drainage losues: 
B. If rher.a are ftoadlng or t~ dralnaee lu&uet. are YC>U aware af any work 4one at ltlo Property tD mitigate [ ]Yes ~o 
or lo prevent qny rec.urrence af any flaoctlng or lot dralnag• faauea? If ''YltSa, please deserlb1t, to your 
knowtudge, anv WOl'k done a, lhe Pro~ 1a mhlgato or preY&nt ffOOdina or let drain$ fnu«:st 
c. Ars )'OU 111wara of any watlanda located on the Pluperty? [ )Yea OQNQ I 
O. If you aro awanr of welland1 on tho }:»ropsny, to your knowtoc:fs•. hils th• Prcr:,Qrty been mapped tor [ JYn 9'{lo © 
wetlands? If -Yes", please provide a copy or any wt1tlands mapa and wu11ane1a permits tn your 
p0$HS.llon, 
E. Are you aware of uny action taken to mitigate any wettand lasuea tt,rough the Anny Corps of t JYes ~ 
Snei",ers? lf -Vas•, Please deacribtt, ta your "'10wladga, U,e nature or any mitigation work done at \he 
Prt,perty: 
a. ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUI!$ 
A. Are you awara at any past or pmaent llazltdous oonditlons. aubStances. or rnatorta1s on the Property, 
such H mtthana on. radioactive mawnar. tanllflll, mlnOlhan. bUrlod s,~ 1&nk$ and u._.. or toJda 
malQrtals? If "'Ye&•, p1aa1e <Se.GCrtl,e, ta your kf\QWfedga Iha naturo of any wc:h t,azardous conditions: 
a. If ygu are aware of any PN' or present hmardoua condl!fons, aub&tanc:es, or matvlial.t on the Propeny. 
er~ you awa!e of eny wark doM at ttt• ProJ;>V,ty to mitigate ar,y :&uc:h hazardous cancll1fons? If "Yee•. 
please deacntie, io your ~ledge, th• 11anir. of any mitigation work. 
C, Anl you aware af any envlronmantaJ repona O,at have bean prepared far the P,cpeftY? cf "Yes". plenm 
attad\ copies of any such reporw In )'Qllrf)OM~slon. 
9, HOMEOWNeRS ~OCIATION . 
A. To your knOW!edQe, rs the P,operty part of a Homeowner'a AsloGlatlon (HOA)? 
Page3of6 
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l lY••~No 
t' JYes·~o 
( ]Yes¥t'o 
f JYasb(No 
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LEBARON & JENSEN, P.C. 
ATI'OKNEYS AND COUNSE..01(5 AT LAW 
476 West Heritage Park Blvd., Suite 200, Layto.n,. Utah 8404.1 
Telephol'Je: 801-'1'73-9'88, Facsimile 801-773-9!1,89 
FACSIMILE TRANSMITTAL SHEET 
TO: ROBERT FULLER PROM: MILES LEBARON 
FAX NUMBER: 
(801) 775-0794 
DATE: JANUARY 24, 2008 
COMMENTS: 
Robert, 
RE: ElVIMETT WARREN, L.C. 
TOTAL NO. OF PAGES 
INCLUDI.NG COVER: 5 
Attached you will fin_~ a_tO£~ ~!ELY.~t' s ~ ~~~t,-showing that check 
#1144 for the $25,000.00 was debi~d from the account on February 13. 2006. If your 
client wants anything more, please let me know. 
. . . 
If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me. 
Miles LeBaron 
I@ IMPORTANT: THIS COMMUNlCATION IS INTENDED SOLELY FOR ·(HE t;SE OJ: Tl-IE. INDIV(T)l:AT, O.R E.NTlTY 
1~lilCl-t n 1S ADDRESSED. IT MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION THAT 15 CONFlDENll.At AND/OR t'.ROTECTED 
l: HE ATTORNEY-CUENT OR OTHER APPLICABLE PRIVJLEGE. IF YOlJ ARE NOT THE INTENDED .RECIPIEl>iT, 
01< IF YOU ARE NOT RESPONS{BLE FOR DELlVERINC rHIS COMMUNICATION TO TJ-:!E INTENDED R"EClPJENT. 
YOt: ARE llclH:BY NOTIFIED TH.~T THE DISCLOSURE OF THIS COM.MUNICATION 15 STRICTLY PROfllBITED, 
IF YOU 8AVE REC EI VEO THIS COMMUNJCA TION IN ERROR, PLEASE NOTIFY US T.MMEDIATEl. Y BY TELEPHONE. 
-~
2Barn,es-BankingCo •. ~ 33 So. Main, l(aysv1He1 Utah 84037 Phone (801) 64WG4 
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- - - ITEMIZATION OF SERVICE CHARGE PAID THI$ PERIOD 
TOTAL CHARGE FOR MAINTENJ\NCE FEE: 
.TOTAL CHARGE FOR DEBITS: 
TOT~.L SERVIC~ CHARGE ?.AID: 
DATE ........... BP..I..iANCE 
oi/o, eo4.21 
02/08 454.21 
DAILY BP...LANCE 
OATE •.•...•...• ~.LANCE 
02/13 92.53 
02/15 30.17 
3.90 
DATE ........... BALANCE 
02/28 2E.27 
, 
:f 
llltll llrJI lllll 11'1. ~11111111 IUI 11111111 
'll21476071 
AFTER RECORDED, RETURN TO: 
Oretta C. Spendlove. 
Durham, Jones & Pinegar 
f . 
i 
111 Bast Broadway, Suite 900 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 415-3000 
~C>t'° '-;:h~c.. 
WAR.RANTYDEl!:D 
Jarl R. Allen, AKA 
Parcel ID# Z.3· oc,!:,.• oix=>t 
I Jar] Allen, Jenna Allco Holt, and Lesly Allen Beck, (collectively acrantona), of 
25 Meadow Grove Court, Alamo, CA 94507, hereby CONVEY AND WARRANT to Still 
Standing Stable, LLC, a Utah limited liabilfty C01J1pany ("Gnntee"), of2920 West Director 
Road, Salt La.Ice City, UT 84104, Utah, for lhc swn of Ten and Noll 00 Dollars ($10.00), and 
other good and valuable consideration, the real property in Weber County, State ofUtah more 
particularly described in Exhibit "A" hereto, which is incorporated min l>yrcference. 
This conveyance is made subject to real property taxes for lhe year 2005, 
WITNESS the band of said Chntors as of the .1,._ day of October, 200S. 
~~~ JENNALLENHOLT 
STATEOF l~~L. 
; ss. 
Description: Webar,U~ Docw:rient-Year.DocID 2005.2147607 Page: lo£ 4 
Order: 52043 Col!llllent: · , . 
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Exhibit •A" to Warranty Deed 
The legal description for the property identified in the Wmanty Deed to which 
this Exhibit "A• is attached is as follows: 
I 
r- _ Z'? · OOu> • 00 l L7 ( Z "? - OCJ{.p • coo+ J 4,,, 
' The North l 65 feet of Lot 10 within Section 2, Township S North, Range 2 Bast, Salt Lake 
i 
Base and Meridian, U.S. Survey, Weber County, Utah. 
• Subject to and together with an unrestricted easement for "ingress and egress 66 ft. wide over 
existing roads on the Subject Property and in the Southeast Quarter of Section 34, T6N, R2E. 
The Subject Property is descnbed in !hat Warranty Deed (the "Allen Deed'') from !he Allen 
Ranch Company, a co-partnenhip; Ross L. Allen and Norma H. Allen, his wife; and Garth 
H. Allen and Lois S. Allen, his wife, granters, to Scou D. Allen. grantee, dated June 1, 1977 
and recorded with the County Recorder of Weber County, Utah on September 26, 1977, as 
Entry Number 712585, at Book 1200 Page 301. It is the intention ofGrantors to grant to 
Grantee the full extent of rights to access for ingress and egress which Grantors obtained 
under the Allen Deed and such other rights of access and ingress as Grantors may hold 
relating to the property which is transferred under this Warranty Deed. 
4 
Description: Weber,UT Document-Year.DocID 2005.2147607 Page: 4 of 4 
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ERNEST D ROWLEY WEBER COUNTY RECORDER 
16-JUL-08 423 PM FEE Sl4.00 DEP SC REC FOR: Hlooti\N LAND TITLE COMPANY ELECTRONICALLY·RECORDED 
SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED 
(CORPORATE FORM) 
STil..L STANDING STABLE, L.C., a Utah Limited Liability Company 
aka 
STILL STANDThTG STABLE, LLC, a Utah Limited Liability Company 
a limited liability company organized and existing under the laws of the State of Utah 
grantor. with its principal office at Salt Lake City, County of Salt Lake, State of Utah, hereby CONVEYS 
and WARRANTS only as against all claiming by, through or under it to 
MILLENNIAL PARTNERS NORTH, LLC, a Utah Limited Liability Company 
grantee of 10 Exchange Place, 11th Floor, Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
for the sum of TEN DOLLARS and other good and valuable consideration 
the following described tract ofland in Weber County, State ofUtah. 
See Attached Exhibit "A" 
Tax Roll No. 23-006-0016 
In witness whereo±: the grantor(s) has caused it's name and seal to be hereunto affixed by it's 
duly authorized managing member, this i S day of July A.O. 2008. 
STILL STANDING STABLE, L.C., a Utah Limited Liability Company 
. aka 
STILL STANDING STABLE, LLC, a Utah Limited Liability Company 
dbt 
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Exhibit "A" -Legal Description 
The North 165 feet of Lot 10 within Section 2, Township 5 North, Range 2 East, Salt Lake Base 
and Meridian, U.S. SUIVey, Weber County, Utah. 
Subject to and together with an unrestricted easement for ingress and egress 66 feet wide over 
existing roads on the Subject Property and in the Southeast Quarter of Section 34, Township 6 
North, Range 2 East. The Subject Property is described in that Warranty Deed (the "Allen 
Deed'') from the Allen Ranch Company, a co-partnership; Ross L. Allen and Norma H. Allen, 
his wife, and Garth H. Allen and Lois S. Allen, his wife grantors, to Scott D. Allen, grantee, 
dated June 1, 1977 and recorded with the County Recorder of Weber County, Utah on September 
26, 1977, as Entry Number 712585, at Book 1200 Page 301. It is the intention ofGrantors to 
grant to Grantee the full extent of rights to access for ingress and egress which Grantors obtained 
under the Allen Deed and such o!her rights of access and ingress as Granters may hold relating 
to the property which is transferred under this Warranty Deed. 
Tax Roll No. 23-006-0016 
dbt 
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Ell 2354277 PG 1 OF 2 ERNEST D ROWLEY~ WEBER COUNTY RECORDER 16-JUL-08 423 rM FEE S12.00 DEP SC REC FOR: HICKMAN LAND IDLE COMPANY ELECTRONICALLY RECORDED 
SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED 
(CORPORATE FORM) 
STILL STANDING STABLE, L.C., a Utah Limited Liability Company 
a limited liability company organized and existing under the laws of the State of Utah. 
grantor, with its principal office at Salt Lake City, County of Salt Lake, State of Utah, hereby CONVEYS 
and WARRANTS only as against all claiming by, through or under it to 
MILLENNIAL PARTNERS NORTH, LLC, a Utah Limited Liability Company 
grantee of 10 Exchange Place, 11th Floor, Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
for the sum of TEN DOLLARS and other good and valuable consideration 
the following described tract of land in Weber County, State of Utah. 
Lots 3, 4, 6, 7 of Section 2, Township 5 North, Range 2 East, Salt Lake Base and Meridian, 
Situate in Weber County, State of Utah. 
Tax Roll No. 23-006-0006 
In witness whereof, the grantor(s) has caused it's name and S6al to be hereunto affixed by it's 
duly authorized managing member, this J 5 day of July A.D. 2008. 
STILL STANDING STABLE, L.C., 
a Utah Limited Liability Company 
BY&~ 
CHUCK SCHV ANEVELDT, Member 
dbt 
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Name and Address of Title lnsura1,1ce 
Company: \ 
Order No.:-T-52043 
loan No.: 
*Address Reference: 
Amount of Insurance: $950,000.00 
Data of Policy: July 16, 2008 at 4:23 PM 
1. Name of Insured: 
SCHEDULE A 
Stewart TiHe Guaranty Company 
P.O. Box 2029 
Houston, Texas 77252-2029 , 
Polley No.: 0-9301-926631 
Premium: $3,295.00 
MILLENNIAL PARTNERS NORTH, LLC, a Utah Limited Llablllty Company 
@ 2. The estate or interest In the Land that is insured by this policy is: 
Fee Simple 
3. Title is vested in: 
MILLENNIAL PARTNERS NORTH, LLC, a Utah Limited Liability Company 
4. The Land referred to ln this policy is described as follows: 
PARCEL 1: Lots 3, 4, 6, 7 of Section 2, Township 5 North, Range 2 East, Salt lake Base and Meridian, Situate in Weber 
Cou~ty. State of Utah. · 
PARCEL 2: The North 165 feet of Lot 10 within Section 2, Township 5 North, Range 2 East, Salt lake Base and 
Meridian, U.S. Survey, Weber County, Utah. 
Subject to and together with an unrestricted easement for Ingress and egress. 66 feet wide over exlstlng roads on the 
Subject Property and In the Southeast Quarter of Section 34, Township 6 North, Range 2 East. The Subject Property Is 
described in that Warranty Deed (the "Allen Deed") from the Allen Ranch Company, a co-partnership; Ross L. Allen and 
Norma H. Allen, his wife, and Garth H. Allen and Lois S. Allen, his wife grantors, to Scott D. Allen, grantee, dated June 1, 
1977 and recorded with the County Recorder of Weber County, Utah on September 26, 1977, as Entry Number 712585, 
at Book 1200 Page 301. It is the inte!ltion of Granters to grant to Grantee the full extent of rights to access for Ingress and 
egress which Granters obtained under the Alien Deed and such other rights of access and ingress as Granters may hold 
relating to the property which is transferred under this Warranty Deed. 
*FOR COMPANY REFERENCE PURPOSE ONLY, NOT AN INSURING PROVISION . 
. Hickman========================== le,nd'fltle@ Schedule A Page 1 of 1 HLTOOci-t 
BRIEF OF APPELLANT STILL STANDING STABLE, L.C. 
Appellate Case No. 20130768-CA 
ADDENDUM 
6. Ruling and Order on Pending Motions, July 17, 2012, R. 504 7-52. 
© 
Addendum 6 
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
INANDFORWEBERCOUNTY,STATEOFUTA l FILED 
----------------r-------------t---t--_,-fluVf-flll._~i 7 20i2 
REMAX ELITE. et al., 
vs. 
Plaintiffs/Counterclaim 
Defendants, 
STILL ST ANDING ST ABLE, L.C., et 
al., 
Defendants/Counterclaim 
Plaintiffs. 
-SECOND 
OISTRl~·r r:OURT 
---·-·-----
RULINGS AND ORDER 
ON PENDING MOTIONS 
Case No. 060906802 
Judge Michael D. Lyon 
JUL 17 2012 
Plaintiffs ("Remme") filed a motion for rule 54(b) certification. In response, 
Defendants ("Still Standing,,) filed a motion to enter rule 52 findings and a motion to 
reconsider. Remax. then filed a motion to dismiss Still Standing's third-party complaint, 
and Still Standing countered by filing a motion to amend its counterclaims. The Court 
addresses each motion in turn. 
I. Remax's Motion for Rule 54{b) Certification 
Pursuant to rule 54(b) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, Remax asks the Court 
to certify as a final judgment its summary judgment ruling dismissing Still Standing's 
claims. While the Court initially intended to grant the motion and expressed this 
intention to the parties at oral argument on July 12, 2012, after further consideration, the 
Court denies the motion. 
Rule 54(b) provides that "the court may direct the entry of a final judgment" on a 
claim "upon an express determination that there is no just reason for delay." Utah R. Civ. 
Rulings and Order on Pending Motions 
Case No. 060906802 
Page2 of7 
P. 54(b). Upon review, the Court cannot make such a determination in this case. 
Following the Court's ruling on Remax's motion for partial summary judgment, there are 
very few issues left to be resolved in the case. Trial on the remaining issues is set to 
begin in less than three weeks. To enter final judgment on some claims now would only 
separate the claims while moving up the appeal deadline by less than a month. Titls 
seems like a needless measure that could also prejudice Still Standing, as it would then be 
required to file an appeal around the same time it is preparing for trial. At this point, the 
more prudent course is to wait the additional month when all claims will be resolved. 
Consequently, the Court denies Remax's rule 54(b) motion. 
II. Still Standing's Motion to Enter Rule 52 Findings 
On March 22, 2012, the Court heard oral arguments on Remax's motion for 
summary judgment on Still Standing's affirmative claims, and Still Standing's cross-
motion for summary judgment on those claims. At the conclusion of the arguments, the 
Court granted Remax's motion and denied Still Standing's motion, stating the Court's 
findings and conclusions in support of those rulings. Counsel for Remax prepared an 
order based on the Court's oral ruling, and the Court signed and entered it on May 22, 
2012. Still Standing now asks the Court to enter a written statement of the grounds 
supporting its decision. The Court denies the motion. 
Still Standing quotes from Gabriel v. Salt Lake City Corp., 2001 UT App 277, 34 
P.3d 234, in support of its motion. In that opinion, the Utah Court of Appeals reversed 
and remanded a ruling that had granted summary judgment base on "the reasons set forth 
in the City's supporting memorandum," but did not otherwise explain the reasoning 
behind its decision. Id. at 19. The appeals court held that it was "unable to square the 
@ 
5048 
Rulings and Order on Pending Motions 
Case No. 060906802 
Page 3 of7 
trial court's ruling with the various arguments asserted in the City's motion." Id. at 1 IO. 
Based on Gabriel, Still Standing asserts that an additional statement from the Court is 
required. 
The present case is distinguishable from Gabriel. In Gabriel, the trial court gave 
no explanation for its reasoning other than the reference to the City's memorandum. In 
our case, although the written order is rather laconic, it does refer to the oral findings and 
conclusions the Court made at the close of oral arguments in which the Court made very 
clear the grounds for granting Remmc's motion and denying Still Standing's. The Court 
stated that its ruling was based on the undisputed fact that the transaction failed because 
Still Standing was unable to guarantee access to the property. The Court further stated 
that while many factual issues existed, none of those were relevant because Still Standing 
could not show it was damaged by anything other than the lack of insmed access. 
Consequently, the Court held that Still Standing was not damaged by the actions of 
Remax or Tim Shea. 
As the written order refers to the unambiguous explanation contained in the 
Court's oral findings and conclusions, the Court sees no need to alter the written order. 
Accordingly, the Court denies Still Standing's motion. 
III. Still Standing's Motion to Reconsider 
Still Standing asks the Court to reconsider its ruling granting summary judgment 
for Remax on Still Standing's affirmative claims. However, Still Standing does not 
present any new evidence or arguments to support its motion, but rather reasserts that 
access is a question of fact and that Tim Shea's actions were obviously negligent. Even 
if both of those assertions are true, this case has never been about whether access actually 
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existed; rather it is about Still Standing's undisputed inability to obtain insurance on an 
access to the property. By all accounts, the transaction failed because Still Standing 
could not guarantee access to the property, and thus provide marketable title. Therefore, 
the actual existence or non-existence of an access is irrelevant. Furthermore, as the Court 
already ruled, Tim Shea's alleged negligence is also irrelevant because Still Standing 
could not show damages resulting from anything other than the inability to insure an 
access. 
The Court denies the motion to reconsider. 
IV. Remax's Motion to Dismiss Third-Party Complaint 
Remroc moves to dismiss Still Standing's second third-party complaint. The 
Court grants the motion. 
While Remax's motion for summary judgment on the a:ffinnative claims of Still 
Standing was still pending, Still Standing filed its second third-party complaint in 
response to Remax' s amended pleading. Remax moves to dismiss the claims under the 
law-of-the-case doctrine because they are essentially identical to the ones the Court 
dimissed when it granted Remax • s motion for summary judgment. 
The law-of-the-case doctrine "provides that a decision on an issue at one stage of 
a case is binding in successive stages of the same litigation." Plumb v. State, 809 P.2d 
734, 739 (Utah 1990). Still Standing first argues that the law-of-the-case doctrine should 
not apply because the second pleading adds new third-party plaintiffs, Chuck 
Schvaneveldt and Cathy Code. This argument is without merit. As sellers in the same 
position as Still Standing, the deficiencies that doomed the claims of Still Standing, i.e., 
the inability to guarantee access as the sole reason the transaction failed, also condemn 
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the same claims when brought by Schvaneveldt and Code. Consequently, the addition of 
new parties does not save or resurrect the claims that the Court has already dismissed. 
Still Standing further argues that these claims should fall under one of the 
exceptions to the law-of-the-case doctrine, claiming that they are based on new evidence 
and that the prior decision was clearly erroneous. As Remme displays in its reply, 
however, the claims are not based on any new evidence. The facts show that the 
documents in Remme' s file were made available to Still Standing over four years ago. 
Thus, the new evidence exception is unavailing. Additionally, as the Court has already 
ruled above that it will not reconsider its decision to grant the motion for summary 
judgment that dismissed the claims, the Court is obviously not convinced that its prior 
decision was clearly erroneous. 
Consequently, under the law-of-the-case doctrine, Still Standing's second third-
party complaint must be dismissed because the Court previously dismissed those claims 
when it granted Remax' s motion for summary judgment. The Court grants Remax' s 
motion to dismiss. 
V. Still Standing's Motion to Amend 
Still Standing requests in the alternative to its opposition to the motion to dismiss 
that the Court allow amendment of its pleadings. As the Court has already dismissed the 
claims that Still Standing seeks to add by amendment, and trial is less than three weeks 
away, the Court determines that amendment is not in the interests of justice. 
Accordingly, the Court denies Still Standing's motion to amend. 
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In summary, the Court denies Still Standing's motion to enter rule 52 findings, 
motion to reconsider, and motion to amend. The Court also denies Remax's rule 54(b) 
motion to certify. The Court grants Remax's motion to dismiss the third-party complaint. 
This ruling constitutes the order of the Court. No further order under rule 7(f)(2) 
of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure is necessary. 
Dated this JJ- day of July, 2012. 
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Eden, Utah 84310 
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May 30, 2012 
RE: Skip Wing, et al., v. Still Standing Stable, L.C. 
Supplemental Expert Report Regarding Real Estate Agent/Broker Duties 
I have been retained as an expert witness by Still Standing Stable, L.C. and others (the "Seller''), 
through Robert J. Fuller, attorney for Seller. I am providing expert testimony regarding real estate 
agent/broker duties and obligations imposed by state statutes, administrative regulations, and trade 
association standards. · 
My factual preparation has included multiple meetings with Seller's counsel, a review of some 
of the pleadings and exhibits in this case, a review of some of the deposition testimony and declarations 
in this case, and a review of some of the forms and disclosures related to the case. 
I have reviewed SELLER'S EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURE AND PRELilv1INARY 
REPORT FOR THE FOLLOWING EXPERT: THOMAS M. MORGAN, dated May 15, 2012, and 
incorporate by reference that report and material, including my qualifications, compensation, and list of 
other cases, into this report. 
The following supplemental report is submitted after a review of the latest depositions and 
disclosures in this case which include the deposition of Mr. Skip Wing (Remax Elite Principal Broker) 
and the Remax Elite transaction file that was included as Exhibit 2 of Mr. Wing's deposition {page 
numbered 1-67). I have also reviewed or been read excerpts from the following depositions: Tammi 
Hill (Remax office administration), Devyn Spencer (Remax assistant), Karen Anderson (First American 
Title), Daniel Torkelson (attorney for lending group). 
EXPERT WITNESS OPINIONS 
Each issue addressed below includes two parts as follows: (a) The subject matter on which I 
intend to testify, and (b) the substance of the opinions to which I intend to testify, and a summary of the 
grounds for each of my opinions. 
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DUTIES AND BREACH OF DUTIES AS A LICENSED REAL ESTATE PROFESSIONAL 
An individual licensee shall: 
(1) uphold the following fiduciary duties in the course of representing a principal: 
(a) loyalty, which obligates the agent to place the best interests of the principal above all other 
interests, including the agent's own; 
(b) obedience, which obligates the agent to obey all lawful instructions from the principal; 
(c) full disclosure, which obligates the agent to inform the principal of any material fact the 
agent learns about: 
(i) the other party; or 
(ii) the transaction; 
(d) confidentiality, which prohibits the agent from disclosing, without pennission; any 
information given to the agent by the principal that would likely weaken the principal's 
bargaining position if it were known, but excepting any known material fact concerning: 
(i) a defect in the property; or 
(ii) the client's ability to perfonn on the contract; 
(e) reasonable care and diligence; 
(f) holding safe and accounting for all money or property entrusted to the agent; and 
(g) any additional duties created by the agency agreement; 
UT ADC R162-2f-401a. Affirmative Duties Required of All Licensed Individuals. 
(2) for the purpose of defining the scope of the individual's agency, execute a written agency 
agreement between the individual and the individual's principal, including: 
(a) a seller the individual represents; 
(b) a buyer the individual represents; 
(c) a buyer and seller the individual represents as a limited agent in the same transaction 
pursuant to this Subsection (4); ... 
UT ADC Rl62-2f-401a. Affirmative Duties Required of All Licensed Individuals. 
(3) in order to represent both principals in a transaction as a limited agent, obtain infonned 
consent by: 
(a) clearly explaining in writing to both parties: 
(i) that each is entitled to be represented by a separate agent; 
(ii) the type(s) of information that will be held confidential; 
(iii) the type(s) of information that will be disclosed; and 
(iv) the circumstances under which the withholding of information would constitute a material 
misrepresentation regarding the property or regarding the abilities of the parties to fulfill their 
obligations; 
(b) obtaining a written acknowledgment from each party affirming that the party waives the right 
to: 
(i) undivided loyalty; 
(ii) absolute confidentiality; and 
(iii) full disclosure from the licensee; and 
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(c) obtaining a written acknowledgment from each party affirming that the party understands that 
the licensee will act in a neutral capacity to advance the interests of each party; 
UT ADC R162-2f-40la. Affirmative Duties Required of All Licensed Individuals. 
Even if there is no fiduciary duty, a real estate agent is expected to be honest, ethical, and 
competent regardless of who the agent is representing: · 
Specific to the duties of a real estate agent to those persons to whom the agent owes no fiduciary 
duty, we stated in Dugan v. Jones that "[t]hougli not occupying a fiduciary relationship with 
prospective purchasers, a real estate agent hired by the vendor is expected to be honest, ethical, 
and competent and is answerable at law for his or her statutory duty to the public." 615 P.2d 
1239, 1248 (Utah 1980). We apply this reasoning and hold that Terena as the real estate agent 
owed a duty, independent of any implied or express contracts, to be "honest, ethical, and 
competent" in her relationship with the Hennansens, although she and Tasulis were hired by the 
vendor. 
Hermansen v. Tasulis, 2002 UT 52, 48 P.3d 235,241 (emphasis added). 
The professional agent is answerable to the public "for breaches of his or her statutory duty," 
whether or not a breach results in damage to a client. Dugan v. Jones, 615 P.2d 1239, 1248 (Utah 
1980). 
Matter of License ofTopik, 761 P.2d 32, 37 (Utah Ct. App. 1988). 
At the request of the Seller, I am addressing three elements of this case and offering my opinion. 
The Seller's counsel has provided citations to case law listed in this report to see if my opinion is 
consistent with the reported cases. To the extent the agent's conduct was negligent or a 
misrepresentation, the principal broker and brokerage would also be negligent for failure to train and 
supervise the agent. "I don't know that I've ever had anyone instruct me on how to fill that [FSBO] 
out." Shea Depo. 83:19-20. The brokerage had a duty to supervise and train its agents. 
I. Unlawful Changes to Signed REPC and Cash Buyer Representation. 
Rule: A real estate agent is prohibited from changing terms, adding terms, or otherwise 
modifying a REPC after the buyer and seller have signed the contract. 162-6.6.1.13. 
The REPC includes the following statement: "This Contract cannot be changed except by 
written agreement of the parties." REPC, ~ 14. 
A. Adding "TBD" to New Loan Blank. There are a substantial number of 
differences between the Metro Title (Seller Exhibit E) and First American Title (Exhibit G) REPC 
copies compared to the Remax REPC (Exhibit F). The letters ''TBD" were added to the New Loan 
dollar amount blank on the Remax REPC. 
In response to the question "who put the TBD there," Mr. Shea stated "I believe it is my 
writing." Shea Depo. ~09:3. Question: "You did write the TBD on Exhibit 28; is that correct?" 
Answer: "I believe I did. It's either my writing or Devyn's writing." Shea Depo. 309:15-16. Devyn 
Spencer denied that she put TBD on the contract: "Nope." Devy Spencer Depo. 7:1. When asked if the 
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TBD was added after Chuck signed the sheet with his initials on it, Mr. Shea eventually responded that 
"It looks that way." Shea Depa. 311 :24. As the Remax branch broker testified: "Nothing should be 
filled in after the contract is signed." Scott Quinney Depo. 34:7-8. 
In addition to the New Loan dollar amount blank being changed to "TBD," additional 
differences include the following: Seller initials added to ,I 5, Confirmation of Agency Disclosure, 
"FSBO Agreement," added, boxes checked, including the box after the name Tim Shea. The paragraph 
9 "Additional Tenns" box was checked, and initials and date were added to the bottom of page 5 of the 
REPC. 
Any changes, modifications, or additions by the agent or brokerage to the REPC after the 
buyer and seller had signed would constitute a violation of the regulations. Prohibited conduct includes 
the following from R162-2f-401b. An individual licensee may not: 
( 16) make a counteroffer by striking out, whiting put, substituting new language, or otherwise 
altering: 
(a) the boilerplate provisions of the Real Estate Purchase Contract; or 
(b) language that has been inserted to complete the blanks of the Real Estate Purchase Contract; 
UT ADC R162-2f40lb. See also, Regulation 162-6.6.1.13 (earlier version). The agent would have 
needed a power of attorney from Chuck to add Chuck's initials. Regulation 162.6.1.12 and 162.6.1.11.2 
(No Power of Attorney in the Remax file.) Any modifications should have been made as follows: "An 
individual licensee shall: ... ( 18) use an approved addendum form to make a counteroffer or any other 
modification to a contract;" UT ADC Rl62-2f-40la. (Emphasis added.) 
A real estate agent could face the possibility of a suspension if the agent adds terms to an 
agreement (i.e. adding "TBD" to the New Loan dollar amount on the REPC) after it had been signed. If 
in fact Mr. Shea did add "TBD,, to the New Loan dollar ·amount blank without permission after the 
Seller signed the REPC, the act would constitute incompetenc~ in my opinion. 
The record reveals substanti~l evidence to support the Commission's findings. The 
Commission determined that respondent was "incompetent" in the following instances: 
(3) He amended an offer without obtaining the buyer's consent. ... (7) He added terms, 
however innocuous, to an agreement after it had been signed. 
Matter of License ofTopik, 761 P.2d 32, 36 (Utah Ct. App. 1988)(emphasis added). 
We, therefore, reverse the district court's decision and reinstate the Commission's order to 
suspend respondent's real estate broker's license for one hundred fifty days to be 
followed by a three year probation. 
Matter of License o/Topik, 761 P.2d 32, 37 (Utah Ct. App. 1988)(emphasis added). 
B. Cash Buyer As Opposed to Borrower. Under the earlier version of the Utah 
Code (61-2-11) as well a_s the latest 2012 changes, the first provision remains the same: substantial 
misrepresentation. 
The following acts are unlawful for a person licensed or required to be licensed under 
this chapter: 
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(I)(a) making a substantial misrepresentation; 
(b) making an intentional misrepresentation; 
t>. 
•· ·' 
(c) pursuing a continued and flagrant course of misrepresentation; 
( d) making a false representation or promise through an agent, sales agent, advertising, or 
otherwise; or 
(e) making a false representation or promise of a character likely to influence, persuade, 
or induce;" 
61-2f-401 (emphasis added). 
If the agent left a false impression with the Seller that the Buyer was a cash buyer in an 
effort to induce the Seller to accept the offer, such conduct would be a violation of the Utah Code, a 
substantial misrepresentation. The misrepresentation also violates the Code of Ethics and Standards of 
Practice of the National Association of Realtors, Art. 2 ("shall avoid ... misrepresentation"). The 
representation of a "cash buyer" is a misrepresentation if in fact the Buyer was not a cash Buyer but 
needed to borrow the cash from a third-party lender subject to the lender's approval. The agent testified 
that he had "cash buyers": 
"I had cash buyers." 
Shea Depa. 22: 14. 
"The people I would be showing the land to would be cash buyers. We never discussed 
seller financing, ever." 
Shea Depo. 22: 17-19. The Seller, s agent claimed he was left with the impression that Tim Shea was 
representing a cash buyer: 
"Tim left the impression with Chuck that the Buyer had its own cash for the purchase 
price." 
Schvaneveldt Deel. ,I 16. 
"Tim Shea told me that the Buyer was a cash buyer and owned the Arizona 
Diamondback professional baseball team." 
Schvaneveldt Deel. 1 23. 
In my opinion, there is a difference between a "cash" buyer, meaning a buyer who has 
the purchase price in cash as opposed to a buyer who needs to borrow money from a third-party lender 
-subject to the lender's approval. Changing the New Loan dollar amount from blank to "TBD" on line 
2(b) of the REPC constituted a material change and was a negligent act in my opinion. I base my 
definition of "materiality" on the following: 
We have held that materiality is something which a buyer or seller of ordinary 
intelligence and prudence would think to be of some importance in detennining whether 
to buy or sell. 
Hermansen v. Tasulis, 2002 UT 52, 48 P.3d 235,242 (punctuation omitted). 
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Instead, we agree with Defendants that "materiality" is an objective term and is defined as 
"something which a buyer or seller of ordinary intelligence and prudence would think to be of ... 
importance in determining whether to buy or sell.,, Yazd v. Woodside Homes Corp., 2006 UT 47, 
132, 143 P.3d 283. "Importance ... can be gauged by the degree to which the infonnation could 
be expected to influence the judgment of a person buying property or assenting to a particular 
purchase price." 
Gilbert Dev. Corp. v. Wardley Corp., 2010 UT App 361,246 P.3d 131, 141 
If the true terms of the REPC included "TBD" in the New Loan dollar amount, the 
notations should have been made before the REPC was circulated by the agent for signatures. If the true 
terms of the REPC did not included "TBD," then the notations should not have been added to the REPC 
after the buyer and seller signed. The true terms must be reflected on the REPC before the buyer and 
seller sign. An individual licensee may not: 
(4)(a) propose, prepare, or cause to be prepared a document, agreement, settlement statement, or 
other device that the licensee knows or should know does not reflect the true terms of the 
transaction; or 
(b) knowingly participate in a transaction in which such a false device is used; 
UT ADC Rl62-2f-401b (emphasis). Prohibited Conduct As Applicable to All Licensed Individuals. 
C. Unlawful Change ofREPC Terms Defeats Commission. As a corollary, if the 
agent or brokerage changed a material term and added "TBD" to the REPC after the Seller signed, then 
the Seller necessarily did not accept the terms of the REPC with the TBD provision. "An acceptance 
must unconditionally assent to all material terms presented in the offer, including price and method or 
performance, or it is a rejection of the offer." Nunley v. Westates Casing Services, Inc., 1999 UT 100, 
989 P.2d 1077, 1086. 
The financial condition of the prospective buyer is an important aspect for the Seller to 
consider when deciding if the Seller should accept an offer from a particular buyer. The financial 
condition of the buyer cannot be misrepresented to the seller even if the agent owes a fiduciary duty to 
the buyer. See 162.6.2.15.2 (c)-(d), regarding ful] disclosw-e requirements and reference to financial 
condition. 
The agent did not present a ready, willing, and able buyer to be accepted by the seller if 
the actual terms were not on the REPC that the Seller signed. 
Although not dispositive in this case, the general rule in Utah is that a real estate broker 
is entitled to its commission when it has procw-ed a buyer who is "ready, willing an4 able 
and who is accepted_ by the seller." Bushnell Real Estate, Inc. v. Nielson, 672 P.2d 746, 
751 (Utah 1983). 
Fairbourn Commercial, Inc. v. Am. Hous. Partners, Inc., 2004 UT 54, 94 P.3d 292, 294(emphasis). Toe 
Seller did not accept a buyer with the "TBD" provision of the New Loan amount. The Seller accepted a 
REPC with no New Loan dollar amount specified in paragraph 2(b). 
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Not only was the agent incompetent by changing the REPC terms and filling in bl8:111cs 
after the buyer and seller signed, in my opinion the broker, through the agent's misconduct, defeated all 
arguments for the payment of a commission because the Seller did not accept the REPC with "TBD" in 
the New Loan dollar amount blank. 
2. No Signed Agency Agreement in Remax File. 
Rule: Remax Elite was required to keep all documents related to a transaction on file and 
available for inspection by the state regulating entity. 162-4-1.4.1.1. 
Q. And do you know, were you required to keep a file by the State ofUtah on a 
transaction where you~ve had Earnest Money; did you have a_regulatory duty to keep 
everything in that file? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And is this the file; this Exhibit 2 we've looked at, is that the official Remax file that 
you turned over to Mr. Wallace? 
A. I believe so. 
Skip Wing Depo., 19:4-12, April 23, 2012. 
Rule: An agent must have a signed Brokerage Agreement in place before an agent can 
represent a party in a real estate transaction. 
There is no signed Brokerage Agreement in the Remax file related to the transaction at 
issue. Exhibit 1 of the John Lish deposition as well as Exhibit 1 of the Devyn Spencer deposition is a 
fax cover sheet dated May 1, 2006 (REPC was signed by Seller on February 7, 2006) along with a 
Broker Agreement directed to the buyer "Emmett Warren and or Assigns." There are stars and an arrow 
on the Agreement where the Buyer was apparently asked to sign, but there is no signed agreement in the 
file. 
Mr. Lish, who apparently signed the REPC on behalf of the buyer testified "I would 
assume this whole time that -you know, that - I believed that he was working for Chuck." Lish Depo., 
51: 17-18. Referring to the agent Tim Shea. 
Chuck Schvaneveldt, who apparently signed the REPC on behalf of the seller also 
testified that "Seller believed Tim Shea was working for Chuck/Still Standing." Declaration of 
Schvaneveldt, iJ 8. 
The FSBO and REPC only include agency disclosure comments, neither fonn constitues 
an agency agreement. Further, it appears that the REPC that was produced by Metro Title and First 
American Title did not have the agency disclosures properly filled out when the buyer and seller signed 
theREPC. 
Mr. Shea was asked if he "added for sale by owner onto that contract after the sellers 
executed that contract and sent it back to you?" Answer by Mr. Shea: "It appears that I wrote in for 
sale by owner agreement." Shea Depo. 315: 17-21. On the Metro Title REPC that was signed by the 
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buyer and seller (Seller's Exhibit E), there are no Seller's Initials on paragraph 5 "Confinnation of 
Agency Disclosure,'' the listing agent and broker blanks are empty on page two, and there is no box 
checked after Tim Shea's name on page two. On the Remax REPC (Seller's Exhibit F) all of the blanks 
and boxes have been filled in. 
The only signed document that may be considered an agency agreement would be the . 
Confidential Disclosure Agreement between Still Standing Stable and others together with Tim Shea 
. and Rem.ax, dated April, 13, 2006, "for the purpose of providing Real Estate Services." Seller's Exhibit 
A. The Confidential Disclosure Agreement should have been kept in the Remax file but is not in the 
RemaJC file. In any case, the Agreement did create duties on the part of the agent. 
If the Court detennines that the confidential relationship created by the Confidential 
Disclosure Agreement constitutes a fiduciary relationship applicable to the land transaction sale at issue, 
that relationship was admittedly breached by Mr. Shea: "If you did represent Chuck, that would be 
something you better be telling him; is that right? Answer (Mr. Shea): "Yeah. Ifl had some fiduciary 
responsibility, which I didn't have with him." Shea Depo. 246:1-5. 1 
Tim Shea presented two properties without any agency agreement in place. "I actually 
presented both to them and they - but Chuck kind of took the 15 acres off the table ... " Shea Depo. 
42:23:24. In discussing the "exclusive buyer/broker agreement" Mr. Shea testified as follows: 
The purpose is that ifl'm representing somebody- to be candid with you, you don't have 
to have this -
Shea Depo. 201 :17-19. Prior to presenting an offer, there must be an agency agreement in writing. 
162.6.2.6. Mr. Shea and the brokerage were in violation of the real estate regulations for failing to have 
an agency agreement in place related to this transaction. The agency disclosures on the REPC ("FSBO 
Agreement"), paragraph five, page two, should have been filled in prior to circulating the offer. 
162.6.2.6.1. 
Mr. Shea's real estate licence could be suspended based on his failure to have a written 
agency agreement in place when presenting offers. The brokerage could be disciplined by the 
Department of Real Estate for failure to have a signed agency agreement in the transaction file. The 
agent was negligent by presenting an offer without first having a signed Brokerage Agreement in place. 
The agent should have clarified to the parties, particularly after the Confidentiality Disclosure 
Agreement was signed by the Seller and Agent, to clarify who the brokerage was representing. 
Regardless of who the agent represented, he should have also made the Seller aware of 
any material issues lmown to the agent. This would include concerns that the Buyer was experiencing 
regarding access issues with the land. Access considerations are material to real estate transactions. See 
Hermansen v. Tasulis. 
"Thus, the above cases indicate that in Utah, a fiduciary relationship and a confidential relations/rip 
are considered one and the same. See First Sec. Bank N.A. v. Banberry Dev. Corp., 786 P .2d 1326, 
1332 & n. 18 (Utah 1990) (using the terms interchangeably and citing cases for the proposition that 
fiduciary relationship and confidential relationship are ordinarily convertible terms). d'Elia v. Rice 
Dev., Inc., 2006 UT App 416, 147 P.3d 515, 527(emphasis added). 
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The agent should have alerted the SeUer to the fact that the agent attended meetings along 
with the Buyer and an attorney who questioned the access to the property. "Tim Shea came upon a 
meeting among Miles LeBaron, John Lish, and Ryan Wilde in which they were discussing the road at 
issue ... "Shea Depo. 240: 10-13. Similarly, the agent should have alerted the Seller to the meeting that 
was held at Ross Allen's home when the access issue was discussed. Mr. Shea testified that Ross Allen 
stated that "Chuck purchased a piece of land that he thinks he has access and he has no access.,, Shea 
Depo. 305: 18-20. The Seller never had the opportunity to remedy any possible or perceived issues with 
the property access or the Buyer's financing difficulties. 
Finally, regardless of who the agent represented, the brokerage should have passed any 
letters it received from the Buyer's side to the Seller even after the sale failed. This would include any 
·letter from a law office that outlined the Buyer's claim for the earnest money. See LeBaron &.Jensen, 
P.C. letter, June 1, 2006, pages 37-40 ofRemax file. See 162-4-2 (Trust Accounts, describes how to 
handle funds.) 162-4-2 (Disputes over funds.) Both parties should have been made aware of claims to 
the earnest money and provided copies of any letters from the parties. 
3. Lapsed Offer and Defective REPC Circulated. 
Rule: A real estate agent is expected to be honest, ethical, and competent and is 
answerable at law for his or her statutory duty to the public. Hermansen v. Tasulis; Dugan v. Jones. 
Rule: "Where an offer has expired by lapse of time, an attempt to accept is ineffectual to 
create a contract. Morrison v. Rayen Investment, Inc., 91 Nev. 58,624 P.2d 11 (1981). As a corollary, an 
attempt to ratify after the offer has expired by lapse of time is equally ineffectual to revive the contract.,, 
Williams v. Singleton, 723 P.2d 421,424 (Utah 1986) 
There is not a REPC in the Remax file that was signed by either party prior to the offer 
lapsing. The agent typed in the dates and circulated a lapsed REPC for the buyer and seller to sign. 
The REPC at issue lapsed on January 23, 2006, and was signed by the Seller on February 7, 2006. The 
agent typed the REPC (Who did the typing for your? Answer: "I did." Shea Depo.-48:22-23) and 
breached his duty of competence by circulating a lapsed offer. 
The agent knew there were two parcels ofland to be included in the sale ("extra.five 
acres") but did not amend or note the second parcel in the REPC. See Shea Depo. 43:16-19. 
The Property is listed on the REPC as "Land LLC, Still Standing Stables.,, The FSBO in 
the Remax file has "Chuck and Cathy Code" listed as the Seller. The agent should have noticed that the 
REPC and FSBO information does not match. This difference in identities should have been resolved 
before the agent presented the FSBO to Cathy Code to sign. It has been represented to me by Seller's 
counsel that Cathy Code was not a member of the LLC. The Remax Branch Broker was asked "Do you 
think had you noticed back then, when you review it, wouldn't you have put an LLC designation so the 
purchase agreement matches the FSBO?,, Answer (Mr. Quinney): "Yes." Quinney Depo. 196:6•9. 
The agent should have taken steps to find out or confirm if any person signing the FSBO 
had authority to sell land owned by a limited liability company. The Seller limited liability company 
information is not in the Remax file. 
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The agent's act of circulating a lapsed REPC that did not list the second parcel ofland 
constitutes incompetence. The agent was negligent when he failed to ask any questions regarding the 
authority of any person to sign on behalf of the limited liability company. The agent should have asked 
Cathy Code if she had any authority to sign the FSBO that made reference to land owned by a limited 
liability company. The LLC infonnation should have been collected and kept in the Remax transaction 
file. 
If called upon to testify, the material listed above is a summary of my opinions in this 
case. 
DATED this 30th day of May, 2012. 
d~?n-~~ 
Mr. Thomas M. Morgan 
Thomas M. Morgan Consulting Group, LLC 
H:\I FLOLC\CLIENTS\IOS Slable\WITNESSES\El<pcn WitncsJ\12OSIS Morgan, Thomas M\120529 Y1111IWord Format Tho11111 Morgan Suppkmcntal Rqlort S11blculoc: 
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8. Throckmorton Expert Forgery Report, Aug. 2, 2013, R. 7333-51. 
(i) 
I 
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Addendum 8 
INDEPENDENT FORENSIC LABORATORIES 
G. Matthew Throckmorton 
Donnie Stewart. 
Mr. Robert J. Fuller 
Fuller Law Office, LC 
1090 North 5900 East 
Post Box 835 
Eden, Utah 84 310 
Dear Mr. Fuller 
7103 S. Redwood Road #246, West Jordan, Utah 84084 
August 2, 2013 
RE: Forgeries of Dale Quinlan 
(80 I } 599-8585 
(80 I) 694-1878 
This report pertains to my examination of the following documents which I obtained from the 
"'Utah Division of Corporations and Commercial Code" website 
( ··~.;•1,· '"\··\ \' , •. ,,·1"1 ,1' ·'.;11••.• .. -•·11·.·1 .,,,: ) ;; 1·'! -·-~ ~~-..:....•_.,. '.',J .... ,,.: ., •• _. .... :..~ - ' • 
Summary: 
Based on the examination described below, we have concluded that it is Highly Probable that 
the Remax Elite letter (hereafter referred to as Q-1) retrieved from the State of Utah website and 
dated March 9, 2006 is a "cut-and-paste forgery". Please sec details below. 
We have also concluded it is Highly Probable that at least one if not both of these signatures on 
the 3rd page of the "Articles Oflncorporation Of Aspenwood Real Estate Corp" FAX; dated 
03/09/06 (hereafter referred to as Q-2) are "cut-and-paste forgeries". Please see details below. 
Writing in Question: Signed names "Dale Quinlan" found on ... 
Q-1) Qmy of FAX ''Transfer Ownership of OBA Re/MAX Elite" page 05/11; 
dated 03/09/06 
Q-2) ~ of five (05) pages of an eleven (l I) page FAX "Articles Oflncorporation 
Of Aspenwood Real Estate Corp"; dated 03/09/06 
Writing of Known Authorship: QUfNLAN, Dale: One (01) signature found on ... 
K-1) ~ of FAX "Transfer Ownership of Aspenwood Real Estate Corp. DBA 
Re/MAX Elite" page 04/1 l; dated 03/07/06 
(conlmued on ncxl pug<:) 
Specializing in the Sciemific Etaminmion o/Q11es1ioned Dornmenls 
733~ 
03/14/2006 16:10 J8018253777 REMAX ELITE 
Article V 
Thtl IWDN and~ otthe incorpo,ratM, Officen aod ~: 
Address; S19 West He.ribtse Parle Btv~ # 201 Lqton. Utah 84041 
~'=-==-~~ :=ma~:~~ ~;5 
In Witness~ We, ASPBNWOOD.RBAL BSTAm Corp., have 
axecubed 1he8e Articles of IDOCllp()[adon ill dnplwate this 1st day of March 
2004endsq: 
That1hey ~ aU lllCOlpOIO)d 1a-ein: 11W they have read1he asbove and 
forgoh,g Articles offncoqMatim= Jmcm·1b, ccmmts tbRmolaod thm:the 
S3InO is tl\lCI to the bKt of thelt knowledge and belk,f, aceptmg u 10 
matters barein alli,geci upon inhmatlo«l aod beUef as to 1booe matter& they 
belicvtt to be true 
J>. 
I 
n 
c,, 
" •.:> 
~' 
< 
CJ 
7340 
• 
8318912866 12:47 •1ae1e2s3111 REMAX ELITE 
l 
~~2006 fIB• Tran11a' Ownersinp ofDBA Re/MAX Elite 
bate Quinlan ~7~ W Hentap Park Blvd 
~uite 201 
jLayton, Utah 84041 
if o The Division of Corporations and Commercial Code. 
F'AGE 85/11 
leaso transfer the ownership of RP/MAX Elite from Dalo Quinlan to 
~~w,ood Real l38tale Corp. The address of this business is 579 West 
eritage Pad Blvd, SUitc 201, Laywn, Utah 84041 RE/MAX BlitG 11 tho 
BA for Aspcnwood J.ea1 Eat.ate Corp. Pleaae d.o not hesiute to eoJ'ltaot me if 
11 should have my questions or if you .n,qaiie lbrther 1nfcmmtio11. 
0 
vJ 
I 
r ',;c;, ,, '" ,,., .. ' • -a t;, ·" '°"' -" .. -; "'"' ,. '.-. -- . 
Y, 
0 
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R'EJMAXEUte 
579 Wc:sc HCNtage tt:.rlc Blvd. 
l.aytort_ Unih 84041 
Offi.ce- (801) 8Z5-3700 
Fa. (801) 825,3777 
Q-
7~4,; 
- -
... 
r 
_ ~/0~/2065 12:47 18018253777 REMAX ELITE 
. ~ 
R6'Jl,tlC .• 
Outstanding Agen~ "' 
L 
Outllt.tndmg Resul~~\ 
\ , .. ;., 
-.. -· ..._____ 
------._ Letters onl'{ found on Known 
I 
rMu-ch2006 
JRE: Transfer Ownerehip of Aspenwood Real Eatate Coxp. OBA Re/MAX 
Elite 
I 
I 
i?aJe Quinlan 
~
79 W Hentage Park Blvd. 
uite 201 
ayton. UWi 84041 
I 
I 
ifo The Division ofCoxporattons and Commerci.aJ Code, 
I § transfer the ownenbip of Aspenwood Real Eatate Cmp from Dal() an to Sharu, Thorpe;. The address of this business is 519 West Heritage Blvd, Suite 201, Layton. Utah 84041. AspenWQOd Real Estate 18 DBA 
AX Elite. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you should have any 
I uestlone or if you require further infonnahon. 
~mcorcly, 
~~ 
p..to Quinlan 
I 
I 
~ 
I ·,, 
'•, 
'•·Alignmc-, nl <lithe borjy of the lt•tt r1r s,1 111e as ·dw ~!f.'Jla ·r ur,: ;,r ~i! 
'J-J 
\J1 
RI./MAX Elite 
579 Wei<t Hcaraui: Pm BlvJ 
(.J1ytnn, Umh 84041 
Office: (801) 825,.3700 
F:lX. {801} 825-3777 
i :' 
